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ABSTRACT

This dissertation provides a multiscalar analysis of climate change solutions from the global
South by investigating how bioscientists are leveraging postcolonial ecological legacies into the
basis for what they envision as a sustainable future. In Brazil, scientists from different disciplines
are reengineering sugarcane-a crop central to the colonial project-at molecular, organismic, and
economic scales in order to expand biofuels as international energy commodities. I argue that
biology has become central to what I call the plantation network: a postcolonial agricultural
formation that includes laboratories as obligatory passage points in the growing of plants to meet
human needs and desires, especially in the era of "sustainability" and "green capitalism." My
research uses the plantation network formation to show that even though Brazilian scientists
work under ethical and ecological threats posed by climate change, they also rely on Brazilian
history, ideology, and cultural practices as they reshape life forms, landscapes, and labor in
Brazil and Mozambique.

This multisited analysis draws on ethnographic research conducted with molecular biologists
attempting to create the world's first commercially viable transgenic sugarcane plant, biochemists
working to develop waste-reducing fermentation technologies by using bioprospected "wild"
yeasts to digest sugarcane bagasse, and a think tank of agronomic economists seeking to transfer a
"Brazilian biofuel model" to Lusophone Mozambique. For these scientists, Brazil's long history of
sugarcane is coming to center on ethoses and practices of what they call "sustentabilidade"
(sustainability): a form of technoscientifically-aided industrial development that contributes to
environmental wellbeing while maintaining the possibility of continued capitalist production for
future populations. The dissertation examines "sustainability" as it has emerged in these sites by
considering the plantation as a pharmakon-like entity: at the same time (1) a destructive nexus of
social-ecological relations that has propelled the harmful, unjust conditions that have led to calls
for "sustainable" practices and principles and (2) a redemptive space for ethically-sound renewable
fuel and food production that scientists believe is central to creating a more just, livable world. I
investigate how scientific practices related to ethically-rendered biofuels are motivating changes
to the biotechnologies, production techniques, and locations of sugarcane plantations.

Thesis supervisor: Stefan Helmreich

Title: Elting E. Morison Professor of Anthropology
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Introduction:

The Plantation Network: Plants, Energy, and Sustainability in Brazil and Beyond

Sugarcane, Guns, Gold, Coffee

In the biotechnological process of genetically modifying plants, there are two common methods

used by scientists to insert desired exogenous genes into a host plant. The simpler, more widely

used approach employs bacteria to transform the genome (see Chapter 2). The less common

method of genetic transformation is one that I observed many times during my ten months of

participant observation in a molecular biology laboratory at Brazil's leading agricultural science

university in the interior of Sio Paulo state, as part of eighteen months of ethnographic and

historical research on Brazilian bioenergy science in which researchers sought to create new

forms of sugarcane ethanol, a liquid fuel made from fermented sugarcane juice used primarily in

transportation. This alternative method of genetic transformation, which scientists in the lab

referred to as bombardeamento (bombardment) but which is more technically called bioballistics

or biolistics, is, as its aggressive name suggests, more damaging to the host plants it aims to

transform. And though its success rate is lower than using bacteria to transform an organism's

genetic makeup, it allows modification of so-called "difficult plants," including the plant at the

center of my study of bioenergy science: sugarcane.

In biolistics, a gene gun engages high-pressure helium to propel DNA-coated gold

particles into plant cells or embryos.' The gold particle "bullets" and the exogenous genetic

The earliest gene guns, developed in the early 1980s by plant scientists at Cornell University and Dupont, used
modified commercial Crosman air pistols to shoot DNA-coated tungsten particles into plant embryos (Sanford et al.
1987). Today, US-based company Bio-Rad produces all gene guns.
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material they bear that are shot at the plant obliterate most of the cells or embryos. But some that

are not destroyed are simply sliced open, as the gold cuts through the cell wall and gains access

to the genetic matter in the host nucleus. The cell nucleus then integrates the DNA that the gold

biobullets carried into the plant chromosome, and the genome of the plant is altered. The new

gene that the plant has will be passed down to its genetically modified (GM) offspring (see

image 1).

Image 1 (clockwise from top left): (1) The boxy gene gun sits atop the work bench in the sala de
bombardeamento (bombardment room), with the orange high-pressure helium tank in the left foreground;
(2) the small gold particles that will be coated in DNA and shot into plant tissue; (3) sugarcane embryos,
grown from tissue cultures harvested from the cane field behind the laboratory's greenhouse; (4) in vitro

transgenic sugarcane.

In the molecular biology lab, graduate students would perform this task once every two

months or so, when they had enough sugarcane embryos to stage the experiment. I looked on or

sometimes used pincers to take flecks of gold from a vial filled with DNA-carrying-liquid placed

them on a screen as the students repetitively loaded the gun, placed their plant specimen in its
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sights, and triggered the "FIRE" button, shooting to transform the biomaterial (see image 2). The

gene gun room was just off the hallway where the heavily-used kitchen always had fresh coffee

brewing, and so the scent of warm, bitter coffee always accompanied genetic transformation with

the gene gun (see image 3). Afterwards, we inevitably went to the kitchen for a cafezinho (small

cup of black coffee), where a single piece of art hung on the kitchen wall: a painting made on the

surface of a mirror depicting a Portuguese caravel sailing through turbulent green waters (see

image 4).

4%t 11 it 1 *' t

It I 
"I% 00

Image 2: The gene gun, with DNA-bearing gold particles loaded on a metal screen in a canister in the
upper chamber, awaiting the placement of a plant embryo filled petri dish on the plastic circular shelf

below. The "trigger" of the gene gun that practitioners depress to enact the bombardment reads, "FIRE."

I remember standing there after witnessing my first biolistic genetic transformation,

coffee in hand, listening to the typical kitchen banter about the weather or weekend plans, and

being struck by the elements that had been present during this routine scientific procedure: guns,

sugarcane, gold, foreign genetic materials, coffee. All as the specter of the ever-arriving caravel

reflected us back to ourselves.
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Image 3: The laboratory's typically-busy kitchen, with white coffee thermos on counter to the right and
caravel painted on mirror hanging on the left wall.

Image 4: The author with camera reflected in the sails of the painted caravel.

~~~m~wamm1
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I use this piece of data from my fieldwork as a method to locate the colonial in

contemporary scientific practice and procedure. In this example, we can trace the material signs

of European arrival, conquest, colonization, and resource extraction through the histories of

transportation, violence, agriculture, mining, and "improvement" that are necessarily present in

the development of a scientific apparatus that involves gene guns shooting gold biobullets to

create transgenic crops in a so-called "postcolonial" state. In scientists' efforts to transform

sugarcane for bioenergy production in Brazilian laboratories, they draw on a historical legacy of

plantation-based agriculture to create what they frame as solutions to global problems, including

pollution from fossil-fuels, climate change, energy shortages, and food shortages, all from their

unique positionality as a "developing" or "global South" country.

Introduction

The sugarcane landscape of Brazil has long been a dynamic source of global change. In the early

colonial period, a regime of enslaved labor on plantations shifted populations and irrevocably

altered social and ecological relations globally; and a taste for sugar was developed that

propelled a global industry (cf. Mintz 1986). At the turn of the twentieth century, plantation-

based experimentation with fermentation and combustible fuels led to the rise of a sugarcane-

based energy system that now has politicians, analysts, journalists, and social scientists labeling

Brazil as a global leader in renewable fuels.

This dissertation follows researchers in the biosciences who are seeking new ways to

extract energy from novel sources, and in doing so are shaping the terrain of the energy landscape

for a post-petroleum world. In Brazil, scientists from different disciplines are reengineering

sugarcane - a crop central to the colonial project-at molecular, organismic, and economic scales
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in order to produce new forms of biofuels as international energy commodities. By leveraging

Brazilian flora and microbiota into the substrate of what renewable energy might mean for the

world over, these scientists are working to enlist distinctively Brazilian biotic substances and

agricultural practices to produce energy to sustain human life on an imperiled planet (cf.

Helmreich 2009). They aim to turn sugarcane plantations into streamlined biotech sites for the

production of efficient, clean, "green" renewable energy in Brazil and in other global South nation

states. For many scientists, the long history of sugarcane in Brazil is now coming to center on

ethoses and practices of what practitioners call "sustentabilidade" (sustainability): a form of

technoscientifically-aided industrial development that contributes to environmental wellbeing

while maintaining the possibility of continued capitalist production for the future population.

This dissertation will examine "sustainability" as it has emerged at several sites in the

Brazilian sugarcane scientific community by looking to the plantation as a pharmakon-like entity

(Stengers 2015); at the same time, the plantation is (1) a destructive nexus of social-ecological

relations that have propelled the harmful, unjust, toxic conditions that have led to calls for

"sustainable" practices and principles and (2) a redemptive space for ethically-sound renewable

fuel and food production that scientists believe is central to creating a more diverse, just, and

livable world. I argue that assessing practices of sustainability in the 2 1st century cannot be

accomplished fully without examining agricultural formations-those technoscientific systems

that have created global ecological crises, but that experts contend can provide solutions to them.

For these experts, sustainability is an ethical lens, toolkit, guide, and goal.

To investigate bioenergy experts working to transform Brazil's 500-year colonial

agricultural legacy into a silver-bullet solution for problems as diverse as climate change,

ecological degradation, food scarcity, energy crisis, and waste accumulation, I traveled to the heart
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of Brazil's ethanol producing region, and to Mozambique, a target of social scientific agricultural

intervention. I sought to learn both the scientific practices and the ideological underpinnings of

their sustainability-driven projects. Over 18 months, I conducted archival research and long-term

participant observation fieldwork in three sites: a university molecular biology laboratory where

researchers are attempting to create the world's first commercially viable transgenic (genetically

modified [GM]) sugarcane plant; a university biochemistry laboratory where scientists are working

to develop new, waste-reducing biofuel fermentation technologies by using bioprospected "wild"

yeasts collected from various Brazilian biomes to digest bagasse, the pulpy waste leftover from

sugar and ethanol production; and a think tank of agronomic economists seeking to transport a

"Brazilian biofuel model" to other global South nations, including Lusophone Mozambique. 2

2 As I elaborate below, these three scientific research sites were all funded through the same bioenergy research
program, sponsored by the state scientific research institution FAPESP (Sao Paulo Research Foundation [Fundaqao
de Amparo d Pesquisa do Estado de Sao Paulo]).
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Image 5: Distribution of Brazilian sugar mills and ethanol distilleries. In the historic sugar producing region
in the Northeast, mills are concentrated along the coast. These mills primarily produce only sugar and do not
use mechanized labor. Planting and harvesting are done by manually by laborers. Most of the sugar grown
in Brazil is in the South-Central region. These mills are newer and most produce both sugar and ethanol.

Labor is mechanized on these plantations. Source: Valdes (2011).

I asked: what scientific practices constitute contemporary sugarcane bioenergy science?

How are these scientific practices contributing to both the making of green energy commodities

and the expansion of a Brazilian bioenergy regime, premised on Brazilian agricultural science

and infrastructure? How is biofuels research shaping Brazil as a node of scientific power and

South-South development? What moral claims surrounding sustainability and development

compel the actions of sugarcane and bioenergy experts in Brazil and Mozambique? What

different notions and manipulations of botanical life on plantations underscore scientific and
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political engagements with sugarcane and with sustainability? What "practices of sustainability"

are being performed in scientific settings?

This dissertation argues that argue that biology-both the scientific field and the

organisms themselves-has become central to what I call the plantation network: a postcolonial

agricultural formation that includes laboratories as obligatory passage points in the growing of

plants to meet human needs and desires, especially in the era of "sustainability" and "green

capitalism." Scholars have yet to analyze the relationship between biology, agriculture, and

global sustainability. My research uses the plantation network formation to show that even

though Brazilian scientists work under ethical and ecological threats posed by climate change,

they also rely on Brazilian history, ideology, and cultural practices as they reshape life forms,

landscapes, and labor in Brazil and Mozambique. Practices and ethoses of sustainability motivate

the increasing inclusion of novel biological organisms and scientific practice into newly-

expanded plantation formations, which are transforming from traditional agricultural spaces into

biotechnologically-mediated ones in nations, like Brazil, that both natural and social scientists

often describe as "postcolonial," "global South," or "developing."

The dissertation will trace the emergence of Brazilian biofuels as "sustainable" and

investigate how scientific practices related to this ethically-rendered fuel are motivating changes

to the biotechnologies, production techniques, and locations of sugarcane bioenergy plantations

(cf. Fischer 2009). I will argue that Brazilian biofuels emerged as "sustainable" following (1)

quantitatively-driven debates about the nature of production in the context of "life cycles" and

(2) changes to the Brazilian sugarcane ethanol labor regime (Chapter 1). I will then use

ethnographic data to show how sustainability-motivated scientific practices are reordering both

the work performed in laboratories and the desired configurations of plantations through the
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emergence of human-plant metabolic intimacies (Chapter 2), a nationalized version of "green"

biotechnology products (Chapter 3), and new South-South agricultural development strategies

based on a "Brazilian biofuel model" (Chapter 4).

In this introductory chapter, I will first provide a description of Brazil's ethanol

producing region, centered in Piracicaba, SP, where I did the majority of my fieldwork. I will

then introduce my interlocutors and their perspectives on the plantation and sugarcane in

particular as central to global efforts geared toward ecological, social, and economic

sustainability. I will then review scholarly thinking about "plantations" and consider how

understanding planetary transformation from the perspective of the plantation-both historically

and as it is imagined by powerful agronomic scientists-is crucial to evaluating the future

directions that global crises and their purported solutions may take. I introduce my notion of the

plantation network as a way to understand the myriad changes to the plantation, its forms, and

the local and global consequences it has, changes that my interlocutors are currently attempting

to realize. Finally, I will provide synopses of the dissertation chapters to summarize how they

contribute to understanding the plantation network and the future of agriculture, bioscience,

development, and sustainability. Throughout the dissertation, the names of all interlocutors and

laboratories have been changed to maintain anonymity.

The Heartland of Brazilian Ethanol

English-language ethnographies of Brazil have historically focused on three geographic regions,

the Amazon rainforest, the Northeast coast, and urban Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, each with a

well theorized set of political issues, historical frameworks, and relevant actors.3 Studies of the

' There is a small but rich body of work in the anthropology of science in Brazil, mostly in Portuguese, with ongoing
scholarly conversations in the areas of animal studies and multispecies ethnography (see e.g. the special collection
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Amazon region have long looked to the practices and politics of indigenous peoples in efforts to

study the constitution of social identities and the relations between the material and social worlds

in indigenous knowledge systems (Viveiros de Castro 1998; Fausto 2012; Kohn 2013). Lately,

studies have expanded to illuminate complex social-environmental dynamic at the intersection of

indigenous rights and capitalist extraction (Fisher 2000; Lahsen 2009; Campbell 2015; Zanotti

2016). Ethnographies of Brazil's Northeast region-in particular the coastal former slave port

city of Salvador da Bahia-have focused on the emergence, practice, and semiotics of distinctly

Afro-Brazilian forms of cultural production and expression, including capoeira, samba, and the

nation's multiple syncretic religions (Lewis 1992; Browning 1995; Capone 2010; Sharp 2014).4

Urban anthropology of Brazil, which focuses primarily on Rio de Janeiro and the city of Sdo

Paulo, addresses the alienation of and violence against Brazil's poorest residents (Caldeira 2000;

Goldstein 2003; Penglase 2014; Larkins 2015).5

Historical and anthropological studies of technoscience in Brazil are rare in English.

Notable exceptions include Kent and Wade (2015) and Cesarino and Luna (2011) on biomedical

sciences, Luisa Reis Castro (2012) on GMO insects, Sean Mitchell (2013) on space rockets and

sovereignty, and Monteiro and Rajdo (2017) on remote sensing technologies by citizen scientists

in the Amazon. Also rare are ethnographic accounts of the cultural practices that occur in

geographic regions seldom visited by tourists or critical social scientists.6 My study of sugarcane

energy science and sustainability centers on Piracicaba, a small city in the interior of Sdo Paulo

on "Animals in Anthropology" in Vibrant (Segata and Lewgoy 2016); genetic science and medical anthropology
(see e.g. the special collection on "Health/Illness, Biosocialities and Culture" in Vibrant (do Valle and Gibbon
2015)); and environmental anthropology (Marras 2011; Rajdo and Georgiadou 2014; Taddei 2014); among other
fields.
4 For a different perspective on the region that focuses on cultural patrimony, see Collins (2015).
5 For an account centering on poverty set in the southern Brazilian city of Porto Alegre, see Biehl 2005.
6 There are a few notable exceptions. For rural Minas Gerais, see Reichman 2018. For Rio Grande do Sul, see Rieth
et al. 2016. For ParA, see Pace and Hinote 2013.
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state. Piracicaba is a city built on agriculture. It was one of the first cities in the country to

industrialize, as a result of shifting agricultural labor regimes, planting innovations, international

migration to the region, and capital from nearby cosmopolitan Sao Paulo. Sugarcane has been

planted here in Brazil's South-Center region for over one hundred and thirty years. Because of

technological innovations and access to capital, it was and remains the country's primary region

for sugarcane ethanol production. Inhabitants proudly proclaim it the "birthplace of ethanol in

Brazil" (Netto 2015:16), and sugarcane scientists who work and study at the agricultural research

university in the city often expressed pride at their employment or studentship in Piracicaba. The

history of sugarcane can be observed and heard throughout the city.

The city is just over two hours by bus from the capital. On the drive inland, Sao Paulo's

high-rise suburbs extend for miles beyond the central bus terminal, and quickly disappear as the

lush, steep ridges of the Atlantic Rainforest dominate the view from the tinted window. Forty-

five minutes from Piracicaba, the cliff sides level and a monotonous green stretches as far as the

eye can see, covering the gently rolling hills undulating into the horizon. Just outside of town,

small clay-brick homes, auto shops, and home-style restaurants spring up, and then the high-rises

of this booming agricultural city of a half a million people appear. The name "Piracicaba" is

Tupi for "place where the fish stops," a name arising from the cascading waterfalls of the

Piracicaba River, which bisects the city. Fish still thrive in the river, as evidenced by the

fisherpeople casting lines with bamboo fishing poles along its muddy banks, and the row of al

fresco fish restaurants that line the eastern bank. The place had long been inhabited by

indigenous people before the Portuguese established a settlement there in 1767, forcing the

native population from the forested, fertile, spring water-fed region.
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Portuguese settlers to the region primarily planted coffee, which was mostly sent to the

state capital for consumption and export. They relied on fish from the river and small subsistence

plots for food. When coffee plantations went bust in the mid-nineteenth century because of a

devastating coffee plant blight, planters invested their resources in sugarcane. They implemented

the best planting and pressing technologies of the day, which mill operators had developed in

Brazil's northeast over the course of 400 years of sugarcane cultivation, harvesting, and pressing.

In 1881, seven years before the abolition of slavery in Brazil, enslaved laborers constructed the

Central Mill (Engenho Central) along the rocky river in Piracicaba (see image 6). The mill was a

collective effort, funded by a group of nearby mills to substitute dispersed slave labor for

centralized mechanized processes in the pressing of cane from the surrounding mills. The river

enabled mill operators to send cut cane quickly to the mill for mechanical pressing, boiling, and

distilling.

Image 6: The ruins of the Central Mill (Engenho Central) in Piracicaba.

-1
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The region experienced another form of agricultural technological innovation in the

second half of the nineteenth century. Beginning in the late 1860s, there was an influx of farmers

to the Piracicaba area from the United States. These immigrants, called Confederados, were

Confederate soldiers who sought to maintain slave ownership and continue their agricultural

practices after their defeat in the American Civil War (slavery was outlawed in Brazil in 1888).

About 10,000 former soldiers were given travel funds by Brazil's Emperor Don Pedro II to bring

their slaves, agricultural technologies, and knowledge to help modernize farming in the region.

Most returned to the US after a few years, finding assimilation difficult, but about 1,000

remained. They are locally credited with introducing the plow to the region and inspiring

agricultural modernization. 7

These Americans continued to speak English until at least the mid-20th century, but

otherwise adopted local customs and ways of life. Their settlement, called Americana, is twenty

miles due east of Piracicaba. Each year, thousands gather to celebrate their ancestors' American

origins at the Festa Confederada (Confederate Party), where, on a lot adjacent to a graveyard

containing hundreds of Confederate Americans' graves, attendees wave Confederate flags with

pride, wear US antebellum and Confederate Civil War costumes, listen to American country

music, and eat food associated with the American South, such as fried chicken, biscuits,

hamburgers, and hotdogs (see images 7 and 8).

7 I heard these stories of the Confederate Brazilians by speaking with locals and by attending the Festa Confederada
in 2015. I learned that many Civil War enthusiasts from the US who are sympathetic to the Confederacy come to
Americana to participate in the festival because, they told me, they did not have to fear "political correctness" for
"celebrating their heritage." The irony of the conflation of the Confederacy with the United States appeared to go
unnoticed by all. The Confederados are frequently credited as the source of the region's distinctive hard "r" sound in
its accent, in distinction to an aspirated "r" in most of cosmopolitan Brazil. On the Confederados, see (Griggs 1987;
Gussi 1997; Dawsey and Dawsey 1998; Harter 2000; Jarnagin 2014).
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Image 7: Attendees at the Festa Confederada wear recreations of Confederate riniLorns as they prepare to
enter the event. Rolling agricultural fields (corn here) typical of the region can be seen behind them.

Image 8: The main stage at the Festa Confederada, featuring a "Stars and Bars" floor and backdrop. A
crowd looks on as women dressed as "Southern belles" flank male organizers who recount the story of the

former Confederate soldiers-their ancestors-who emigrated to Brazil for a better agricultural future.
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In the 191 Os, mill operators in the northeast had begun to ferment excess pressed sugar

juice to create an alcohol fuel that they could use in their farm vehicles and cars. Seeing the

opportunities for capital gain, an ethanol distillery was added to the Piracicaba Central Mill

compound in the early twentieth century, so that producers could benefit from fluctuating

international sugar prices by creating an additional product from cane. Today, the Central Mill is

a collection of crumbling buildings that are protected by state patrimony status. Trees grow

where presses and boilers once processed cane, lit by the rays that pour through the iron-framed

open roofs. On weekend days, dozens of visitors stroll the riverside grounds, reading the plaques

that adorn the buildings. The former distillery is now a theater that stages various performances

each year.

The South-Center sugarcane region, with Piracicaba at its industrial and geographic

center, quickly usurped the northeast as the primary ethanol production site in Brazil. Locals say

that Italian immigrants to the region, who had been trained in engineering and mechanics in

Europe, were responsible for developing the unique ethanol fermentation and distilling

technologies that facilitated large-scale production.8 But both sugar and ethanol producers still

relied on plantations to supply the botanical matter for their industries.

A testament to the agricultural vitality of the region, Brazil's first agricultural university,

the Luiz de Queiroz College of Agriculture (Escola Superior de Agricultura Luiz de Queiroz

[ESALQ]), was established in Piracicaba in 1901. Now affiliated with the University of Sao

Paulo, ESALQ remains a leading institute for agronomic science globally, ranking in the top ten

8 Chapter 2 details the histories of sugar production and ethanol in Brazil.
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agricultural science universities since 2015 (U.S. News and World Report 2018). It draws on

local sugarcane plantations for research materials as well as funding.'

Despite the city's history of agricultural innovation, residents are very proud of their

"country" roots. Like in the US, Brazilian country culture has many distinct aspects, including

regional accent, musical form, and values. Across Brazil, a person from the countryside is called,

somewhat disparagingly, a "caipira," like a "bumpkin" or a "hick." Indeed, the name of the

caipirinha, the national alcoholic beverage as declared by Brazilian law in 2008,10 refers to two

of its primary ingredients: sugar and cachaga, a clear liquor produced from sugarcane. In

Piracicaba, people take pride in what they call their city's caipiracicabanidade (caipira +

identity of Piracicaba [piracicabanidade]): a portmanteau that evokes a Piracicaba-specific form

of country ways.

Caipiracicabanidade has its origins in the agrarian landscape surrounding Piracicaba.

The economic prosperity that locals have enjoyed for over a century is the result of the immense

demand for sugar and sugarcane ethanol. The production of these commodities relies on the

nexus of practices surrounding planting, harvesting and processing cane plants, maintaining the

fields in which they are grown, and, increasingly, developing the biotechnologies industrialists

are employing to maximize productivity and minimize environmental impact. These bioscience

researchers are proud to work on sugarcane and ethanol related projects in Piracicaba, Brazil's

heartland of sugarcane ethanol. And while they have pride for their hometown, the deeper

satisfaction they express regarding their research originates in their desire to contribute to a

larger project of sustainability. As discussed below, these scientists (and indeed most Brazilians)

9 Chapter 2 also details ESALQ's funding structure and the financial contributions received by the laboratory
researchers with whom I worked there.
10 Decree 6.871 based on Normative Ruling 55, from Oct. 31, 2008.
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understand sugarcane ethanol as a sustainable, renewable fuel alternative to petroleum. Through

their work, they aim to help alleviate environmental degradation, atmospheric pollution, and

even world hunger and poverty through the development of GM sugarcane and/or advanced

"second-generation" biofuels, grown on plantations around the region and in agricultural spaces

they designate as "developing" or "global South."

Bioenergy Scientists: Sustainability from Genes to Plants to Fields

Following nearly a century of government subsidies and private investment in sugarcane ethanol

research and development, Brazil is the global leader in ethanol consumption and is more or less

tied with the US for production." Most cars on the road today in Brazil are flex fuel cars, and

drivers decide at the pump whether they will use cleaner burning but more expensive gasoline

(25% of which is ethanol, per the national blend mandate), or cheaper, less efficient pure ethanol

that leaves residues in motors.

With sugarcane ethanol a national necessity for gasoline companies and for the countries'

automobile fleet, production has continued to increase, as have scientists' efforts to create more

efficient plants and technologies for planting, harvesting, and production. But while

technoscientific developments in sugarcane ethanol were driven by agro-industrial profits until

the 1970s, and by fears of fuel scarcity beginning in the 1970s, a new orientation of sustainability

guides researchers' efforts today. I conducted eighteen months of ethnographic research with

Brazilian bioenergy scientists in three scientific spaces where researchers worked to create

sustainable plantation-based solutions to global problems through technoscientific agricultural

" Chapter 1 provides a detailed history of ethanol production in Brazil.
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interventions: a molecular biology laboratory, a biochemistry laboratory, and in meetings and

interviews with members of a technology transfer think tank.

I conducted participant observation research for ten months at a molecular biology lab at

the University of Sio Paulo's (USP) Luiz de Quieroz School of Agriculture (USP-ESALQ) with

one faculty director, four laboratory scientists with doctoral degrees in biology, four laboratory

technicians with Masters degrees in biology, twelve graduate students, four undergraduate

students, and several visiting scholars and students who visited the lab for periods of several

weeks.' 2 Research in this lab involved crop "improvement" (melhoramento) projects through the

creation of transgenic (GM) plants, in which scientists enlists microorganisms or gold particles to

insert the genes of one species into the genetic code another (described above). Students worked

primarily with sugarcane, and their diverse genetic modification projects all had the dual goal of

(1) contributing to the amelioration of human-induced climate change by producing more ethanol

per square hectare of land and (2) creating crops that could grow in increasingly less hospitable

conditions. The projects included a sugarcane with reduced fiber for easier pressing, a sugarcane

with enhanced photosynthetic capability that could produce more sucrose (sugar), and a

sugarcane that could produce more sucrose in drought conditions. Researchers in this lab were

driven less by motivations of sustainability than by their intimate interactions with their plant

specimens.

I conducted five months of participant observation research in a biochemistry laboratory

at USP's Lorena Engineering School (USP-EEL) with one faculty director, elevent graduate

students, four undergraduate students, and several graduate-level and postdoctoral researchers

from neighboring labs. Scientists here were looking to the plantation-based ethanol production

12 The details of their work are elaborated in Chapter 2.
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process to optimize capital gains and improve environmental outcomes by increasing sugarcane

"life cycle" efficiency. Using fermentation technologies, they sought ways to produce second-

generation biofuels and a vast array of other "biocommodities" from bagasse, the fibrous, damp

pulp leftover after sugarcane has been pressed for sugar or ethanol production. Through a

collaborative project with an ecological research team at the Federal University of Minas Gerais

(UFMG), they were experimenting with the fermentation capabilities of "wild" yeasts collected

from rotting logs, termite mounds, ant hills, and even the gut flora of termites and ants, all found in

high-biodiversity Brazilian biomes: the Amazon, Cerrado (savanna), and Atlantic Rain Forest.13

They contend that "Brazilian nature"-in the form of bioprospected yeasts-can produce advanced

bioenergy by converting sugarcane waste into liquid fuel. Brazil has long been a space of

biological resource extraction and a locale for conceptualizing the "natural" and "biodiverse" (cf.

Dean 1997; Raffles 2002; Hecht 2013). These biochemists were generating new understandings of

nationally-prospected organisms and sugarcane waste products as "sustainable," conjuring colonial

desires for order, progress, and efficiency in their biotechnologically enhanced energy production

projects. Their explicitly "green science" converted not only bagasse. It also altered ecosystems,

energy regimes, and cycles of commodity production with the goal of contributing to the

amelioration of human-induced climate change by producing more ethanol from existing

sugarcane plantations by "harnessing" naturalized/nationalized Brazilian yeasts.

In addition to "improving" (1) plants through genetic modification and (2) the sugarcane

ethanol production process, Brazilian natural and social scientists are looking to the plantation

field itself as a site of intervention in the name of sustainability. A team of 51 development-

minded agronomic economists from ten countries have formed the Latin American Committee on

" The details of their work are elaborated in Chapter 3.
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Bioenergy for Africa (Comissdo Latino Americana de Bioenergiapara a Africa [CLABA]), a

think tank that aims to devise a program to transfer Brazilian sugarcane ethanol production

technologies and techniques to developing Lusophone Mozambique.14 In meetings, interviews, and

data reports with the project's eight leaders, all from Brazilian universities, I observed how

members discuss visions for a Mozambican bioenergy plantation economy, inspired by Brazil's

"successful" biofuel model. In the 1960s and 1970s, Brazil's military dictatorship invested in

agricultural development, prompting the Green Revolution that enabled crop-based commodities to

transform the national economy. Today, these economists' desires for sustainable development

across the global South mirror those earlier goals, as they see agricultural productivity as key to

social and economic development, even as cane harvesting remains brutally difficult labor. By

interviewing members of CLABA and Mozambican government officials, reviewing key strategy

documents, and visiting a Mozambican sugar mill, I was able to discern the ways in which

postcolonial sustainability-oriented development strategies rely on notions of commensurability

between Brazilian and Mozambican land and social relations, even as Mozambican activists protest

the monocrop agriculture that such development projects bring. This transoceanic transfer of plants

and machinery harkens Portuguese colonial endeavors; in both cases, the transmission of defined

but unwieldy and uneven agricultural infrastructure shapes social and terrestrial configurations. An

explicit assumption that the "Brazilian biofuel model," as they call it, is environmentally, socially,

and economically sustainable guides these scientists' desires to bring sustainable energy

production to Mozambique, a global South nation ranked among the lowest on the Human

Development Index (United Nations Development Programme 2018). Postcolonial scientific

4 The details of their work are elaborated in Chapter 4.
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arrangements like the one CLABA hopes to implement may increasingly become the norm for

sustainability-oriented development projects."

For most of the scientists with whom I worked, from genes to plants to fields, the

sugarcane plantation version 2.0 was the shining vision of the post-petroleum future. They

imagined sugarcane as key for creating a sustainable way of life. They envisioned the transgenic

cane field as a redemptive techno-natural system that provided viable plants for an altered world;

resilient plants that worked to decrease the production and consumption of exploitative,

extractive, polluting petroleum; efficient, biotechnologically-enhanced renewable energy

production that eliminated processing waste through Brazilian microbial hero-yeasts;

Mozambican cane fields, like Brazilian cane fields, producing ample crops that brought capital,

labor, and environmentally-friendly agricultural practices to a struggling global South nation.

They saw improved plants and plantations improving the world. They believed in the redemptive

power of the plantation.

"Sustainability" in the Laboratories

How did sugarcane ethanol become a technoscientific linchpin for Brazilian sustainability

efforts? And what are scientists today doing to maintain and promote a perception of biofuels as

a sustainable fuel source internationally, thus ensuring that the products they develop are

desirable? The concept of sustainability is used throughout the dissertation to describe a set of

ethically-guided practices and beliefs that motivate most of the scientists with whom I worked.

Many Brazilians-both scientists and nonscientists-with whom I spoke consider

themselves "environmentalists," or at least say that they care about environmental issues. When

15 For more on Brazilian-African agricultural scientific exchange programs, see Cesarino (2017).
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they knew that I worked on biofuels, they were usually eager to point out that Brazil's energy

matrix is one of the most "sustainable" in the world-explaining that the nation derives less fuel

from petroleum than most other nations. This is possible primarily because of the multiple

massive hydroelectric dams that provide electricity to Brazil and neighboring countries (see

Folch 2013; 2015). But the widespread use of sugarcane biofuels in nearly all automobiles

certainly contributes to the diverse energy matrix. At gas pumps, 100% ethanol is usually

branded with the color green; drivers can feel they are making an environmentally sound

decision when they choose ethanol over gasoline.

Environmentalist concerns have been part of public discussion internationally since at

least the 1970s. But it was the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development

(UNCED, informally called the "Rio Earth Summit"), held in Rio de Janeiro in June, 1992 that

brought governmental representatives, scientists, NGOs, and journalists together to discuss

strategies for human-induced environmental degradation and resource depletion. While it was

not the first international conference to address environmental issues, it marked the first time that

governments made very public commitments to protect the environment and promote sustainable

development. At the Rio Earth Summit, Brazilian governmental officials pledged specifically to

contribute to efforts to reduce greenhouse gases, natural resource destruction, and pollution.

Many of the senior scientists with whom I worked recalled the Rio Earth Summit as a "turning

point" for the nation's consciousness of environmental issues, not least because the event was

held in their country.

Not surprisingly, many of the scientists with whom I work cited their environmental ethic

as an important part of their research on sugarcane fuel. Their "sustainability evangelism," as I

came to think of their shared ethic and belief in the power of sugarcane ethanol to ameliorate
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global problems, consisted of several overlapping practical orientations: waste reduction or waste

use; biodiversity conservation; shifting away from extractive capitalism toward "natural,"

"renewable," and/or "bio-based" forms of industrial production; and hope for the livability of

future generations. Sustainability evangelist scientists tended to work in the same labs as each

other and on the same collaborative groups for research and publication projects. For example,

all of the researchers who contributed chapters to the 2015 text, Bioenergy and Sustainability:

Bridging the Gaps, which I discuss in Chapter 1, foregrounded sustainability concerns as

primary motivations for their research. In another example, all but one researcher at the

biochemistry laboratory where I researched (see Chapter 3) were passionate about sustainability

and felt that their work was making important steps to improving environmental outcomes. Their

laboratory director consistently imparted the importance of "green" scientific research, and they

certainly took it to heart.

Some researchers I encountered were apathetic or cynical about sustainability, and they

worked primarily in the molecular biology laboratory. Following the cue of their laboratory

director, these scientists were more interested in working with plants, cells, and genetic

transformation either for the sake of scientific practice or for the future industrial employment

opportunities the work provided. In group meetings, their laboratory director focused on daily

practice and on biosecurity as discussion topics. In interviews I conducted with her, her attitude

toward environmental issues was filtered through the regulatory work of the CTNBio, the

national governmental committee that oversees biosecurity and transgenic plant approval, of

which she is a governing member.

When the topics of sustainability, bioenergy for "green" outcomes, or environmental

ethics arose for members of the lab, they tended to articulate that governmental biosecurity
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commissions were responsible for regulating any ecological aspects of scientific research

generally. When pushed, they either claimed not to think about sustainability very much, or to

argue that the development of ethanol as an alternative to fossil fuels "is all guided by

corruption" in which government subsidies support sugarcane millers when they are not making

as much money as they would like. I found it ironic that nearly all of their projects had goals that

fell clearly in line with goals of sustainability. While the outcomes of their research secured them

grant funding that used a rhetoric of "sustainability," their daily activities were motivated more

by their care for the plants with which they worked or by personal economic concerns that they

felt they could address through their aptitude in biological research.

Despite the apathy of members of the molecular biology laboratory, most scientists with

whom I spoke did care deeply about sustainability, as they understood it. And they believed in

the transformative capacity of their biotechnological research to contribute to sustainability-

driven efforts. Through agricultural biotechnology, in which laboratory-based scientific

techniques are used to modify the genetic structure or industrial processing of crop plants,

Brazilian researchers are conducting cutting-edge work in sugarcane science, motivated by a

sustainability evangelism for sugarcane ethanol.

By analyzing responses from my interlocutors about what "sustainability" was to them, I

discerned five beliefs or orientations that defined their notions of the term. In order of most

common to least, those understandings of sustainability were:

" Technoscientifically-aided industrial production and/or growth that does not harm "the

environment," or that that contributes to environmental wellbeing.

" Technoscientifically-aided industrial production and/or growth that that creates livable

conditions for future generations. This understanding of sustainability often positioned
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present production in terms of future production, such as, "Production for today that does

not compromise the possibility of production for humanity in the future."

* Solving or "adjusting" destructive practices by "replacing" them with nondestructive,

more just ones, or "producing an alternative to" a polluting product. People who invoked

this kind of orientation often said that a major goal was to make companies or the

population "think differently" about production techniques and the use of renewable

materials.

" Finding a use for a waste product in order to add "value" to the production chain.

"Value" denoted both economic opportunities and an ecological ethic in which "the

environment" was not harmed. Adherents of this sense of sustainability advocated a

"conscious use of natural resources" for waste recuperation.

" A sense of duty or obligation to engage in work that improves "the environment," Earth,

or humanity. While many researchers worked within a framework of Brazilian energy

production or exportation, they rarely thought in terms of improving local environments

or populations.

Almost all agreed that sustainability efforts had to be economically advantageous or they

would never be put into effect, and only a few mentioned problems associated with capitalist

production or development, such as "unbridled consumption," "corporate corruption," or

"greed." And all agreed that working with sugarcane ethanol was an important step toward

creating a more sustainable world. They felt that biofuels offered a move away from finite,

polluting fossil fuels toward a cleaner, less C02-producing, less extraction-intensive, renewable

form of energy. Researchers at the biochemistry fermentation laboratory at USP-EEL explicitly

linked this to a "closed life cycle" model of production which they called the "biorefinery,"
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following instruction by their lab director on this topic. They felt that their work making second-

generation ethanol and other biologically-based commodities from the waste product of sugar

and ethanol production (bagasse) "closed the cycle" of energy production by internalizing waste

into the system of production.

It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to historicize each of the notions of

sustainability that researchers invoked. However, it is important to investigate the emergence of

biofuels as a "sustainable" fuel, considering how deeply this notion propels the work of

individual scientists in Brazil, the laboratories in which they work, and the funding organizations

that provide resources for their research. Indeed, as mentioned above, the idea is commonplace

across strata of Brazilian society that ethanol is not only less harmful than fossil fuels but also

ecologically beneficial, despite the fact that this notion is contentious in the US and Europe.

While my broader argument contends that plantation-based forms of sustainability efforts are

rooted in postcolonial historical, economic, social and ecological formations, the particular case

of biofuels merits deeper investigation into the scientific making of ethanol as "sustainable."

Chapter 1 provides the history of the making of ethanol "sustainable."

The stakes for claiming ethanol's sustainability are high for the researchers with whom I

worked. They rely on notions of sustainability to inspire their personal work, to secure funding,

and, for student scientists, to acquire employment in the future. And yet producing biofuels as

part of a schema for a more livable world with less ecological impact requires plantation

agriculture, precisely the kind of extractive activity that critical scholars have claimed caused or

contributed to planetary crisis. For the majority of my interlocutors, they did not perceive any

contradiction in their plantation-based hopes and the potentially destructive aspects of monocrop

agriculture. They understood plantations to be necessary to feed and provide fuel for the global
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population. While some acknowledged that biodiversity was compromised by the

implementation of plantations, they saw it as a consequence of a necessary circumstance.

Especially in the Piracicaba region but across many regions in Brazil, plantations are often a

ubiquitous aspect of the landscape and are always central to historical accounts of the country. It

was not illuminating to my interlocutors to point out that plantations, crop plants, and

agricultural technologies were at the heart of their plans for creating a sustainable world. As one

responded, "Using agriculture fits perfectly into the idea of sustainability."

The Plantation Network

The scientists with whom I worked have grand visions for the future of the plantation. And their

ideas start with plants, specifically, in their Brazilian national context, with sugarcane. Visiting a

plantation, it is not difficult to understand the importance of plants themselves in the life of the

plantation. Plantations involve monocrop agriculture, with nearly all efforts and resources

directed toward the sustenance of one plant species growing over many hectares.

In the colonial era, from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries, plantations relied on

enslaved laborers to execute the demanding tasks associated with tending and processing these

lucrative plants. Without endlessly exploitable captive human labor following the worldwide

abolition of slavery,1 6 agricultural producers sought other means to optimize the amount of

capital they could extract from each plant on each hectare. Their efforts shifted from plantation

labor, to the growing conditions of plants, to the plants themselves.

Early efforts centered on fertilizer technologies related to crop yields. While Malthus's

late- 18th century work addressed crop yields from the perspective of economics, agricultural

16 1 fully acknowledge that slave labor continues on plantations around the world today. I simply mean to argue here
that official channels of maximizing agricultural output shifted away from field labor to plants themselves.
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biological science focused on plants began in earnest in the early nineteenth century, with Justus

von Liebig's 1840 publication of his "Law of the Minimum." Liebig's work showed that

nitrogen, potassium and phosphate in soil were all limiting factors in crop yields, information

which was invaluable to farmers attempting to maximize agricultural output from their land

(Taiz 2013). Despite European scientists' experimentation with and subsequent marketing of

bone-based fertilizers commercially, companies did not manufacture fertilizers on a large scale

until chemist Frtiz Haber devised a chemical nitrogen fixation technique in the early twentieth

century.

It was Gregor Mendel's pioneering work on crop plant (pea) breeding that laid the

foundation for radical scientific advances in plant genetics that began in the late 1 9 th century.

Sugarcane breeding programs began in the Caribbean during this period, and researchers in

Brazil were conducting cane breeding experiments by the 1890s.1 7 Technoscientific

improvements to the plantation, in the forms of chemically enhanced fertilizers and genetically

enhanced crops, were becoming a standard part of Brazilian agricultural landscapes by the early

twentieth century.' 8

Critical scholars have long paid attention to the plantation as a unique economic, social,

and ecological formation. Theories of the plantation as an economic arrangement began at least

with Marx, who considered the enslavement of African people on American plantations to be a

foundational factor in the rise of the capitalist economy (Marx 1847; cf. Lawrence 1976), an

argument echoed by historian Eric Williams (1983; 2014), who argued that plantations as slave

labor camps formed the basis for European capital accumulation. Anthropologist Fernando Ortiz

17 Chapter 1 provides a longer review of the history of agronomic sciences and sugarcane science in Brazil. See Hurt
and Hurt (1994); Phillips and Kingsland (2015); Kloppenberg (2005); Henry and Kole (2010); Fernandes (1971); G.
C. Stevenson (1965).
18 For US-based histories of agricultural biotechnology, see Fitzgerald (2003) and Kloppenburg (2005).
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(1995) poetically made the argument that changing forms of large-scale crop cultivation shaped

specific cultural and political relations across society. Looking to the internal configurations of

the plantation, historian Stuart Schwartz (1986) has shown how in Brazil, the slave system

adapted to the demands for both skilled and unskilled labor that sugar production on plantations

and in mills required. Sidney Mintz's (1986) analysis of the myriad legacies of colonial sugar

and its plantation-based production integrated botanical knowledge, material culture, military

history, consumer studies, labor relations, and more. Historians Warren Dean (1997) and Shawn

Miller (1994) each make environmental arguments centered on the plantation, contending that

ecological exploitation and degradation had resounding ecological consequences in addition to

their social and economic ones. David Singerman (2017) argues that the production of uniform

commodities from plantations requires labor and technology found in factories. Later in this

chapter, in dialogue with my notion of the plantation network, I will look to contemporary

scholars' characterizations of plantation ecologies, societies, and formations. For now, suffice it

to mark that there is a rich critical tradition of investigating the plantation and the myriad, globe-

changing effects that its implementation has had.

Lately, a different group of scholars has brought new attention to the plantation. The

concept of the "Anthropocene" has taken the natural and social sciences by storm. While some

scholars have heartily adopted the term, others have sought to clarify, refine, and even shift the

name of this epoch to reflect more accurately the historical, political, ecological, and material

conditions under which human-founded activity propelled global ecological change and now

crisis. Scholars from diverse fields, including biologists Scott F. Gilbert (2015), feminist and

STS scholar Donna Haraway (2015), and anthropologist Anna Tsing (2017), together posited the

name "Plantationocene" to situate the "devastating transformation of diverse kinds of human-
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tended farms, pastures, and forests into extractive and enclosed plantations," formations that

served as the "model and motor for the carbon-greedy machine-based factory system that is often

cited as an inflection point for the Anthropocene."19

Building on the critical insights of earlier scholars, the concept of the Plantationocene

cites the historical emergence and global spread of the plantation as the foundational cause of

planetary geological transformation. It links capitalist agriculture with myriad ecological and

social crises. Proponents of the term argue that plantation's constitutive ecological-capitalist-

labor relations have shaped more than global capitalism, colonial and postcolonial political and

labor regimes, and class and racial hierarchies at multiple scales. Because of the massive

amounts of cleared land, fertilizer, labor, and controlled growing conditions they require,

plantations have irrevocably altered the planet's biodiversity, soil compositions, waterways, and

atmospheric conditions. In contrast to the homogenizing "Anthropocene," the Plantationocene

concept is useful. It helps shift critical thinking away from "humanity" as a unified, destructive

agent and toward the capitalist formations-founded upon violence, inequality, and

destruction-that have wrought devastating planetary changes (Moore 2015). It forces a

reckoning with disparate human choices that capitalized on human, ecological, and climatic

exploitation to yield increased ecological loss, greenhouse gas concentrations, food insecurity,

and resource scarcity, among myriad other global problems.

If we take seriously this understanding of our current geological epoch, then, crucially,

we must acknowledge that we are still in the throes of the uneven devastation that the plantation

form has rendered and continues to cause. Close analysis of thefuture of plantations-both of

19 Haraway (2015), footnote 5, p. 162. Natasha Myers has posited "Planthroposcene"/"Planthropocene" as a plant-
centric perspective on the power of vegetation to alter global conditions, naming an "aspirational era, one that must
be marked by a profound commitment to collaboration. It is a call to change the terms of encounter, to make allies
with these green beings." (2016; see also Myers 2017).
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the imaginings and plans of powerful experts and of the material conditions surrounding biotech

plantations' likely implementation-is necessary to evaluate the directions that the current states

of ecological crisis, climatic inhospitability, and global inequality may take.

But how to reconcile the plantation form as, as critical scholars would have it, the cause

of global catastrophe and, as the bioscientists with whom I worked framed it, as a panacea for

myriad global crises? I argue that assessing practices of sustainability in the 2 1st century cannot be

accomplished fully without examining agricultural formations-those technoscientific systems

that have created global ecological crises, but that experts contend can provide solutions to them.

I propose the notion of the plantation network as a way to think through the disparate yet

interconnected cane fields, scientific practices, national projects, and global goals that new forms

of postcolonially-derived technoscientific interventions are bringing together. I define the

plantation network as a postcolonial agricultural formation that includes laboratories as

obligatory passage points in the growing of plants to provide commodity-based solutions to

global crises framed under the banner of "sustainability."

Through the chapters in this dissertation, I will trace nodes and linkages in a plantation

network, one that centers on Brazil but that transcends the boundaries of both growing fields and

nation-states. By taking up the case of several scientific projects surrounding the expansion of

Brazilian sugarcane ethanol, I investigate what the plantation has been, what it is now, and the

ways that agricultural experts from a postcolonial nation stand to shape its future as well as the

planet's. The concept of the plantation network allows me to consider this pharmakon-like entity

(Stengers 2015) as, at the same time, (1) a destructive nexus of social-ecological relations that

have propelled the harmful, unjust, toxic conditions that have led to calls for "sustainable"
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practices and principles and (2) a redemptive space for ethically-sound renewable fuel and food

production that scientists believe is central to creating a more diverse, just, and livable world.

As detailed above, scholars have long thought through the consequences of plantation-

based forms of social, political, economic, and ecological ordering. Several have even offered

plantation-themed heuristics for analyzing these orderings in historical accounts of the period of

colonial occupation, including the plantation complex (Curtin 1990), plantation societies (Mintz

1986), the plantation zone (Allewaert 2008), plantation ecologies (Allewaert 2013), and

plantation landscapes (Besky 2014). Burnard and Garrigus's (2016) concept of the "plantation

machine" employs the eighteenth century mechanistic metaphor of the "machine" to describe the

inner workings of plantations and the external effects that they had on enslaved workers and

colonial dominance. Similarly, I use the contemporary notion of the "network" to invoke (1) the

technoscientific practices and imaginaries of the bioscientists with whom I worked, and (2) the

"networks" of actor-network theory, which seek to incorporate myriad "actants" in

conceptualizations of human-nonhuman assemblages.

I argue that since 1992, when GM crops were first planted commercially, the plantation

expanded to include not only labor, plants, machines, capital, and their interrelations, but extended

to laboratories as obligatory passage points in the growing of plants to meet human needs and

desires. Also in 1992, at the Rio Earth Summit, representatives pledged to develop alternative

energy sources to replace fossil fuels. The emergence of a green "Brazilian bioenergy model" thus

coincides with the rise of agricultural biotechnology (agrotech), a contentious set of techniques that

stand to either build or threaten a planet faced with climate change and resource scarcity. Through

the practices of agrotech, new manipulations of sugarcane in Brazil are relocating bioenergy

production from agricultural crops to technoscientifically-altered plants, production process, and
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transatlantic fields made accessible only through scientific techniques. Thus, in the era of "green

capitalism" (see Chapter 3), bioenergy production is no longer confined to cane plantations, but

extends into laboratories and to "developing" countries in the plantation network.

While the plantation network incorporates sites of technoscientific intervention, it in fact

emerges from social-environmental realities that resulted from diverse colonial plantation

formations: monocrop agriculture, concentrated land ownership, agricultural industrialization,

resource bioprospecting, and the creation of new commodities from agricultural waste. In the case

of Brazilian sugarcane bioenergy, the plantation network builds upon the nation's agricultural past

and extends the nation's bioenergy regime by integrating cultivation, capitalization, and

biotechnological production at multiple botanical scales and at disparate sites.

Central to my notion of the plantation network is a conceptualization of a multiplicity of

postcolonialities. This analysis focuses squarely on Brazil and the postcolonial experiences of that

specific place (cf. Cesarino 2017). While it is a crucial project to consider pre-national and

national contexts beyond their positionality and experiences during the period of European

occupation, the social and ecological infrastructure that allowed the emergence of a Brazilian

bioenergy regime are predicted on agricultural formations that coalesced under Portuguese colonial

rule. As my brief analysis of the Mozambican context in Chapter 4 shows, so-called "postcolonial"

experiences differ so greatly that the category is all but meaningless unless we assign a plurality of

postcolonial positionalities that may share some aspects of the experiences under European

occupation, but that maintain individuality. Indeed, under such a view of multiple postcolonialities,

European countries and the US, too, can have postcolonial aspects and identities within a broader

national framework of outward occupation as we consider the myriad domestic populations that

state governments have dispossessed, disenfranchised, and otherwise oppressed.
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The category of "global South" is even more fraught as a homogenizing generalization,

devoid as it is of historical context and politics and framed as it is against an always more powerful

"global North" (cf. Rajao and Duarte 2018). However, this category, like "the postcolonial," can

do political work when marshalled by members of states that are commonly classified under these

groupings. As Gayatri Spivak (1988) proposed, groups can deploy "strategic essentialisms" to

confront power from the shared position of an exploited group, even as they seek to undo the

categories that contribute their exploitation. Such terms, then, can be calls to political action

when used by members speaking from places of oppression.

In this dissertation, I do not aim to speak for or instrumentalize the identities or

perspectives of my Brazilian scientist interlocutors. As such, I attempt to qualify the categories

of "postcolonial" and especially "global South" and "developing" when they emerge as aspects

of scholarly analysis, population conceptualizations, or actors' categories. Thus, when I contend

that in the plantation network, the plantation is becoming a mechanism for "sustainable"

development, one that emanates from technoscientific advances in "postcolonial" nations, I mean

to draw attention to the colonial history of agricultural production, captive labor, ecological

exploitation, and social inequality upon which contemporary practices are built.

With that in mind, I would like to elaborate three characteristics of the plantation network,

each of which is represented by one of my field sites. These field sites chosen deductively, after

careful pre-fieldwork assessment of the history and current statuses of the Brazilian plantation

and agricultural scientific activity. The first characteristic of the plantation network is that

biotech crops are changing what grows in soil and what kinds of organisms can proliferate in the

surrounding plantation ecosystem. So-called "Frankenstein" organisms (Haraway 2008; Latour
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2012) result from metabolic intimacies in laboratories, with far-reaching ecological, social, and

economic effects.

The second characteristic of the plantation network is that new forms of production are

being implemented to promote the "green" capitalist ethics that underpins new plantation

formations. For ethanol, new fermentation technologies will contribute to a "green," circular

production model in which wastes are eliminated through incorporation into the production

cycles. The Brazilian ideal of a "natural" nation, one replete with resources and biodiversity,

supports scientists' efforts to make "green" advanced biofuel production. The plantation network

also operates on mechanized labor, which increases the apparent "social sustainability" of

agricultural production by eliminating harsh labor conditions. But the side effect is a loss of

employment for unskilled workers and a shift to new agrarian labor regimes as workers seek

alternative sources of employment.

A third characteristic of the plantation network is the internationalization of plantations.

Technology transfers between former colonially-controlled agricultural economies are becoming

increasingly common, as extractive enterprises form the basis for economic advancement to

modernizing countries. In my study, Brazilian social scientists leveraged their nation's

categorization as "postcolonial" into a uniquely peripheral positionality from which they could

claim non-dominant expertise and ethics (cf. Cesarino 2017). What is more, a rhetoric of

sustainability is invoked to bolster the urgency and importance of so-called "South-South"

agricultural development at a moment when global South nations are often criticized for the

environmental toll that industrial modernization takes.
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Summary of Dissertation Chapters

These nodes and linkages in the plantation network form the structural basis for this dissertation.

Chapter 1, "Making Ethanol Sustainable: Life-Cycle Assessments, Brazilian Sugarcane

Research, Social Certification, and the Book of Biofuels," details the histories of both the

making of biofuels as sustainable energy products and of agronomic scientific efforts to improve

cane historically and currently, specifically in Brazil.

With the background for understanding sugarcane bioenergy and its perception as

"sustainable" established, I then elaborate the nodes of the plantation network in three remaining

ethnographically-informed chapters. Chapter 2, "Plant (Tissue) Cultures: Metabolic Intimacies in

Brazilian Transgenic Crop Science," focuses on the creation of transgenic cane plants. This

chapter examines the ways that biotech crops engender care among scientific practitioners and

the "metabolic intimacies" that contribute to plantation-altering crop research.

Chapter 3, "Nationalizing Nature: Sustainable Biotech and the Making of Brazilian Green

Capitalism," looks at the shifting economic regimes and ecological entanglements that

sustainability-driven science yields. The chapter investigates how scientists I observed sought to

maximize sugarcane's efficiency by enlisting the productive processes of Brazilian "nature"

itself into the technoscientific plantation network. I chronicle the technological and scientific

practices surrounding what I identified as a uniquely Brazilian form of green capitalism, one that

generates added value by branding processes and products as "Brazilian" and hence as

synonymous with "natural" or "green." I argue that centuries of equating Brazilian land, flora

and fauna with "the natural"-first in the colonial and imperial eras and then as fundamental to

the "Brazilian nation"-are today combining with (1) Brazilian researchers' historic strengths in

the agricultural biosciences and (2) a global rhetoric of capitalist sustainability to create the
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conditions for the emergence of a nationalized form of biocapitalist production that Brazilian

proponents see as ethically superior precisely because it draws on Brazilian "nature" and history

for its material base and production processes.

Chapter 4, "Postcolonial Plants and Power: Making, Transmitting, and Receiving the

Brazilian Bioenergy Model," traces emerging "South-South" agroenergy-development projects. I

then assess current conversations about "postcolonial STS" and adopt a notion of postcolonial

STS that examines both how technoscience has contributed to the making of a "global South"

epistemologically and materially, and how unique sites of knowledge production emerge from

those very conditions. Through this lens, I analyze plans for exporting a "Brazilian biofuel

model." Marketed as green, economically stimulating, and socially empowering, the Brazilian

project aimed at Mozambique promises to convert so-called underutilized land currently used

primarily for subsistence farms into monocrop plantations that can maximize land efficiency

utilizing manual labor in brutal conditions. The project relies on Brazil's status as postcolonial,

as agrarian, and yet as scientifically advanced in the field of bioenergy. I argue that the

technology transfer harkens trans-Atlantic colonial efforts while forging new ground in South-

South economic and ecological development.

Following my evaluation of Brazilian bioenergy science, I end the dissertation with a

conclusion that examines Brazilian bioscientists evaluations of "Brazilian bioscience." While

their characterizations are tethered to an idealized notion of "science" as progressive, innovative,

and important for the advancement of knowledge, technology, and society, various forms of

"Brazilianness" come to matter in unexpected ways as these practitioners enact and produce

science.
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Chapter 1: Making Ethanol Sustainable: Life-Cycle Assessments, Brazilian Sugarcane

Research, Social Certification, and the Book of Biofuels

The United States and Brazil are far and away the top-producing nations for biofuels globally. In

2016, the US produced over 15 million gallons of corn ethanol on 36 million acres of farmland,

and Brazil produced over 7 million gallons of sugarcane ethanol on 11 million acres (Foley

2013; Statista 2018; USDA 2018). They are also the leading exporters of ethanol, providing most

of the nations that have implemented ethanol-gasoline blend mandates with their non-petroleum-

derived fuel. 20 Brazil's sugarcane ethanol is in high demand, because experts classify as a

"second-generation" or "advanced" biofuel because of how much fuel can be yielded per acre.

Since sugarcane is extremely efficient at photosynthetically converting sunlight into sucrose-

the base of the sought-after fermented fuel-it creates more ethanol from less resources than

corn does. This fact and a history of scientific research, economic investment, quantification, and

certification that support it have created Brazilian sugarcane ethanol as a "sustainable" fuel, one

that goes farther in fulfilling most governmental fuel blend mandates.

Even though Brazil leads the world in biofuel consumption and uses only 1.4% of

Brazil's 815 million acres of arable land and pastures, the sugarcane industry, the federal

government, and university scientists have worked since at least the 1930s to optimize the

efficiency of the sugarcane plant as well as the techniques and technologies required to produce

fuel from it. While production optimization was initially an effort to boost Brazilian industry, in

20 Brazilian producers export less and less of their product as more Brazilians acquire cars, and as the government-
subsidized price of ethanol at the pump decreases, prompting drivers to choose it more frequently for their tanks
than the blended 27% ethanol/73% gasoline. Brazil has three times fewer cars on the road than the US, but it has
replaced about 46% of its liquid fuels for transportation with biofuels (NationMaster 2018; Sugarcane.org 2017).
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the 1970s the focus shifted to bolstering Brazil's domestic fuel supply following the 1973 OPEC

oil embargo and subsequent fuel crisis. Since the 1990s, efforts have ramped up even more as

nations around the world move away from fossil fuels and seek "greener" fuel sources. The

ability to market and sell sugarcane ethanol as ecologically, economically, and socially

"sustainable" has increased demand domestically and abroad, and ethanol has become central to

Brazilian leaders' efforts to increase national sustainability efforts.

But how did sugarcane ethanol become a linchpin for Brazilian sustainability efforts?

And what are scientists today doing to maintain and promote a perception of biofuels as a

sustainable fuel source internationally, thus ensuring that the products they develop are

desirable? This chapter tracks the history of ethanol as a fuel that is economically, socially and

environmentally "sustainable"-the three "pillars" of sustainability, defined by representatives at

the 2005 World Summit on Social Development, that have been widely taken up in corporate

interpretations of what "sustainability" should include (United Nations General Assembly 2005).

First, I elaborate the four factors that led to Brazil's emergence as the global leader in bioenergy

science: Brazil's colonial sugarcane plantation system, the nation's well-established agrarian

science program, governmental investment in ethanol R&D and production, and the emergence

of a concern with sustainability and environmental wellbeing in Brazil. This section sets the

scene for an understanding of how ethanol, already important to the Brazilian economy, became

"sustainable."

Then, I trace the quantitative tool through which, in the early 2000s, Brazilian sugarcane

ethanol was internationally deemed ecologically "sustainable," just as international governments

sought to shift away from fossil fuel use. After decades of scientific feuding, primarily in the US,

involving shifting criteria, measurement units, applicable parameters, and objects of
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investigation, a standardized tool emerged that Brazilian and other scientists continue to use to

assess the ecological and social impact of energy products: the life-cycle assessment or life-cycle

analysis (LCA). The LCA set Brazilian ethanol apart as a "second generation" fuel that used

fewer resources than it consumed, unlike corn ethanol. This enabled Brazilian producers to

market the fuel as "ecologically sustainable."

Next, I examine attempts to make Brazilian ethanol "socially sustainable" using a

certification program, following widespread media coverage of "slave-like" labor conditions in

the sugarcane industry in the mid- to late-2000s. The certification program failed because of

corruption and lack of oversight, but its failure coincided with a labor regime shift from manual

to mechanized labor, eliminating unjust working conditions and rendering certification to prove

social sustainability irrelevant.

Finally, I look to the culmination of Brazilian scientists' research on sugarcane bioenergy

in the form of a text, Bioenergy & Sustainability: Bridging the Gaps (Souza et al. 2015).

Dissenting scientists have made headlines by using alternative LCA models to discredit the

ecological and social benefits of ethanol. Resulting news reports of food shortages and

environmental degradation caused by biofuel crop production propelled Brazilian scientists

working under the same funding structure as my informants to produce a 21-chapter text

countering each argument leveraged against biofuels, point by point, with robust,

interdisciplinary, multi-researcher-generated scientific data.2 1 These Brazilian researchers are

attempting to "settle" the question of the sustainability of ethanol by putting to rest all remaining

debates and questions regarding the sustainability of ethanol.

21 All three of my research sites as well as the text I analyze in this chapter, Bioenergy and Sustainability: Bridging

the Gaps, received significant funding from the Sio Paulo Research Foundation (FAPESP, [Fundagdo de Amparo a
Pesquisa do Estado de Sdo Paulo]), the history and role of which is described in this chapter.
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The chapter concludes with brief elaborations of my three field sites in the context of the

current state of bioenergy research in Brazil. I aim to show that "proving" ethanol's

sustainability is more than a data-driven scientific debate. Ethnographic research revealed that

bioenergy science in Brazil is part of a lively, interdisciplinary, international, public

conversation, one often motivated by ethical motives.

Bioenergy Science: How a Colonial Agricultural Legacy, National Agrarian Science and

Ethanol Programs, and Environmental Concern Led to Brazil's Dominance in the Field

With sugarcane ethanol making up somewhere between 38 and 45 percent of Brazil's non-diesel

liquid fuel consumption in 2016, it is clear that this fuel is significant to Brazil's energy matrix

(Barros 2017). The current dominance of this fuel did not emerge quickly, but instead built on

(1) a five hundred year old agricultural infrastructure of sugar production, (2) a one hundred and

fifty year old national agrarian science program that improved and modernized plantation-based

sugarcane cultivation, (3) a century of government and industry investments in ethanol research

and development, and (4) the national and global emergence of a concern with sustainability and

environmental wellbeing that valued non-fossil-fuel based energy sources. In this section, I will

provide a brief history of each of these four phases of sugarcane ethanol development.

A Brief History of Brazilian Sugarcane Cultivation

Sugarcane was first planted in Brazil by Portuguese settlers in 1532, in the Northeast region.

Sugarcane plantations quickly dominated the landscape, with expansion fueled by imported

enslaved laborers. So foundational to the founding and settling of Brazil were these agricultural

formations, historian Stuart Schwartz (1985) argues that their social and economic structures

established the basis for Brazilian society at large (see also Dean 1997; Rogers 2010). The
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colony thrived economically and Brazil became the world's largest producer of sugar by the mid-

seventeenth century, increasing its reliance on imported slave labor to perform the brutally

difficult tasks associated with sugar cultivation and production.

By the late eighteenth century, sugar production had stagnated and been overtaken by

more lucrative, economically stable crops, most notably coffee, though sugar production

continued to be economically important in the Northeast. Coffee production expanded

domestically as forests were cleared for farmland. By the mid-nineteenth century, the more

recently settled South-Central region was producing large amounts of coffee on newly cleared

agricultural land. However, a coffee blight in the late nineteenth century caused farmers to

switch their fields to sugarcane, and the crop soon became the most economically important

export from the region.

Following experimentation with sugar-based fermented fuel in the northeast, mill

operators began to establish ethanol production facilities by the early twentieth century. Histories

told to me by local residents often claims that Italian immigrants to the region with skilled

knowledge of iron works and machine mechanics developed ethanol technologies suited to the

exact conditions of the region. A few of the companies that these immigrants established at that

time, most notable the ethanol technology giant Dedini, still produce most of the equipment used

at Brazilian mills today, and even export ethanol technologies to other countries. Aided by

government subsidies, the South-Central region is today the nation's center of sugarcane ethanol

production. Growers in the Northeast still cultivate sugarcane, but they primarily produce sugar,

not ethanol.
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History ofAgrarian Science in Brazil: Sugarcane Breeding and Molecular Biological Research

on Crop Plants

While sugar has long been cultivated in Brazil in several regions, agrarian science greatly

contributed to the success of the crop and the subsequent fuel it would produce. Agronomics

emerged in Brazil in the late nineteenth century as a result of three factors: (1) the decline of

slavery in the mid nineteenth century and its abolition in Brazil in 1888 led to a decrease in

agricultural productivity; (2) a devastating drought in the Northeast in the late 1870s followed by

plummeting global sugar prices in the 1880s led to a need to revitalize and make more efficient

production in the sugarcane industry (Rogers 2010); and (3) the risc of agriculture and farming in

the South-Central region necessitated new growth, cultivation, and production techniques for the

region's more temperate climate, relative to the Northeast. Assisted by a governmental zeitgeist

to modernize Brazil from a "backwards" colonial nation into a "civilized" country, the federal

government established agronomic institutes to find ways of increasing soil and plant

productivity.

In the late nineteenth century, the primary focus of scientific activity was sugarcane

breeding. The work performed by Brazilian scientists built on scientific outputs on sugarcane

from the Caribbean, notably Cuba. The first Brazilian cane varietal was produced in Pernambuco

in the Northeast in 1892, and by the 1930s, specialized Brazilian-bred cane varietals were

planted in the South-Center (Thomaz Junior 2002:133; Rogers 2008). In the early twentieth

century, universities came to play a major role in agricultural research and development

alongside agronomic institutes, most notable the University of Sao Paulo's satellite Luiz de

Queiroz College of Agriculture (ESALQ, see Chapter 2) and the University of Campinas

(Unicamp), both in the South-Center state of Sao Paulo. Research centered on problems related
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to Brazilian soil, plants, nutritional concerns, animal husbandry, and forestry continue at these

institutions today.

Unlike other so-called "developing" countries in the 1980s, where agrarian scientists

tended to pursue lines of research established abroad, Brazilian agricultural scientists tended to

choose research topics which they perceive to be directly relevant to local agricultural problems

(Velho 1990). This led scientists in the late 1980s to recognize the potential that the budding

field of genetic engineering within molecular biology could have on agronomic science.

Scientists in the US, France, and China first tested and planted GM crops in the mid-1980s.

Brazilian scientists began studying abroad to learn new crop biotechnologies and they began to

establish laboratories at universities in the 1990s. Brazilian scientists' research success was

quick: in 2000, a team of Brazilian researchers were featured on the cover of Nature for

sequencing the genome of the pestilent bacteria Xylellafastidiosa (Simpson et al. 2000).

Today, the agronomic science landscape in Brazil is diverse, with universities, public and

public-private research institutes, and private companies working to "improve" crops, soils, and

planting techniques through biotechnologies. Sugarcane in particular remains an important field

of research, and scientists told me that Brazilian labs are considered global pioneers for

sugarcane research, with scientists from around the world coming to study in Brazilian labs.

Government Funded Sugarcane Ethanol Research Programs

Scientists and industrialists have contributed to the growth of the Brazilian ethanol industry

thanks in large part to long-term government investment in R&D. As mentioned, plantation

operators in the Northeast began experimenting with sugarcane ethanol as a fuel additive to

gasoline in the first decades of the twentieth century (Fernandes 1971). After several state

ethanol fuel blend mandates, the Getnlio Vargas's dictatorship government instituted the first
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national blend mandate at five percent in 1931 and established the Sugar and Alcohol (Ethanol)

Institute (Instituto do Ag icar e do lcool [IAA]) research center two years later (Kovarik 1981;

Bernton, Kovarik, and Sklar 1982; Kovarik 1998; Matsuoka, Ferro, and Arruda 2009). This

ensured that excess sugarcane would be purchased at a fixed price by the state and used for fuel

(Schmitz et al. 2002). Mills continued to expand ethanol production capabilities in the South-

Central region, supplying the nation with the relatively small amounts of liquid fuel needed to

meet the mandate. While cheap imported oil and pressure from oil companies in the following

decades led to the revocation of the national mandate, surplus sugar was absorbed periodically

through low level mandatory blending (Matsuoka, Ferro, and Arruda 2009).22

In 1973, following the OPEC oil embargo and subsequent global petroleum shortages, the

military government initiated the National Alcohol (Ethanol) Program (Programa Nacional do

Alcool), commonly called ProAlcool, in an effort to fund ethanol and ethanol-vehicle R&D and

to generate a regulated ethanol market that would guarantee the fuel's adoption. National ethanol

mandates were put into effect at 20-25 percent, supply at gas stations was made compulsory, and

a range of industry subsidies were provided (Wilkinson and Herrera 2010). The government gave

R&D grants to both university and industrial scientists, though the Brazilian national petroleum

monopoly, Petrobras, regulated and distributed ethanol, so there was no threat of distribution

competition for the lucrative government company. 23

22 While I could not find data for car ownership in Brazil prior to the mid-1950s, at that point, annual new vehicle
registrations averaged between 4,000 and 10,000 per year, and grew slowly but steadily until the economic boom of
the late-1960s, when vehicle sales doubled and continued to double (or triple) every decade since (Trading
Economics 2018). The military dictatorship, which began in 1964, promoted domestic industry and generally saw an
upturn in the national economy.
21 In an interesting piece of international espionage, in December 1973, less than two months after the OPEC oil
embargo, the American Embassy in Brazil sent a report to the US State Department reporting on the findings of their
investigations into the use of "alcohol," or sugarcane ethanol, in Brazilian gasoline. Largely a failed attempt to find
out technical specificities about the blending of ethanol and gasoline for transportation vehicles in Brazil, the author
reports that conversations with engineers from Esso revealed that five to fifteen percent ethanol could be blended
with gasoline for use in all vehicles, but that national efforts to increase the program were primarily based on
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ProAlcool research was focused on creating efficient, reliable vehicles that could

consume pure ethanol, while maintaining consumer confidence. "Science" was a central part of

the practices and rhetoric of devising a car that could run on 100% ethanol, evading the need for

petroleum at all (see image 1). In the late 1970s, a Volkswagen Beetle that ran on pure ethanol

was launched, revolutionizing the auto industry in Brazil. In the 1980s, the vast majority of cars

purchased and on roads were Beetles, the price of which was subsidized by the dictatorship

government. During this time, ecological concerns were not what drove government, industry, or

consumers to consider ethanol, but rather the political and economic desire for fuel independence

from imported oil (see image 2).
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Image I: Advertisement from the late 1 970s reading, "Test: A Beetle with Ethanol in the Gasoline."
Source: Quatro Rodas (2015).

stimulating sugarcane production (Wikileaks 1973). The US did begin to invest more heavily in corn ethanol R&D
following the 1973 fuel crisis.
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NO COMPARATIVO
DOS FUSCAS,

AS VANTAGENS DO ALCOOL

Image 2: Advertisement from late 1970s reading, "In a comparison of Beetles, the advantages of ethanol."

Source: Ibid.

Although commonly understood as a reaction to increased imported oil prices resulting

from the 1973 energy crisis, this was not the only factor in the implementation of this federally

supported subsidy-mandate program. The global agricultural-industrial Green Revolution of the

1960s and 1970s laid the groundwork for the need to use surplus sugar in Brazil. Rogers (2010)

situates the 1 970s sugarcane boom in the context of the international transformation of

agricultural technologies and techniques, brought on by increased investment and technology

transfer. This process of modernization resulted in increased yields prior to the energy crisis

which were then bolstered by the ProAlcool program. A dramatic decline in sugar prices in the

mid-i1970s resulting from overproduction further stimulated the government's response to

accommodate surplus sugar (Matsuoka, Ferro, and Arruda 2009).

The continued increase in ethanol consumption in the late 1 970s and 1980s was

supported by federal subsidies to both the sugar and automobile industries. Automakers

developed and produced cars that ran entirely on ethanol; by 1986, ninety percent of all new car
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sales in Brazil were ethanol-run vehicles (Wilkinson and Herrera 2010). A drop in oil prices in

the late 1980s led to a decline in the use of ethanol in Brazil, and through the early 1990s ethanol

vehicle sales remained low. This coincided with a decade-long process of government

deregulation of the sugar and ethanol industry. In this climate of neoliberalization, the Brazilian

Sugarcane Industry Association (UNICA), Brazil's largest sugar lobbying organization, was

founded in 1997. UNICA currently represents over half of all sugar and ethanol producers in the

country (UNICA 2018). Ethanol production began to grow during this time of early deregulation.

Technological innovation by the Brazilian automobile industry in the early 2000s caused

a renewed public enthusiasm for ethanol. Flex-fuel cars, introduced in 2003, allowed consumers

to select when to run their cars on 100 percent ethanol, 100 percent gasoline, or any blend

depending on relative prices. In 2008, the federal government ended subsidies for ethanol

production because costs were low enough that it no longer required governmental assistance2 4

(Matsuoka, Ferro, and Arruda 2009; Wilkinson and Herrera 2010).

Despite this decrease in federal support, also in 2008, the state government of Sio Paulo

reinvigorated investment in sugarcane ethanol R&D. The Sdo Paulo Research Foundation

(Fundagdo de Amparo a Pesquisa do Estado de Sdo Paulo [FAPESP]) is the nation's leading

scientific philanthropic foundation, which spends hundreds of millions of dollars annually to

fund research based in public and private laboratories and think tanks in the state of Sao Paulo. It

has gained international prominence through its public-private investments in cutting edge

bioscientific research in recent years.

While FAPESP supports scientific research programs in areas such as biodiversity and

climate change, I will here focus on its bioenergy project, called BIOEN, launched in 2008 and

2 It should be noted that subsidies to the sugar industry and ethanol producers remain in the form of tax credits, low
interest loans, and blend mandates.
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still operational today. With a focus on collaboration, BIOEN funds teams of scientists from

around the world but with a lead researcher based in Brazil to research plant-based forms of

energy, primarily sugarcane ethanol. Since its founding, the program has funded nearly 200

projects aimed at improving the efficiency of domestic ethanol production in five key areas:

biomass research, biorefinery technologies, biofuel technologies, ethanol applications for motor

vehicle engines, and the "sustainability and impacts" of biofuel use. The nationalist goal of the

BIOEN project, as the program's website claims, is to "assure Brazil's position among the

leaders in the area of Bioenergy (sic)" (BIOEN 2010) while improving the sustainability of

ethanol. Based on conversations I had with BIOEN-funded principle investigators, the projects in

which BIOEN invested were not brand-new. Most had been running for several years and built

on PI's decades of prior experience working with cane and/or ethanol in their areas of

expertise.

In sum, government subsidies and institutional funding from the earliest industrial

experiments with ethanol facilitated the development of Brazil's large-scale biofuel economy

and its status as a biofuel industry leader.

National Ethical Concern with Ecological Issues: Ethanol's Domestic Perception as

"Sustainable"

Urbanization and industrial growth in Brazil in the in mid-twentieth century initiated new

environmental issues and brought to light ecological problems that had been accumulating since

the colonial era (cf. Dean 1997). The first Brazilian environmentalist organizations were formed

in 1971 to address urban pollution and Amazonian deforestation. In the mid-1980s, following the

25 All of my informants' laboratories and projects had received funding from BIOEN, uniting them as part of a
shared funding structure that contributed to expanding scientific practices related to bioenergy, even as their ethical
orientations and goals in rethinking the capacity and potential for sugarcane diverged greatly.
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collapse of the military dictatorship and the nation's return to democratic rule, the ruling leftist

Worker's Party redistributed government-controlled funds to support social programs run by the

federal and local state and by local and national NGOs. Some of these programs had

environmental justice focuses.

The Rio Earth Summit of 1992 brought international visibility to and a politicization of

Brazilian environmental issues, including biodiversity loss, fresh water pollution, deforestation,

and GHG emissions. Conservation emerged as the predominant action required by the Brazilian

state and environmental organizations to protect the nation's natural resources. Throughout the

1990s, aided by a left-wing federal government that sought to include social participation in the

formulation of public policies, environmentalism took on a significant role in public opinion

making and influenced governmental action. Sugarcane ethanol use became a point of national

pride as the public supported efforts to shift away from polluting energy sources.

When I spoke with laboratory directors and other professors who receive their scientific

training in the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s, many cited an environmentalist ethos as inspiration for

their career in the biological science. Working with sugarcane and ethanol was an obvious way

for them to contribute to the reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and resource

extraction associated with fossil fuels.

The Life-Cycle Assessment: The Quantitative Tool that Made Ethanol Ecologically and

Economically "Sustainable"

While Brazilian industrialists had long been producing sugarcane biofuel, the energy source only

came to be considered a "sustainable" fuel after years of scientific debate over the "life cycle

assessment" of various forms of biofuels. This section asks: What does it mean for a commodity
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to be "sustainable"? What measurements are used to determine sustainability? What criteria do

corporate, university, and governmental scientific research teams use to evaluate and create

products that can be thought of as "sustainable"? How can commodities that are created from

vastly different organisms and processes be made numerically comparable?

STS scholars have begun to analyze the history of the concept of sustainability and its

lineages. By looking to the emergence of the concept in such diverse discursive and practical

spaces as environmental politics (Backstrand 2010; Larson 2011), commodity production

(Adams 2015; Tsing 2015), food systems (Barlett 2011), science and technology research (Miller

et al. 2014), ecological design (Anker 2010), urban design (Mufioz-Erickson, Miller, and Miller

2017), and a "green" commercial rhetoric (Weston 2018), as well as the term's uneven

distribution (Orlove et al. 2014), critical scholars have shown how conceptualization of and

concerns over the environment, society, and the economy have intersected to create what is now

a neoliberal form of ecological and social management and practice (Helmreich 2007).

"Sustainability" is one way that capitalist forces can link commodity production and financial

growth with ecological concerns such that the latter appear to be considered in capitalist

expansion.

Life cycle assessments (LCAs) have become the standard scientific method used by

industry and government to evaluate the effects that commodities, like ethanol, have on the

natural environment. They enable researchers to combine and interpret multiple forms of

environmental analysis that each evaluate aspects of the relationship between a product and "the

environment" that it is seen to impact. The result of these collected analyses is an easily

interpreted number that indicates how detrimental the product is to an aggregated "environment,"
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in terms of energy use, greenhouse gas emissions, waste production, or other results. LCAs have

become the foundation upon which many large-scale production and policy decisions are based.

LCAs usually follow the "life" of a product from resource extraction, to production, to

use, to disposal or recycling. The assessment is premised on a model that considers various

environmental inputs that contribute to the making and use of the product, such as natural

resources and the energy cost of production, as well as environmental outputs, such as toxins or

GHG emissions. These inputs and outputs, which each have different units of measure and which

apply to different scales and temporalities, are put through a computational model that makes

them all commensurate and comparable. These equivalent factors are then added and subtracted

from each other, and one final number is produced that can tell a researcher what, say, the GHG

impact or toxicity output of that product is, "from cradle to grave." 26

Life cycle assessments of ethanol began in the 1970s in the US, as researchers in the era

of fuel crises sought new liquid fuel sources. These life cycle assessments were conducted to

determine ethanol's net energy value: the amount of energy it produced in relation to the amount

of energy required to produce it. Scientists created life cycle assessments that focused on the

energy requirements of the various stages of ethanol production and consumption, from soil to

processing plant to gas tank, and the question was posed: Did ethanol use more fuel in its

production than it provided? The answer had large-scale policy implications, which had the

potential to affect energy security as well as domestic agricultural production.

26 In net bioenergy life cycle assessments, BTU per bushel is the final unit of measurement into which all inputs are
converted. BTUs ("British thermal units") are a unit of energy that measures amount of heat required to raise the
temperature of one pound of water by one degree Fahrenheit (the metric equivalent is the calorie). Bushels are a unit
of weight that measures the dry volume of agricultural products, with one bushel being eight dry gallons (though the
weight of each product is different, and is standardized. One bushel of corn weighs 56 pounds, and one bushel of
sugarcane syrup weighs 91.6 pounds). The conversion of myriad factors into "BTUs per bushel" translates the
environment into a system of energetic inputs and outputs, and undergirds the understanding of the statistically -
rendered environment.
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In the 1990s, in the era of sustainability, this question became the center of a firestorm of

scientific debates, centered in the US, as scientists vied to control the terms of the net energy

assessments by defining the parameters of the life cycle. At stake was the designation of

bioenergy as "green," "sustainable," and a superior alternative to fossil fuels. While the debates

focused on corn ethanol because the scientists vying for control were based in the US where

ethanol is made from corn, sugarcane ethanol was evaluated using the same changing assessment

models, and it came out on top in terms of "sustainability."

The debates surrounding the terms of the life cycle assessment of corn ethanol in the US

and consequently sugarcane ethanol in Brazil provide a lens for (1) tracing historically how life

cycle assessments became credible measurements of industry-environment interactions; (2)

revealing the ideological, political, and ethical interests that inform scientists' selection of data in

constructing life cycles; and (3) analyzing how competing scientists constructed the terms

dictating the "sustainability" of ethanol by using a variable, contingent set of statistical, abstract

factors.

This section provides a summary review, in two parts, of the ethanol sustainability

debates. The first describes the establishment of ethanol as a viable fuel for promoting energy

security in the wake of the OPEC oil embargo, using the LCA. The second shows how scientists

waged a battle over the terms of the LCA to determine whether ethanol was "sustainable" in a

neoliberal economic sense, or in an ecologically and socially oriented sense. While corn was the

focus, it is important to remember that though these debates were staged in the US regarding

corn ethanol, they established the criteria by which all ethanol could be considered "sustainable."

Sugarcane ethanol was assessed by the same LCAs as corn ethanol, and was found to be "even

more" sustainable: it contributed fewer GHGs to the atmosphere, it used fewer resources, and it
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clearly produced more energy than its production consumed. Throughout my analysis of the corn

debates, I point to the ideologically- and politically-informed struggles for control that were

waged over the terms of that model.

The Life Cycle Assessment to Determine Ethanol's Role in Energy Security

Even before the 1973 oil crisis, seeing economic opportunity, US corn producers had begun to

invest in ethanol technologies. Thanks to their relatively early adoption and the government's

interest in developing non-petroleum fuel sources, by the end of the decade they were selling

small amounts of gasoline blended with ethanol (David et al. 1978; Chambers et al. 1979). In the

wake of the OPEC embargo in the mid-1970s, researchers from government, industry, and

universities became interested in determining the feasibility of alternative fuel sources on a large

scale. As oil prices rose dramatically, and alternative fuels required these expensive fuels for

their own production, interest turned to the net energy that each fuel-type yielded, lest an

"alternative" fuel contribute to increased dependence on foreign fuel for its production. Concern

with the life cycle of ethanol began at this time.

In 1974, researchers from the National Academy of Engineering began to call for

evaluations of conventional fuel sources in terms of their "life cycle energy costs," including the

energy supply and energy-consuming equipment associated with the production and use of fuels

(National Academy of Engineering Task Force on Energy 1974). Two years later, W. A. Scheller

and B. J. Mohr presented an independent paper titled, "Net energy analysis of ethanol production

(From fermentation of corn stalks, cobs, and husks)" (Scheller and Mohr 1976). The authors

examined the energy costs of corn ethanol production to determine the "energy balance" of corn

ethanol, determining that there was a major net energy loss in ethanol production.
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In 1979, the foundations for the ethanol debates of the 1990s were established when

Chambers et al. published an article in Science titled, "Gasohol: Does It or Doesn't It Produce

Positive Net Energy?"(Chambers et al. 1979).27 The article indicated several debate points that

were already causing corn ethanol to be a contentious topic: increased food prices and food

security, increased agricultural land use, diminished automobile performance, air pollution, land

degradation, and, most relevant to the author's objective, increased non-renewable fuel

consumption in order to produce ethanol (see image 3).
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Fig. 1. Schematic of gasohol production. Stalks and cobs may be used for fuel in production or
treated as an output. Gasoline may be bWgaded with alcohol during production or at a distribu-
tion point, but the blending location is irrelevant to the energy balance. Only the major streama
are shown.

Image 3: An early schematic of ethanol's life cycle. Source: Chambers et al. 1979.

The article also described the Food and Agriculture Act of 1977, which subsidized

ethanol production facilities with the requirement that "the total energy content of the products

and by-products manufactured in the operation must exceed the total energy input from fossil

27 "Gasohol" refers to a 90% petroleum 10% ethanol blend.
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fuels used in the manufacture of such products and by-products" (ibid.). Chambers et al. detailed

the multiple methods that scientists were using to analyze the net energy yield, showing that their

different methods yielded wildly different results. Two key differences the authors identified

(each of which continue to cause reports to differ today) were the boundaries of the system's

inputs and outputs, specifically regarding agricultural equipment and crop residues, and inclusion

of the energy content of the byproduct in the final analysis. The article brought the economic

benefits of ethanol into serious doubt.

By 1979, oil prices were high and the US Department of Energy (DOE) was interested in

investing research funds into alternative liquid fuels for use in transportation. Several corn-

producing states had already implemented tax breaks for ethanol production, and food industry

giants like Archer Daniels Midland were investing heavily in biofuel production technologies.

The DOE commissioned an advisory panel to investigate the nation-wide potential of several

kinds of biomass-based fuel sources in order to reduce dependence on foreign petroleum

(Philpott 2006). Chosen to chair the Biomass Panel of the Energy Research Advisory Board was

David Pimentel. A staunch neo-Malthusian and anti-immigration advocate (as can be seen

throughout his published works), he and his co-authors argued that the US's primary staple crop,

corn, was too energy intensive to support a growing population.28 In their conclusion, they were

28 Even since the 1960s, Pimentel's work has always carried Malthusian concern for populations, and the capacity to
grow enough food to feed increasing numbers. Prior to his work on energy, he published papers that blurred
concerns with human and animal populations, with titles such as, "Effects of Immigration on the Evolution of
Populations (of Drosophila)," (1961); "Selection, Spatial Distribution, and the Coexistence of Competing Fly
Species," (1965); "Population Regulation and Genetic Feedback ," (1968); "Extent of Pesticide Use, Food Supply,
and Pollution," (1973). He is currently the chairman and president of the Alliance for a Sustainable USA, an anti-
illegal immigration organization that asks: "Since limited resources cannot cope with unlimited population growth,
is it wise to continue to add 3 million people every year to the United States who are likely to be jobseekers,
students, patients, drivers, polluters and users of natural and fiscal resources?" (Alliance for a Sustainable USA (AS-
USA) 2013). Pimentel is also on the National Board of Directors of Carrying Capacity Network, an immigration
reduction and anti-illegal immigration organization that describes itself on its website: "CCN is a group of activists
working to promote and conserve what's right with America and to eliminate what's wrong with America. Most of
America's main problems - from traffic, to classroom crowding, to pollution, depletion, welfare dependency,
increasing taxes, and cultural fragmentation, have deep roots in our unsustainable population growth. Because of
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skeptical of increasing energy-intensive agriculture in the US, claiming that in a country

dependent on an agro-industrial food supply, energy shortages would lead to food shortages. By

the end of the decade, Pimentel had published several articles in majorjournals about the

relationship between food and energy resources, each with a focus on potential population effects

in the event of a crisis (see e.g. Pimentel et al. 1976; Pimentel et al. 1978).

Pimentel's expertise in food and energy and his work on the energy input of corn

production made him a likely choice to head the 1979 Biomass Panel. In 1981, the Panel

produced an 81-page report, in which the authors created a proto-life cycle assessment of the

energy balances of several kinds of biomass-to-fuel systems, focusing closely on corn ethanol. 2

The authors used multiple sources to gather the data for the system inputs and outputs, and

calculated that corn ethanol's net energy balance was -16,000 BTU/gallon as compared to

gasoline: more fossil fuel was needed to grow corn and convert it into ethanol than was

contained in the ethanol itself. They concluded that, by not limiting biofuel production to corn

ethanol but also including waste products such as logging residue and excess harvest, "biomass

can make an important contribution to the nation's energy needs by supplying up to 5% of it by

the year 2000. But this will not happen unless a major research effort is made" (Pimentel et al.

1981: preface). However, the report also recommended that "biomass research and development

should be funded at a level consistent with limited potential of biomass to contribute to national

security needs" (Pimentel et al. 1981:73). It was clear that, despite rigorous scientific analysis,

that, CCN focuses on stabilizing our population" (Carrying Capacity Network 2013). See also (ProCon.org 2009).
He is currently Professor Emeritus in Cornell University's Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, where
he spent most of his career.
29 Other fuels assessed included wood from mills, logging residue, excess harvest, forage grasses, aquatic plants, and
multiple forms of organic wastes. Because of climate requirements, the US cannot grow sufficient sugarcane to
produce bioenergy.
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Pimentel's panel did not see great potential for investment with only a 5% projected contribution

to the national energy profile after extensive technological research and development.

Despite the pessimistic findings of the Biomass Panel and other ethanol researchers at the

time (c.f. David et al. 1978; Jenkins, McClure, and Reddy 1979), the government continued to

invest in corn ethanol through tax breaks and development subsidies. The Department of Energy

sought to investigate the potential of simultaneously increasing energy security through

decreased dependence on foreign oil and boosting domestic agricultural production, despite

warnings that energy dependence would actually increase, and that it could have adverse effects

on food prices and availability.

In 1980, the Argonne Laboratory, whose researchers would play a major role in the

ethanol debates of the 1990s, published their first report on US ethanol production. Argonne Lab

is one of the U.S. Department of Energy's oldest and largest national laboratories for scientific

and engineering research into energy and environment. Operated through the DOE and the

University of Chicago, the lab frequently works with industrial partners to "bring innovations to

the marketplace" (Argonne National Laboratory 2013). Their first ethanol report argued that

there would be no serious environmental effects on land if production increased to provide 10%

of all domestic liquid fuel (Winston 1980). In 1981, Argonne Labs published a supplementary

report with similar findings (Energy and Environmental Analysis Inc and United States Dept of

Energy 1981). Despite these environmental endorsements, no study from these years indicates

that corn ethanol had a positive energy yield (US Department of Energy 1982).

In 1980, the US government placed a tariff on imported ethanol. With Brazil producing

enough sugarcane ethanol to export, government policy makers hoped to ensure that

domestically-produced ethanol would be the only economically-viable source. The same year,
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the government began granting guaranteed loans for up to ninety percent of ethanol production

facility construction (Freddoso 2008).30 Ethanol production exploded, increasing from 20 million

gallons in 1979 to 750 million gallons in 1986. In 1990, a tax credit of ten cents per gallon was

created for small-capacity ethanol producers (ibid.). And ethanol as a fuel additive received a

huge boost in the mid-1990s when state policy makers mandated substituting ethanol following

reports that MTBE, a fuel oxygenator that had replaced lead as a gasoline fuel additive in the

1970s, was contaminating groundwater sources. The Environmental Protection Act of 1992

further increased funding to federal biofuel research programs. Between boosts to corn producers

and the federal government's continued search for alternative liquid fuels, biofuels research and

use was going strong by the early 1990s.

A New Era of Environmental Assessment: The Debates

Interest in product life cycles beyond just ethanol began to shift in the 1990s from concern with

the economic factors surrounding an object's production toward the environmental factors that

contributed to a product's creation and use. In 1991, the Society of Environmental Toxicology

and Chemistry (SETAC) created a flow chart delimiting the stages in a general "product life

cycle". It designated energy and raw materials as the inputs and airborne emissions, water

effluents, solid wastes, and usable products as the outputs. Products were thus situated in the

context of the simplified environmental factors that were seen to surround their manufacture. In

1994, the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) funded a book entitled Life Cycle

Assessment: Inventory Guidelines and Principles, which stated that "the concept of a life cycle

assessment is to evaluate the environmental effects associated with any given activity from the

3 By 1988, the federal government had lost $352 million in defaults on these loans (Freddoso 2008).
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initial gathering of raw materials from the earth until the point at which all residues are returned

to the earth" (Vigon et al. 1993:1). This EPA definition marks a dramatic shift in the

understanding and use of the LCA (1) away from pure economic assessment and toward

ecologically-oriented analysis, and (2) from concern with the production factors of a product

toward a perspective on products' "lives" that included its use and its disposal as waste.

In the mid-1990s, the heavily ecological-political focus that product life cycle

assessments were coming to take bifurcated into two models: one environmentalist, the other

commercial. The first maintained the environmentalist focus of the early 1990s by stating that

the principle objective of the life cycle assessment was the reduction of environmental impacts

and health risks through awareness and consumer choice (Keoleian 1994). The other model

sought to encourage the creation of neoliberal managerial and production models that could

create "innovative products and processes" that would minimize-as opposed to foreground-

the environmental impact that products had (Krause and Jansen 1995). The International Journal

ofLife Cycle Assessment, established in 1996, reveals the changing focus of life cycle

assessments into the present. While the journal began with a decidedly ecological-political

objective to improve environmental conditions, it evolved toward representing a more

managerial field that continues to publish papers seeking to determine how to create products

that minimize environmental impact.

How did this new environmental understanding of life cycles intersect with the concern

about energy security that surrounded the earliest studies of ethanol life cycle assessment? And

what was the result for perceptions and adoption of Brazil's sugarcane ethanol?

In the mid-1990s, using rhetoric of environmentalism and ecology, new analyses began to

show that (1) corn ethanol might not have been as energy intensive as had been thought, and (2)
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production technologies had advanced to such a point of efficiency that net energy value was

now positive. Within a few years, government laboratories-with Argonne Lab at the

forefront-were producing reports extolling the positive net energy balance of corn ethanol, and

attacking Pimentel for his methods and biases. This began a ten-year battle over whose scientific

model would be used to assess how ethanol contributed to energy security, environmental

protection, greenhouse gas reduction, and food security. These debates reveal a great deal about

not only about competing models, interests, and biases in scientific knowledge production; they

also show the complex set of characters, interests, and calculations involved in making a

commodity "sustainable" at a time when the conditions of this concept were up for grabs.

In the early 1990s, several reports emerged that gave vastly different net energy yield

figures. In 1991, Pimentel published an article stating that about 72% more energy is used to

produce a gallon of ethanol than the energy in a gallon of ethanol, making corn ethanol "not

renewable energy" (Pimentel 1991). From 1991 to 1993, Mark A. DeLucchi of Argonne Lab

published several reports that showed that the net energy value of ethanol was more or less

neutral. And in 1994, United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) researchers released a

report stating that ethanol actually yielded about 25% more energy than it took to produce.

Conflicting data produced through very similar computational methods showed that corn ethanol

was a waste of energy (Pimentel 1991), energetically neutral (DeLucchi at Argonne), and energy

positive (USDA).

In 1996, Argonne Lab sought to set the record straight. In "GREET 1.0 -- Transportation

Fuel Cycles Model: Methodology and Use," scientist Michael Wang similarly argued that

previous reports were flawed, but he claimed it was because of their method of analysis (Wang

1996) (see image 4). One by one, Wang critiqued the methodologies of many scientists who
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analyzed various transportation fuel sources. As a corrective, Wang proposed his GREET model

("Greenhouse Gases, Regulated Emissions, and Energy Use in Transportation Model") as the

standard computational method by which net energy value should be calculated.
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Image 4: A schematic of ethanol's life cycle, using the GREET model. Source: Wang 2007

Net energy yield had been established in the 1970s as the primary mode of assessing the

viability of ethanol, whether in the context of energy security or environmental issues. But as

debates emerged surrounding the scientific verification of corn ethanol as "sustainable" within

the energy yield framework, Wang sought to control the terms of the debate by making them on

" The GREET model assesses all kinds of transportation fuels, not just ethanol. But ethanol formed a central part of

the introduction of the GREET method. And since then, Argonne Lab has exclusively used GREET to evaluate corn

ethanol.
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his terms: namely, by foregrounding fuel and fertilizer use over energy use. And Argonne, as the

primary research laboratory of the DOE, had much at stake in validating government policies

that used millions of dollars to subsidize a contentious industry. A neoliberal agenda of

quantifying sustainability to enhance ethanol production was emerging, with the US government

a key player.

Pimentel continued to publish negative quantitative assessments of the environmental

impacts of ethanol in widely read peer-reviewed journals and receiving media coverage for his

contrary reports. In 2000, Argonne researchers attempted to deal with Pimentel once and for all

in a terse, 3-page report by Wang and his Argonne colleague Dan Santini dedicated solely and

explicitly to attacking and discrediting Pimentel's research (Wang and Santini 2000). Not only

was Pimentel's data old and bad, they claimed, his method was faulty, too, and given their

alternative quantitative assessment of Pimentel's shortcomings, the whole scientific community

could agree. This would enable the positive net energy yield assessment to be accepted as

universally valid, and ethanol could be considered an ecologically "sustainable" fuel commodity.

By publishing two more reports in 2001-2002, Argonne researchers were working hard to

diminish his credibility by showing that his work was not in keeping with the standards they had

set, which were gaining consensus. In one, they even provided a graph of the major studies that

calculated net energy yield figures from 1991 to their current study in an effort to show how far

outside the scientific consensus Pimentel's calculations were (see image 5). But Pimentel's

persistent presence in peer-reviewed journals and popular media outlets meant he could not

simply be considered an outlier and dismissed.
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Image 5: Table of net energy value calculations from different life cycle energy assessments, 1991-2002.
Pimentel's studies, listed at the top of the table, show net energy values (far right column) that are significantly

lower than other studies. Source: Shapouri, Duffield, and Wang 2002

And then, Pimentel struck back. In a 2003 article in Natural Resources Research, he

lambasted Shapouri, Duffield, and Wang on the grounds of both the interests he argued were

shaping their science and their scientific practice itself. Linking Argonne Lab to the USDA and

to industrial giants that profit from ethanol subsidies, Pimentel made the claim that sound

scientific studies that showed ethanol's net energy loss were being ignored in favor of upholding

the government policy of subsidization. Using the same kinds of attacks on scientific data and

validity that the Argonne researchers waged against him, Pimentel sought to defend his scientific

practice, and to take control of the debate by establishing scientific consensus through standard

method of assessment, his own.

Pimentel also sought to expand the issues at hand to include environmental, social, and

ethical concerns that relate to ethanol production and the net energy issue. He argued that the

USDA-via the Argonne researchers-did not acknowledge the costs of the environmental

impacts that result from ethanol production. He stated that these included soil erosion, and heavy

-A
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insecticide, herbicide, and nitrogen fertilizer use. And, he added without qualification, "ethanol

production contributes to the global warming problem" (Pimentel 2003). For Pimentel,

"sustainability" meant not pursuing an ethanol agenda because it was not ecologically and

socially beneficial.

The camps were divided. Argonne scientists, funded by the government, argued for the

increased adoption of ethanol because of its positive net energy value, mobilizing the rhetoric of

scientific integrity and neutrality through the universally-applicable GREET model. Their

platform provided a neoliberal quantification of ecological "sustainability" that would bolster

fuel production with cursory attention paid to environmental outcomes. Pimentel, with his food-

security activist stance, argued against ethanol's adoption by calling for a more complete

scientific assessment that took environmental and socio-economic issues into consideration. Two

competing modes of scientific analysis of "sustainability" were vying for credibility and

influence over fuel commodity decision-making and public opinion.

In 2007, researchers from MIT began to put many of the ethanol net energy debates to

rest. Tiffany Groode, a graduate student in the department of mechanical engineering, conducted

a more dynamic form of life cycle assessment, using the "Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis,"

which took a range of variables as inputs into energy systems, not the static statistics over which

the Argonne scientists and Pimentel had debated (Groode and Heywood 2007; Stauffer 2007).

Surprisingly, she determined that all of the various ethanol researchers were correct in their

assessments, since they all used different variables and different ranges of data. After Groode's

work circulated, not much else was heard about the net energy question. 32 By constructing the

net energy model as inherently variable (but also valuable), Groode effectively ended the debate

32 The ethanol industry continued to produce higher and higher net energy figures, but they did not stir any great
controversy (see e.g. Price 2008).
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by showing how fixation on the details had caused researchers to accept their own nuanced

models without question.

The ethanol net energy debates reveal the ways in which contested scientific practice

shifts the terms of what it means for a fuel to be "sustainable." Throughout the corn ethanol

debates, when sugarcane ethanol was mentioned, it was always shown to have a positive net

energy yield, and was always framed as more "sustainable" than corn ethanol. For this reason,

most pro-corn ethanol scientists did not spend much time discussing the ecological virtues of this

competing fuel commodity. But beginning in the 2000s, as mentioned above, Brazilian ethanol

producers were experiencing a boom in demand thanks to the introduce to the market of flex-fuel

cars. With a strong domestic market, they then sought to expand their export market to non-

biofuel-producing nations (primarily the EU) that were considering or implementing fuel blend

mandates to cut down on fossil fuel use. To do this, producers capitalized on the fact that, thanks

to the widely accepted LCA model, quantified scientific data had revealed the inherent

ecological "sustainability" of sugarcane ethanol through its production of more energy than was

required to produce it.

However, in the late 2000s, public concern about ethanol shifted from ecological

concerns to social ones. As ethanol became generally accepted as ecologically (or energetically)

sustainable, its social sustainability was called into question, and this time Brazilian sugarcane

ethanol was not exempt from the controversy.
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"The National Commitment" Social Sustainability Certification: The Rise, Failure, and

Ultimate Irrelevant of Assuring Fair Labor in Brazilian Sugarcane Ethanol Production

Following increased investment and governmental subsidies for ethanol land acquisition and

technological innovation in Brazil and the US, debates about the environmental and social

sustainability of ethanol began to rage in the US, European, and Brazilian academies, the NGO

arena, the international media, and public discourse. By the late-2000s, both sugarcane and corn

ethanol production were growing rapidly, and the global price of corn skyrocketed in 2007.

Mass protests in Zimbabwe, Haiti, and other global South countries erupted over the cost of corn,

prompting journalists to blame biofuels as the key cause of the high food prices (Dauvergne and

Neville 2009). Academics began to question the environmental and social impacts of biofuels,

and public acceptance of biofuel use in global North countries-particularly the EU-began to

dwindle. Even before the riots, NGOs, such as World Wildlife Fund (WWF) and BirdLife

International, began to worry about the effects on land use and biodiversity that increased biofuel

production would have; after the crisis, NGOs called for more complete life cycle analyses of

ethanol, and questioned its impact on food prices (ibid).

The Ethanol Sustainability Debates of the Late 2000s

Four themes emerged in the biofuels literature that can be identified as key sites of

contestation in the late 2000s: the environmental impact of ethanol production, its ability to

provide energy security, its impacts on social justice, and competition between food and fuel.33

Critics mounted evidence in each debate arena that posed challenges to government and industry

1 For accounts of the environmental debates, see: (Martinelli and Filoso 2008; White and Dasgupta 2010;
Wilkinson and Herrera 2010). For accounts of the energy debates, see: (White and Dasgupta 2010; Levidow and
Paul 2010; Matsuoka, Ferro, and Arruda 2009). For accounts of the social justice debates, see: (Franco et al. 2010;
Hollander 2010; Levidow and Paul 2010; Hermele 2011; Fernandes, Welch, and Gongalves 2010; Wilkinson and
Herrera 2010; Dauvergne and Neville 2009; Borras, McMichael, and Scoones 2010). For accounts of the food
versus fuel debates, see: (Shattuck et al. 2009; Rosillo-Calle and Johnson 2010; Smith 2010; Partzsch 2011)
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depictions of the biofuel industry as a viable solution to global warming, energy security, and

rural development.

The Brazilian ethanol industry was able to weather these debates through several means.

The first two sets of concerns-those concerning environment and energy yield-were, as

discussed above, abated by reports and statistics produced by Brazilian scientists that showed a

positive net energy gain for sugarcane ethanol production and use.34 Because of the higher

energy yield of sugarcane ethanol versus ethanol from corn or rapeseed (grown in the EU),

scientists were able to argue that "ethanol from sugarcane is one of the most promising biofuels

because its energetic balance is generally positive, meaning that the growing sugarcane absorbs

more carbon than is emitted when the ethanol is burned as fuel" (Martinelli and Filoso

2008:885). Brazilian sugarcane industry organizations, such as UNICA, used these statistics in

publicity campaigns, and the Brazilian government's website described the nation's fuel as "the

best and most advanced option for the large-scale production of sustainable biofuels in the

world" (Brasil.gov.br 2010). In 2008, then-president Lula, comparing sugarcane and corn

ethanol, went so far as to say, "That is why some people compare ethanol to cholesterol.. .there is

good ethanol and bad ethanol" (da Silva 2008; Dauvergne and Neville 2009).35

As Zimmerer (2011) argues, Brazil was already seen as a leader in global sustainability

efforts because of both the UN Conference on Environment and Development held in Rio de

Janeiro in 1992, and large-scale neoliberal conservation-development projects initiated in the

1990s (82, 97). This, combined with Brazil's successful history of ethanol production and use,

3 This designation is not without contestation, particularly in the indirect land use change (ILUC) debates (e.g. ibid;
Fargione, Plevin, and Hill 2010; Lapola et al. 2010; Bailis and Baka 2011).
3 For examples of scientific discourse comparing sugarcane and corn ethanol during this period in English, see Al-
Riffai, Dimaranan, and Laborde 2010; McLoughlin 2011. For examples from the Brazilian government and ethanol
firms, see Brasil.gov.br 2010; Gasol 2012; Raizen 2011; V. Medeiros 2011.
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allowed scientific data supporting the environmental sustainability and energy yield of Brazilian

ethanol to be widely accepted. While not uncontentious, multiple influential analyses of the

Brazilian ethanol program have come to understand it as, environmentally, a "special case". This

designation that has afforded several benefits: the World Bank, the Organization for Economic

Co-operation and Development (OECD), and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)

exempted Brazil's ethanol program from critiques because of its alleged economic efficiency,

contribution to GHG reduction, and nonimpact on food prices (Wilkinson and Herrera 2010).

The Development of a Certification to Verfy Sugarcane Ethanol's Social Sustainability

Alongside these efforts to depict sugarcane ethanol as environmentally beneficial, government

and industry representatives sought a way for social justice regulation and standardization to

travel with Brazilian capital and technology exports and provide legitimacy to the industry, amid

perceptions by consumers that Brazilian sugarcane ethanol production required "slave-like"

labor. For as long as sugarcane plantations have been documented, serious problems have been

observed in the working and living conditions of their laborers. In contemporary Brazil, these

problems include "the extortionate and degrading work conditions of sugarcane planting and

harvesting, deaths by exhaustion in sugarcane plantations, payment for individual production,

lack of workers' control over the pay they receive, ... (and) precarious accommodation and

transportation" (Lourenco and Bertani 2011:69).

Manual sugarcane harvesting techniques for producing sugar and ethanol involve eight to

twelve hours of manual labor chopping stalks in direct sunlight with machetes, followed by

hauling cut cane to trucks for transport (Martinelli and Filoso 2008). Exhaustion, over-exertion,

high blood pressure, stress, machete accidents, and muscular injury are common for laborers. To

make manual harvesting easier, the fields are burned prior to cutting, resulting in smoke and dust
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inhalation and an increased risk for pulmonary disease among sugarcane laborers. Fresh water,

restrooms, and food storage are rarely available in the fields. In the 2000s, multiple work-related

deaths on sugarcane plantations were reported each year.36

In the popular media, academic articles, and certain branches of the Brazilian

government, manual labor conditions on sugarcane plantations were frequently referred to as

"slave" or "slave-like." And this was greatly diminishing the desires of EU nations to import

Brazilian ethanol. Together with the sugarcane industry, the Brazilian federal government

responded with a campaign to create and publicize alliances between sugarcane industry

representatives and national social justice organizations to ameliorate negative perceptions of the

labor conditions during sugarcane harvesting.

The office of the Secretary General of the President of Brazil 37 orchestrated a series of

meetings between industry representatives, labor organizations, and governmental departments.

The resulting pact, called the National Commitment to Labor Conditions in Sugarcane Activity

(Compromisso Nacional Para Aperfeigoar as Condigoes de Trabalho na Cana-de-A gcar,

henceforth, National Commitment), went into effect in 2009. The National Commitment was a

voluntary "social certificate" intended to encourage Brazilian plantation owners to implement

specific labor practices through the receipt of a publicized compliance certificate verified

through industry-funded audits by external firms.

Modeled on international biofuel sustainability certification programs that use industry-

funded audits to govern the environmental and social impacts of biofuel production outside of

36 For more detailed accounts of labor conditions, see Alessi and Navarro 1997; Hermele 2011; and Carvalho Junior
et al. 2012; and for a historical perspective, see Rogers 2010.
37 Henceforth "Secretary General." The primary duty of this unique Brazilian office is to assist the President in
coordinating and implementing activities between government and social organizations as well as between the
public and private sectors. The office is headed by a presidentially appointed minister.
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governmental standards, such as the Roundtable on Sustainable Biofuels (RSB) and Bonsucro, 38

the National Commitment uniquely incorporated input from representatives of government and

several labor organizations into the creation and implementation of this industry-funded initiative

through a "Dialogue Table." The certificate's stated objectives were to ensure fair labor

conditions for workers and provide public acknowledgement for participating businesses.

The certificate was granted to companies that agreed to comply with its criteria following

an independent audit and approval from a tripartite review board comprised of representatives

from industry, social unions, and government. 39 The certificate used five principles to organize

the set of criteria on which the evaluation of plantations was based: providing protective

equipment for workers; eliminating middlemen from the hiring and payment process; promoting

literacy and raising the education level of laborers; promoting training and retraining of workers

"with a view toward their productivity"; and strengthening social service practices in regions

where migrant workers engage in seasonal labor (Secretary General 2012a).

The tripartite certificate was the first of its kind in Brazil and was the result of seventeen

meetings organized by President Lula's Secretary General between July 2008 and the founding

3 This trend can be seen in the European Commission (EC)'s approval of seven certification schemes to ensure the
ethical integrity of imported ethanol (Kaminski 2011). These include the RSB, which is the largest private biofuel
certifier in the world, and Bonsucro, the scheme the EC had been using to guide decision making about ethanol
importation. The RSB uses a system of twelve "principles and criteria" in assessment, including: "Legality, Human
and Labor Rights, Local Development & Food Security, [and] Use of Hazardous Technologies" (RSB 2016).
Bonsucro employs five principles in assessment: "1. Obey the law. 2. Respect human rights and labor standards. 3.
Manage input, production and processing efficiencies to enhance sustainability. 4. Actively manage biodiversity and
ecosystem services. 5. Continuously improve key areas of the business" (Bonsucro 2012).
39 The certificate used five accrediting auditing firms (Secretary General 2011): three international firms, Deloitte
Touche Tohmatsu, KPMG, and Ernst & Young, and two Brazilian firms, UHY Moreira and HLB Audilink. The
international firms are all members of the "Big Four" audit firms (Big4 2012). They are global "professional
services networks" that provide membership to thousands of independent firms, which themselves provide auditing
services (Deloitte Global Services Ltd 2013; KPMG LLP 2013; Ernst & Young Global Ltd 2013). The member
firms that conducted audits for the National Commitment were not specified. The two Brazilian firms that were
awarded auditing contracts are Brazilian members of the international auditing networks UHY and HLB (UHY
Moreira Auditores 2013; AudiLink Auditores 2012).
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document's signing in June 2009 (Secretary General 2010). 40 The federal government noted its

novelty and progressive intent: "(it) is the result of a never seen before experiment in Brazil of a

national tripartite dialogue and of negotiation-businessmen, workers, and the Federal

Government-to face the challenge of providing decent labor in the context of an economic

sector, sugar and ethanol" (ibid., 3). The Secretary General referred to this tripartite format as

"the Dialogue Table" (or simply "the Table"), which was based on "confidence in democratic

negotiation and the constant search for common denominators" (ibid., 1).41

At the Dialogue Table for the meetings that produced the National Commitment, the

ethanol industry was represented by the Brazilian Sugarcane Industry Association (UNICA,

which represents the majority of the country's sugarcane ethanol producers) and the National

Forum for Sugar and Derived Energy; laborers were represented by the National Confederation

of Agricultural Workers (CONTAG) and the Federation of Salaried Agricultural Workers of the

State of Sio Paulo (FERAESP); and the Federal Government was represented by the Secretary

General, Cabinet of the Chief of Staff, and five Ministry departments.42

40 In 2004, Brazil's Agrarian Development Ministry introduced the Social Fuel Seal (Selo Combustivel Social),
which was given, along with tax exemptions, to biodiesel producers who contracted with family farmers for their
fuel feedstock. The program received criticism for being more of a biofuel industry subsidy than a program to
benefit small-scale farmers (Fernandes, Welch, and Gongalves 2010). Soy and animal protein continue to provide
the majority of feedstock for biodiesel because family farmers are not able to produce high volumes of other
feedstocks (Wilkinson and Herrera 2010:758). The "low level of productivity and deeper structural problems related
to access to land, tired soils, lack of resources and technical assistance, the effects of rural exodus on labour
availability, and indebtedness" have rendered this effort to integrate peasant agriculture into the biodiesel industry
ineffective (ibid). The National Commitment differs in that it is applied directly to labor in industrial agriculture, and
it was devised with contributions from social organizations, government, and industry.
It is worth noting that another tripartite negotiation table occurred in Brasilia in 2012 that resulted in the "National
Commitment to Improve Working Conditions in the Construction Industry" (Secretary General 2012b).
4 All literature produced by the Secretary General referred to the "Dialogue Table" and the "Table" as proper
nouns, with each word capitalized. I retain the capitalization of these words to indicate my use of them as the terms
used by the social actors at work here.
42 These were the Ministry of Labor and Employment (MTE), Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Supplies
(MAPA), Ministry of Agrarian Development (MDA), Ministry of Education and Culture (MEC), and Ministry for
Social Development and Combat of Hunger (MDS). The Ministry of Health (MS) joined in 2011.
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The National Commitment existed alongside an economically effective accord that has

done much to decrease slave-like conditions across sectors in Brazil, including the sugarcane and

ethanol industry. The "National Pact for the Eradication of Slave Labor in Brazil," jointly formed

by industries and President Lula's government in 2005, has enabled the Ministry of Labor and

Employment (MTE) to bring several major lawsuits against sugarcane employers. This pact has

been signed by over 300 companies and ensures that businesses that violate labor standards are

placed on a "Dirty List," which entails heavy fines, boycotts by pact-signing companies, and

loan sanctions from federal and private banks (Ministry of Labor 2008; BBC Online 2012).

Through the pact, the biofuel producer BRENCO was charged in 2008 with multiple labor

condition violations by a public prosecutor in a high profile case, and in 2010, Brazil's largest

biofuel producer COSAN made headlines when several of its plantations were added to the Dirty

List (Wilkinson and Herrera 2010).

Despite the existence of the National Pact for the Eradication of Slave Labor in Brazil,

the ethanol industry and members of the federal government's executive branch sought an

exportable biofuel governance mechanism to accompany production technologies overseas, one

that would include the "voices" of both industry and social justice organizations as it eliminated

the vigilance of the state in favor of independent auditors. Using a metaphor of travel to describe

Brazilian aspirations, Wilkinson and Herrera (2010) claimed that it was "hoped that certification

will provide the passport to global market access."

In most cases, certificates create a zone of regulation that bypasses state intervention

through the implementation of an industry funded and determined audit system. As noted above,

private ethanol certificate schemes have emerged that use external auditing firms to attest to the

complying company's environmental and/or social practices. Scholarly research has taken
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multiple angles in assessing the success, viability, and efficacy of audit-based certificate and

assurance governance schemes as mechanisms for ensuring corporate social responsibility

(CSR). While certain authors have argued that audit-based certification programs advance CSR

(e.g., Gilbert, Rasche, and Waddock 2010), others have contended that it is an imperfect system

in need of evaluation or reform (e.g., Adams 2004; Mueller, Santos, and Seuring 2009). Others

have questioned whether the accountability projected through these mechanisms is illusory (e.g.,

Boiral and Gendron 2011; Perego and Kolk 2012) or even counterproductive to efforts to

promote fair environmental and social practices (e.g. Cooper and Owen 2007; Egels-Zanden and

Hyllman 2007). Theorists have analyzed how audit-based mechanisms aimed at economic

efficiency and ethical practice have resulted in a shift in meanings and loci of accountability

(e.g., Strathern 2000). It is broadly acknowledged, however, that economically driven audit-

based governance is increasingly used as an enforcement mechanism in relation to CSR outside

of state strictures and consequences.

Third-party certification services have proliferated across industries, taking myriad forms

and promoting numerous standards and metrics of assessment. While a few certification schemes

incorporate feedback from nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) (Wilburn 2009), non-

industry entities rarely play a role in enforcement and penalty administration. What made the

National Commitment unique among certification programs was its experimental tripartite

format, incorporating government, social justice organizations, and businesses into its design and

implementation as well as in the awarding of certificates following an external audit.

The Failure of the National Commitment Social Certificate

The National Commitment lasted almost four years. In April 2013, when the terms of the

certificate were set to expire, the National Commitment was not renewed by the federal
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government, and the project was quietly abandoned following blatant corruption and fraud

among millers and certifiers. From the start, radical social organizations challenged the

certificate for excluding key labor issues, such as the provision of meals to workers. In 2012, the

national newspaper 0 Globo reported dozens of cases of labor violations at allegedly compliant

plantations, and the Ministry of Labor found at least 60 of the 169 businesses had "irregularities

in labor relations" (Rodrigues 2012). In 2013, the activist organization Rep6rter Brasil reported

that the certificate had been granted to blatantly non-conforming plantations and to businesses on

the Ministry of Labor's "Dirty List" of companies that use "slave labor" practices (see next

section) (Hashizume 2013). The Ministry of Labor filed seven civil lawsuits against "certified"

companies, citing various "problems, failures, mistakes, and frauds" over the course of the

certificate's tenure.

The Secretary General's office made no announcement concerning its cancellation. It

simply told Repdrter Brasil that "the agreement was not continued because it lost validity

(perdeu a vigancia)," and amended the heading of the online database of complying companies

to state in bold red letters that the list was "valid until April 30, 2013" (Secretaria-Geral 2013).

Antonio Lucas Filho, a labor union leader who represented CONTAG at the Dialogue Table,

criticized the forum and the state's role after the certificate was abandoned:

At the end of the process, we had the feeling that we had been deceived. We were used so

that mill owners could make more money... We believed and defended the agreement in

the hope that it would be fulfilled, but lack of preparation, commitment, and effort by the

government loosened it too much.. .If we were to return to the Dialogue Table today, we

would demand much more. Especially action from the government, which left us alone.

(Hashizume 2013)
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Filho contended that the state never upheld the position of the social organizations at the Table,

instead using their presence to make the sugarcane industry's products more appealing.

CONTAG's demands were not met, despite Filho's intentions to improve the working conditions

of laborers; however, organizers could still claim that labor organizations were instrumental in

creating the certificate. Any issues that were taken seriously at the Table became the

unenforceable criteria of the certificate.

But the need for verification of fair labor conditions in cane fields had already become

irrelevant. By 2012, 90% of sugarcane plantations in the South-Central region had converted to

mechanized labor for planting and harvesting, following legal mandates set by the federal

government. The transition to mechanization eliminated brutal field conditions for unskilled

laborers as well as the air pollution associated with pre-burning cane fields for harvest. The

media covered this transition, extolling the "cleaner" "greener" fuel that resulted from cane cut

with mechanized harvesters.4 3 "Social sustainability" had been achieved.

Representatives from the sugar industry with whom I spoke were proud that they had

retrained a small percentage of workers to operate the machines that now dominated the

landscape, leading to safer and more lucrative jobs for those who were literate, had driver's

licenses, and were selected for retraining and employment. But conversations with working-class

residents of Piracicaba, SP revealed that former cane workers had either (1) returned to their

homes in the Northeast following employment termination, if they were migrant workers, or (2)

transitioned into labor in the construction industry in the Sao Paulo state, which was booming

thanks to the ever-increasing influx of capital from ethanol production in the region. Even

4' For media coverage examples, see Lane (2012); Matthews (2010); CNH (2017); Ivanov (2017). For scholarly
coverage, see Rudorff, et al. (2010); Kaup (2015); Capaz, Carvalho, and Nogueira (2013); Scheidl, et al. (2015). For
academic reports on the precarity that has resulted for former and current cane laborers, see Barreto and Thomaz
Jnnior (2015); Rosendo and de Matos (2017).
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though thousands of cane workers lost their regular employment, millers, the sugarcane

associations, and the federal government could all now claim the social sustainability of ethanol,

alongside its environmental and economic sustainability.

Even though Brazilian sugarcane ethanol emerged from the LCA and labor debates as

economically, socially, and environmentally sustainable, scientific research and development

continues in order to promote Brazilian biofuels as crucial to global sustainable development

through alternative, renewable fuels. My ethnographic research investigates three sites where

bioenergy scientists are researching new ways to create more efficient, more sustainable sugarcane

plants, biofuel production models, and locations for sugarcane biofuel production.

Yet during the time of my fieldwork, in 2015, bioenergy scientists and the Brazilian

government still had lingering insecurities about international perceptions of the sustainability of

sugarcane ethanol. So, with funding from FAPESP, they published a text that aimed to end all

scientifically-fueled debates about ethanol's potential contributions to a "greener" world.

The Book of Biofuels: Using State of the Art Research in Bioenergy Science to Put All

Debates to Rest

A half-dozen times during the year I lived in Piracicaba conducting research in the molecular

biology laboratory at USP-ESALQ, I found myself on a bus to Sao Paulo to attend conferences

and workshops on bioenergy science hosted by FAPESP. On an overcast, breezy day in April

2015, I took an early bus through the green fields and urban sprawl to attend a celebratory

symposium at FAPESP's headquarters in the affluent residential neighborhood of Alto da Lapa,

perched on a hill overlooking the city's central business district. The symposium marked the e-

publication of an edited, peer-reviewed volume on bioenergy science, which sought use
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scientifically-produced knowledge to counter every critique of the production and adoption of

biofuels that has ever been raised.

Co-funded by FAPESP and SCOPE (Scientific Committee on Problems of the

Environment), an international scientific funding NGO," the text, Bioenergy and Sustainability:

Bridging the Gaps (Souza et al. 2015), contains twenty-one chapters written by hundreds of

authors from over sixty countries. In their opening remarks made in FAPESP's modern wood-

paneled main lecture hall, editors expressed high hopes that the book, as "the most solid

scientific study on bioenergy so far," would become a landmark text for "people who work at the

forefront of making this planet how we want it to be, which is to enable it to develop

sustainably." Editors and authors hopes that the book would mark a resurgence in scientific

validation of and faith in bioenergy, a movement that emphasized Brazil's role as central to the

global future of alternative energy.

The book launch of Bioenergy and Sustainability was an all-day conference event, with

five panels of English-speaking author-scientists providing their expertise on themes central to

the text. Each theme was aimed at countering a common issue leveraged against the expanded

adoption of biofuels: the bioenergy industry, energy and climate security, food security,

environmental security, and sustainable development and innovation. Before the panels began, I

took note of the scene. The lecture hall was nearly full, with about 150 people milling throughout

the plush purple seats arranged in stadium seating, speaking English with Brazilian, French,

German, Dutch, and Italian accents. Most of the crowd was older white women and men in

business attire, though a few student-age attendees in jeans and t-shirts were peppered throughout.

On fold-out desks sat the brown folders which, along with strong coffee and small fluffy cookies,

4 SCOPE was founded in 1969 as a research organization to analyze "emerging environmental issues that are
caused by or impact on humans and the environment" (SCOPE n.d.).
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we were given in the lobby upon arrival. The folders contained a printout of the day's program of

panels, a brown paper-wrapped pen and an ecru, flecked writing pad, and while all of it carried an

aesthetic of "recycled," nothing indicated that it was.

As I waited for the scheduled events to begin, I read a pamphlet, written in Portuguese, that

I had picked up in the lobby entitled, Programa FAPESP de Pesquisa em Bioenergia: BIOEN

(FAPESP Bioenergy Research Program: BIOEN):

Brazil is the world's primary producer of sugarcane, with 9.2 million hectares planted-

equivalent to I% of the national territory and 14% of the total planted agricultural and

forested areas....In 2012, the country produced 593 million tons of cane, 23.5 million

cubic meters of ethanol, and 43.6 million tons of biomass equivalent to petroleum....

Bioenergy from sugarcane is responsible for 15.4% of the national supply of renewable

energy, because of the use of ethanol fuel (in automobiles) and the utilization of cane

bagasse in the generation of electric and thermal energy in mills... .In the area of

bioenergy, significant contributions have been made since the end of the 1990s, when

FAPESP supported the sequencing and analysis of the genes of sugarcane and their

relation to productivity, resistance to pests and diseases, and climate variations, under the

Sugarcane Genome Project, and research projects continue to develop ethanol production

technology. (Souza et al. 2015)

Even among non-scientists in Brazil, the nation's extensive use of ethanol in place of fossil fuels

was a point of pride, so it did not surprise me that FAPESP was touting domestic sugarcane

production, renewable energy achievements, and their role in scientific advances related to cane.

Whether biofuels wax or wane in popularity on the international scientific and energy scenes, in
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Brazil they consistently remain a crucial aspect of agricultural output, energy consumption, and

laboratory-based research and development.

Soon, five speakers took the swivel chairs arranged behind a long table on the stage

below us: the Sao Paulo State Secretary of Agriculture, the President of SCOPE, the President of

FAPESP, the Scientific Director of FAPESP, and the coordinator of the BIOEN program. From

Arnaldo Jardim, the Secretary of Agriculture, we learned that the text "reflects the state of the art

of what we have here in the area of bioenergy. The frontier." "Climate change is here to say," he

added, "and I believe we can decrease these Impacts significantly. The world needs bioenergy,

and Brazil needs it. This is a fundamental aspect of our development."

Glaucia Souza, the BIOEN coordinator who was also an editor of and contributor to the

book, proudly spoke of the book's topical breadth: "It covers all fields related to bioenergy that

we thought should be covered in a sustainability assessment: land, conversion techniques, policy,

financing, certification, social implications, developed and developing research." But the purpose

of the project was not simply to compile all of the available cutting-edge scientific data on

sugarcane energy from multiple fields of research. Instead, the objective was "dissemination. We

have failed if the knowledge remains in those 759 pages. Because our goal is to transform

scientific knowledge into policy that can help our people and our planet and our economy."

Throughout the day, as experts presented their individual contributions on sugarcane

ethanol science to the book, the central argument of University of Sao Paulo physicist Jose

Goldemberg's keynote address kept entering my mind. He contended that this book was a

landmark text because it employed scientific knowledge to counter the many "myths" that have

emerged about biofuels. He summarized that beginning in the 1990s, scientists, journalists, and

activists argued against the widespread adoption of biofuels, which had begun in the early
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twentieth century in Brazil but which was then gaining traction as a supplement to liquid fossil

fuels in the US with corn ethanol and Europe with rapeseed biodiesel. This book could put to rest

all of these "myths" that had developed, mostly through faulty science. Whether implicitly or

explicitly, then, all of the authors were using their expertise to refute claims against the adoption of

biofuels made by scientists, journalists, and activists first in the 1990s and again in the 2000s.

These anti-biofuel arguments have been very influential in impeding the expansion of

biofuels outside of the two main sites of production: the US, where producers use abundant corn to

make ethanol and Brazil, where producers use sugarcane. In the EU and Canada, two major

markets for liquid fuels, debates continue to impede the large-scale adoption of imported ethanol

for cars and biodiesel for trucks and buses. In the EU, a target biofuel blend mandate of 10% is set

for 2020 (member nations currently set their own mandate number), and in Canada the blend

mandate is a relatively low 5%. The stakes for the international acceptance of Brazilian biofuels

was high for these authors, as increased mandates would lead to increased exports for the Brazilian

fuel.

These scientists were advocates of the "Brazilian biofuel model," a term that was used by

several in their presentation (see Chapter 4). While presentation styles differed, the vast majority

were adamant about validating and promoting three aspects of this alternative fuel, each of which

paralleled a key area of debate elaborated above. Their arguments can be summarized as follows:

(1) Energy security: agriculturally-produced biofuels provide the key to energy security as the

consuming world moves away from its reliance on finite, polluting fossil fuels and toward

alternative energy sources. This counters claims that biofuels cannot provide sufficient fuel

to affect the amount of petroleum fuels consumed.
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(2) Land use and food security: biofuels not only do not impede on agricultural lands for foods;

they are a responsible use of land in under-productive tropical and subtropical developing

world contexts. This counters claims that biofuel crops contribute to (a) famines by taking

up food crop land, (b) deforestation, (c) indirect land use change (ILUC) which harms

surrounding environments, and (d) exploitation of land through large-scale agroindustry in

(so-called) developing contexts.

(3) Sustainable development: biofuels contribute to the making of a more "sustainable" world

by (a) reducing greenhouse gas emissions, (b) providing increased "climate security" and

"environmental security" through reduced dependence on fossil fuels, and (c) increasing

the economic livelihoods of populations in global South nations. This counters claims that

biofuels create GHG emissions, expand the use of and thus maintain dependence on fossil

fuels, and contribute to commercial land grabs in the global South that do not benefit poor

populations.

The conference at FAPESP headquarters that day, and the text that these scientists were

promoting, confirmed that making ethanol has always been more than a data-driven scientific

debate. It has, from the first life cycle assessments of ethanol's net energy yield to the technical

debates over the terms of quantifiable sustainability to the uproar of the social conditions

surrounding ethanol production, been an interdisciplinary, international, public conversation about

the present and future of sugarcane ethanol and its role in economic, social, and environmental

development.
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Conclusion

In the tradition of much work that has emerged from science and technology studies, and echoing

what one author at the Bioenergy and Sustainability symposium expressed, I have adopted the

assumption that "debates are normal; they are how new ideas get adopted over time." Tracing

these debates has required forays into colonial agricultural history, US-based scientific

contestation over com ethanol, the histories of agrarian science and environmentalism in Brazil,

and the trajectory of biofuels' development and adoption in Brazil.

This chapter has sought to elaborate the contexts in which scientific knowledge about the

sustainability of biofuels has been made both internationally and specifically within Brazil. By

providing the multiple contexts for how, where, and why sugarcane ethanol science is practiced, I

have aimed to show how Brazilian scientists are staking their claim on sugarcane and bioenergy for

a planet perceived to be in peril. And, as I have tried to reveal through the long history and

economic ubiquity of sugarcane in Brazil, the legacies of colonialism are never far from actors'

solutions and practices.
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Chapter 2:

Plant (Tissue) Cultures: Metabolic Intimacies in Brazilian Transgenic Sugarcane Science

Image 1: Cutting sugarcane in one of the TAB laboratory's cane fields

Cutting sugarcane was a dreaded activity at the laboratory. Hacking with machetes at the thick

green stalks in the blistering sun, we inevitably emerged from the small but thickly grown cane

field behind the greenhouses drenched in sweat, our arms marked with bright red slices made by

the microscopic silica points that line the edges of each blade of cane (see image 1). In the

university molecular biology laboratory where I conducted ten months of participant observation

research with scientists and graduate students working to make the world's first transgenic

sugarcane plant, we needed to cut cane every few months in order to prepare in vitro plant tissue
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culture samples for genetic modification.45 Nestled in the heart of Brazil's sugarcane ethanol

producing region, the Luiz de Quieroz College of Agriculture (ESALQ) in Piracicaba, SP, a

satellite campus of the University of Sdo Paulo, is one of the world's leading agricultural

research institutes.4 6 In the Tavares Agricultural Biotechnology (TAB) laboratory on ESALQ's

bucolic rural campus, students from Brazil and around Latin America gathered to work with one

of Brazil's leading molecular biologists on genetic transformations of sugarcane, tobacco,

sorghum, and other economically important crop plants. 4 7

Transgenic modification, also called genetic engineering, is the process of introducing

into a living organism an exogenous gene-one from a different organism-so that the original

organism will exhibit a new property and transmit that property to its offspring. The term

"genetically modified" or "GM" is applied to organisms that have undergone this process of

exogenous gene insertion, and are called "GMOs". At the time of my research, there were no

commercially grown GM sugarcane plants in the world. 4 8 Scientists have found that this ancient

"5 This research follows a long lineage of laboratory-based ethnographies of the biological sciences, including
Latour and Woolgar 1979; Helmreich 2009; 2015; Roosth 2013; Tousignant 2013; and Kelly and Lezaun 2017.
46 ESALQ has been named one of the top five agricultural universities in the world by U.S. News and World Report
for several years (U.S. News and World Report 2018).
47 Throughout this chapter, I refer to the TAB laboratory as a "molecular biology lab," an "agronomic lab," and a
"transgenic lab." "Molecular biology lab" refers to the research training of lab members and the field from which
their techniques derive. "Agronomic lab" describes the general field of applied science-agronomics-under which
the lab operates. "Transgenic lab" describes the activity that defines most practitioners' work: the creation of
transgenic organisms through techniques of molecular biology, for the purpose of creating "improved" crop plants.
The first two descriptors are familiar to lab members, though they raised eyebrows when I used the third several
times. To them, there was no such thing as a "transgenic laboratory." I use the term in this chapter to remind readers
of lab members' shared practical goals, even though they almost exclusively called it a "molecular biology
laboratory."
'8 In June 2017, Brazil's GMO biosecurity commission, the CTNBio (described in detail in this chapter) approved
the nation's first GM sugarcane for cultivation. Developed by the Sugarcane Technology Center (Centro de
Tecnologia Canavieira [CTC]), a public-private lab located in Piracicaba that is the largest sugarcane research
facility in the world, Bt sugarcane, technically called "CTC 20 BT," contains the Bt gene (Bacillus thuringiensis),
which makes plants resistant to crop damage caused by the main sugarcane pest in Brazil, the sugarcane borer
(Diatraea saccharalis). Crops with the Bt gene have been cultivated globally in biotechnology-derived crops,
including soybean, maize, eggplant, cotton, and others, for over twenty years. The motivation behind the
development of Bt crops is usually strictly commercial, unlike the motivations of my interlocutors, which included
sustainability, promoting alternative energy, and mitigating of the effects of climate change. I visited the CTC on
multiple occasions for tours and interviews, and while the scientists and PR representatives with whom I spoke
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crop that has been cultivated for nearly 10,000 years-and in planet-altering proportions since

the colonial period-is a wily plant, one that has developed a massive and complex genome

thanks in large part to thousands of years of human-promulgated hybridization and interbreeding.

Efforts to modify its genome to produce desired commercial results have all failed. In the lab

where I worked, however, researchers experimented with new modification techniques so that

they might make this already-lucrative crop that has been central to the base of the Brazilian

economy since the sixteenth century into a vehicle for a uniquely Brazilian form of sustainable

development. Their genetic modification projects took several shapes, but each had the goal of

creating a sugarcane plant that could create more ethanol for use in fueling vehicles on less

acreage on plantations.

Genetic modification, especially of crop plants, is a highly contentious techno-political

issue. Scholars have addressed public perceptions of GMOs (e.g. Jasanoff 2006; Jepson 2005;

Scoones 2008), debates surrounding the ecological and social consequences of large-scale

adoption of GMOs by industrial agricultural companies (e.g. Kloppenburg 2005; Holmes and

Graham 2009; Hetherington 2013; for Brazil in particular, see Pellegrini 2009), and the

economically and socially debilitating effects of GMOs on small-scale farming communities and

cooperatives (Fitting 2010; Heller 2013). While these analyses are vitally important to

understanding the stakes of GMOs on the world agricultural landscape, my work in a molecular

biology laboratory sought to examine the scientific practices and perceptions contributing to the

creation of GM crop plants long before they are approved by governmental panels and enter soil

in commercial fields. The ethical, political, and ontological stakes in creating and working with

transgenic animals has been a crucial issue in science and technology studies (e.g. Haraway

never specified the development of this varietal, they did mention that at that time, in 2014-2015, several GM
varietals their labs had developed were under review for commercial approval with CTNBio.
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1997; Franklin 2007; Holmberg and Ideland 2012; Vermeulen, Tamminen, and Webster 2011).

My work with scientists creating transgenic sugarcane follows these STS scholars to consider

how GM plants are vital parts of scientific practices and livelihoods and key aspects of scientific

reputation-making, particularly in a global South context that emerges from a colonial

agricultural history.

Studies of the significance of plants in historical studies are not new (see e.g. Carney

2002; Fitzgerald 2003; Kloppenburg 2005; Schiebinger 2007; Laveaga 2009; Ritvo 2012).

Battaglia (1990; 2014; 2017), Tsing (2004), Hayden (2003), Mastnak, Elyachar, and Boellstorff

(2014), and Archambault (2016) have contributed studies of human-plant engagements that

illuminate how social-ecological relations are crucially shaped by plants, their liveliness, and

their usefulness. Anthropologists have lately placed plants in roles central to analyses of the

making of privileged human ontological and epistemological categories. Hustak and Myers

(2012), Kohn (2013), Myers (2014; 2015a; 2017), and Hartigan (2017) each take plant-centric

perspectives in their analyses, drawing on scientific data, Peircean semiotics, plant observation,

and/or novel forms of understanding plants ethnographically to center the lives and agencies of

these non-human actants. My study of transgenic plant science in practice, in conjunction with

my historical analysis of the longue durde history of agricultural infrastructure, seeks to add an

ethnographic perspective on the role of plants in shaping contemporary science. While humans

remain at the center of analysis, plants' agencies and livelihoods emerge often, providing

motivation for diverse forms of action, intervention, and even affection.

Thus I ask: how does scientific concern over energy forms and supply shape the

relationships between scientists in Brazil and the plant-forms that sustained the colonial empire

and that continue to be economically important? As a researcher trained in anthropological
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methods, my starting methodological framework to address this question was to ask: how do

transgenic plants come into being? What regimes of practice guide molecular biologists who

create transgenic plants in a laboratory environment? And what kinds of relations emerge from

these practices? Following observations I made during fieldwork, my aim is to show how

intimacy-the biopolitical attachments that are shaped by overlapping yet unequal

vulnerabilities-is present in the creation of transgenic plants, and how various forms of

intimacy direct everyday activity in a transgenic laboratory, the place from whence contentious,

"Frankensteinian" organisms (Haraway 1997; Latour 2012) emerge through controlled

contamination alongside imaginings of a "greener" world through plantation agriculture.49

The scientists work intimately with sugarcane, a colonial agent of changes to labor

regimes and landscapes. Sugarcane is a grass grown in monocrop plantation fields, notoriously

difficult to harvest, yet charismatic to colonial and state leaders, industrialists, and social

scientists alike (cf. Mintz 1986; Schwartz 1986; Rogers 2010). It is among the most

photosynthetically efficient plants on Earth, turning sunlight into large amounts of extractable,

usable sucrose. And yet scientists want more from this plant. As mentioned, sugarcane is

resistant to scientists' attempts at genetic modification. In the lab, however, scientists cultivate

small clusters of cane cells on nutrient rich medium gel until these cells have developed into a

large enough size to withstand modification. If the plants live through the process and grow,

transformed, they are planted in soil in pots and placed in a biosecure greenhouse just outside the

laboratory door, where they are observed until researchers deem the project completed. If the

49 In this chapter, I reference the popularly used terms "Frankenstein" organism and, more accurately,
"Frankensteinian" organism to describe biotechnologies perceived as "unnatural," "artificial," and/or capable of
creating harm to or havoc for their creators and/or "the world" (Rosenow 2017).

0 Because of a lack of federal biosecurity clearance, researchers at this lab are prevented from planting GM plants
into soil in open air. The plants must be grown in pots in biosecure greenhouses, and destroyed when they are no
longer wanted or when they die.
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experimental plants fail, they meet the same end as the once-useful, old, transformed plants: they

are killed in a high temperature pressure chamber (autoclave) and their remains are scattered in

the laboratory yard as fertilizer.

Through observation, I learned that the maintenance of the sterility of plant specimens in

the laboratory most occupied researchers' interest and attention. Every day, I was aware of the

lives of the plants conscripted into these scientists' sustainability-driven projects. In a matter of

days, I would witness plants' culture-medium-enabled metamorphoses from shiny beige bulbous

cell clusters-called calluses-into sprouting green plants (see image 2), often accompanied

genetically or in Petri dishes by other organisms, some desired by scientists and some not. The

Petri dishes and jars that contained these plants and their accompanying beings were weekly on

the move as scientists performed the necessary tasks to maintain and prepare plants to undergo

genetic transformation or to grow in soil.

~f

Image 2: Sugarcane at several stages of tissue growth. Clockwise from top left: cut cane stalks being
trimmed before sterilization; sliced cane leaf disks in medium-filled Petri dish; GM cane calluses grown

from leaf disks; GM cane plants growing under UV lights.
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But beyond the plants' growth and the scientists' daily interactions with these plants, both

the professional stakes of the researchers' projects and the sprawling fields of cane that

characterize the landscape of the region frequently reminded me of the plantation-scale vision

that drove their daily work. For the molecular biologists with whom I worked,

biotechnologically-enhanced sugarcane plantations are a vital solution to providing sufficient

energy to the global population and to reducing the harmful effects of fossil fuel extraction and

use. Their sustainability-driven ethical impulse to use plantations to make human lives more

livable by reducing fossil fuel dependence, greenhouse gas emissions, food scarcity, and the

debilitating effects of climate change was never far from view. Scientists sought to insert their

practices, techniques, and expertise into the plantation network, as agricultural plant growth and

cultivation extended into and from the laboratory.

In addition to plant cultivation, plantation envisioning, and an ethic of sustainability,

students', postdocs', and faculty members' daily lab work and maintenance revealed the

mundane practices that contribute to the making of scientific selves-aspects of scientists'

professional identities typically framed in terms of technical skills, competencies, qualities,

dispositions, and orientations, as well as professional public presence and personal narratives.5 1

In a weak Brazilian economy, grad students especially were overwhelmingly concerned with

creating successful research that might enable them to continue with postgraduate studies or land

a coveted job with a private agronomic research company. Agricultural biotechnology (agrotech)

is a relatively small field in Brazil, though the cutting-edge, profitable work agrotech scientists

do makes it increasingly central to the expanding plantation network. In the TAB laboratory,

51 On the construction of scientific selves, see Herman (2017). For rich accounts of the making of scientific selves,
see Traweek (1992); Shapin (2009); and Middlebrooks and Shimono (2018).
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graduate students' confidence in funding and employment procurement was low, inspiring these

budding scientists to manage the interactions of different organisms through care of their

specimens in order to secure their professional futures. Their evaluations of themselves and each

other as scientists formed the basis of much conversation and concern, and plant-care was often

at the center of these assessments.

But how to make sense of the relations between, on the one hand, plants' (1) sunlight-

transforming, nutrient-converting metabolic activities and (2) their continual interactions with

other organisms in supposedly-sterile environments, and, on the other, scientists' daily efforts to

(1) create plantforms that will extend the metabolic homogeneity of plantation ecologies and (2)

protect and promote their current and future careers in science?

By learning and observing the everyday practices of creating and cultivating transgenic

sugarcane, I was able to arrive at an analysis of what I call the metabolic intimacies that guide

molecular biologists through the entwined biological and affective encounters between

themselves and the laboratory plants with which they work.12 I argue that plants and scientific

selves are made and remade through the interplay of, one the one hand, plants' biological

demands and multirelational flourishings and, on the other, scientists' designs of and desires for

the plants they cultivate into being. Many of these intimacies rest on controlling contamination,

leading me to investigate the ways that the mixing of organisms-in GM plants' genes and in

contaminated Petri dishes-is central to transgenic science. These sometimes-messy forms of

" Law and Mol (2008) used the term "metabolic intimacy" to describe trophic/nutritional exchanges within human-
pig relations in which household members offer pigs kitchen waste to eat. The term is used to indicate a material-
political relationship between humans, animals, and food. They do not offer any definition or elaboration of the
term, instead using it as a shorthand to link eating and waste disposal practices to animal husbandry on small-scale
farms. I take up, define, elaborate, and apply to a different context the term in order to analyze my data and to give
the tenrn broader applicability in science studies.
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intimacy, I argue, are a vital part of scientific practice and of scientific reputation-making in the

plantation network.

This chapter details the scientific practices required to culture tissue samples of sugarcane

and enact genetic modification of these plants in a Brazilian agricultural university molecular

biotechnology laboratory, using the lens of metabolic intimacy to examine the relations that

emerge between people and plants in this context (cf. Archambault 2016). Examining metabolic

intimacies allows access to the intertwined demands and desires of biological scientists and their

specimens as they seek to create biotechnologies as solutions to global crises. It begins with an

elaboration of the concept of metabolic intimacy, explaining the importance to my argument of

each term in the phrase. I then provide a description of the laboratory and its members and an

explanation of the processes required to culture plant tissue, situating the importance of sterility

and controlling contamination in experimentation. I also detail the process of making of

transgenic plants-a complex process of organism-mixing that challenges conventional notions

of "contamination." Then, I offer a view onto the nature of three practices of metabolic intimacy

that I identified- legally mandated intimacy, quotidian intimacy, and affective intimacy-in the

lab by looking to varying forms of human-plant interaction. I use ethnographically-grounded

data to analyze these three forms of intimacy by interpreting instances of and preoccupations

with intimacy and contamination that lab members exhibited in their behaviors, technical

standards, conversations, and diverse interactions with plants. I contend that human-plant

metabolic intimacy is a necessary analytic for understanding how everyday transgenic science is

practiced in the plantation network, both in relation to the material outcomes and the personal

career motivations of practitioners with uncertain futures in Brazilian science.
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Metabolic Intimacy

In order to understand the multiscalar biological and social linkages I observed in the laboratory,

I employ the term metabolic intimacy to describe the entwined biological and affective

encounters between laboratory plants that grow, flourish, co-exist, and die, and human bioenergy

scientists: who provide the nutritional requirements for laboratory plants; whose practices stage

largescale socio-metabolic interventions; whose careers depend on the growth of these plants;

and who are sometimes emotionally invested in the individual lives of each plant. I argue that

plants and scientific selves are made and remade through the interplay of, one the one hand,

plants' biological demands and multirelational flourishings and, on the other, scientists' designs

of and desires for the plants they cultivate into being. These designs and desires center on

managing interspecies contamination, in sanctioned and unsanctioned forms. My aim is to show

how various forms of intimacy are present in the creation of transgenic plants, and to provide a

model for how biologically-mediated intimacies can be identified in other bioscientific spaces.

Here, I describe how these intimacies direct everyday activity in a transgenic agronomic

laboratory, the place from whence contentious, "Frankensteinian" organisms emerge alongside

imaginings of a "greener" world through plantation agriculture.

By studying an agronomic lab, I look to what Paxson (2010; 2013) identifies as ecologies

of production: those assemblages of organic, social, and symbolic forces that contribute to

agriculturally-based enterprises. Methodologically, tracking metabolic intimacies involved

locating moments of cultivation, tending, care, and disposal in managing plants' growth,

intermixing, contamination, and deaths. Attending to (1) the metabolic requirements of growing

experimental organisms, (2) the "messes" or "problems"-in the form of contamination-that

ensued when plants' thriving and co-existing thwarted researchers' plans, (3) the future cane
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plantations towards which scientists' projects were oriented, and (4) the results of their

overlapping, revealed three types of intimacy between scientists and plants: legally mandated

intimacy, quotidian intimacy, and affective intimacy, all of which centered on managing

metabolic flows in the laboratory (cf. Helmreich 2011).

While I do not in this chapter seek to make a literal or material equation between plants'

cellular chemical conversions and scientists' practices of care, I do look to diverse, multiscalar

metabolic transformations that engender biological and affective closeness between plants and

people, even as scientists maintain their power to alter lifeforms, ecosystems, labor regimes, and

planetary futures through shared attachments and intimacies. Beyond a biocapitalistic production

model of factory-like cellular extraction and labor, I contend that framing diverse metabolic

exchanges in terms of the intimacies they foster brings into view the intense closeness and

companionship that is inherent to relations of extraction, instrumentalization, exploitation, and

control, as well as relations of care, concern, and even affection.

"Metabolism" is a lens through which my informants understood their plant specimens'

as well as plantation ecological needs. Metabolism is what Gabrielle Hecht (2018) calls an

interscalar vehicle: one of those concepts that allows thinking and imagining across scales,

thanks to its broad historical and social deployment. As Hannah Landecker (2011) has shown,

metabolism is a nineteenth century concept describing energetic systems which scientists, social

theorists, and popular thinkers quickly adopted and adapted to fit their diverse models. It now

applies equally though differently to the life-sustaining energetic and nutritional input-output

processes of cells, organs, bodies, societies, and ecosystems, as well as their interrelations in

concepts like Paul Edwards's "techno-metabolism" (Edwards and Hecht 2016; Edwards 2017).
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Anthropologists have recently taken up "metabolism" and the increasing prevalence of

human metabolic disorders in analyses linking public health, food justice, biomedical science,

and social inequality (Yates-Doerr 2015; Moran-Thomas 2019). Harris Solomon's (2016) work

analyzes "the metabolism" as "at once a concept, an embodied thing, a mode of diagnosis and

therapy, and a social rubric" as well as an analytic category that allows thinking about the

porosity between bodies and environments. In a set of commentaries on Solomon's text

published in Somatosphere (2016), Stefan Ecks reminds readers that "metabolism" is a

complicated, highly abstract biomedical concept that resists generalization, and that is difficult to

account for in contextualized interpretations. These authors' work understanding the

complexities of human metabolic conditions makes important contributions to the historicity and

politics of human health, medical research, food security, and social justice.

But what about other forms of metabolism that have salience on the bioscientific

landscape? Beyond human-centric accounts of its usage, the concept of "metabolism" is

important to plant biologists who require a deep working knowledge of plants' nutritional and

energetic requirements, chemical processes and events, syntheses of chemicals and compounds,

and functional outputs. Conceptualizations of plant metabolism have allowed me to think

through relationships between bioenergy scientists seeking to alter socio-ecological relations

through their large-scale agricultural energy projects and the experimental GM sugarcane plants

that shape practices and outcomes in the laboratory. Metabolic management guides plant care in

the lab as well as plantation planning by agronomic scientists for a more sustainable world.

The danger I run up against in using the concept of "metabolism" to access the daily

biological functioning of plants as influential in the laboratory is that, as Heather Paxson and

Stefan Helmreich (2014) caution, scientifically-rendered biological processes can become reified
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as "truth" or, going one step farther, as exemplary models upon which to build social-political

arguments. New materialist accounts of multispecies' engagements have at times accepted

uncritically the biological accounts that scientists assign to nonhumans, thus obscuring the

historical lineages through which these powerful accounts have emerged (for counter examples,

see Kirksey and Helmreich 2010). In conceiving of "metabolic intimacies" I seek, then, to use

my interlocutors' own understandings of sugarcane biological functioning to access their

engagements with plants' metabolic desires and demands, acknowledging that these

understandings are wrapped up in (micro)biopolitical desires and demands of their own (Paxson

2013). I use my interlocutors' articulations of their plants specimens' functioning, then, to guide

my thinking about plants through scientific practice. 3 Rather than reifying scientific renderings

of sugarcane's and other plants' nutritional and energy demands and conversions, I use simple

notions of plant metabolism-ones that my interlocutors would find familiar-as a symbolic and

practical way to get at the observable multidirectional intimacies that characterize people's

laboratory practices with plants.

According to scientists, plants are responsible for incredible feats of molecular

transformation. They metabolize sunlight into sugar (glucose), oxygen and water; in the case of

sugarcane, that sugar is used by humans to sweeten our food and to power our vehicles. In their

quest to "improve" sugarcane's abilities to meet human needs and desires, Brazilian molecular

biologists engaged in daily exchanges of nutrition, cultivation, transformation, and care with

plants. At the same time, the growing, metabolizing, intermixing, and dying of laboratory cane

5 The vast majority of my knowledge of plant metabolic activity derives from conversations with and instruction
from my scientist interlocutors, as well as some well-circulated peer-reviewed articles on sugarcane biology that my
interlocutors recommended to me, and a few introductory level webpages on plant biology.
5 "Metabolism" is a crucial component of scientists' understanding of plant life cycles, a concept that I explore
briefly in Chapter 1.
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plants shaped daily routines, lab practices, research outcomes, scientific careers, and future

sugarcane plantations. I argue that plants and scientific selves are made and remade through the

interplay of, one the one hand, plants' biological demands and multirelational flourishings and,

on the other, scientists' designs of and desires for the plants they cultivate into being, both in the

lab and in future plantation fields. These demands, designs and desires foster attachments that

take the form of intimate relations.

"Intimacy" here does not refer to the shared "cultural intimacy" that Michael Herzfeld

(1997) describes, in which the "assurances of common sociality" that constitute a cultural

identity solidify bonds between members (3).55 Beside the fact that the intimacy I seek to

describe does not "add up" to a collective like a nation-state or even a "group of laboratory

members," ascribing a shared sociality premised on affirmations of solidarity that includes plants

would go too far in assuming plant intentionality. Instead, following scholars such as Judith

Butler (2004; 2009), who have sought to understand the nature of intimacy, as well as critical

thinkers such as Ann Stoler (2001; 2006), who have examined the biopolitical and social origins

and effects of intimacy, I take intimacy to be those biopolitical attachments that are shaped by

overlapping yet unequal vulnerabilities (Haraway 2008; Green and Ginn 2014). These

attachments take the forms of knowledge, attention, proximity, concern, care, management, and

affection. For plants and biologists alike, these attachments through vulnerabilities "build

worlds" and, for biologists, they build "world-changing fantasies" (Berlant 1998). As will be

shown in the examples below, those vulnerabilities include the necessary nutritional and

" Though the scientists with whom I worked do have what Paxson (2013) describes as "technical intimacy" with the
scientific instruments and principles in the workshop-a shared intimacy that is denied to outsiders-I focus here on
the multiple and complex intimacies between plants and scientists. Technical intimacy is undoubtedly a crucial
aspect of the making of scientific selves, which are built upon shared sociality and competence with other scientists,
an issue I will address briefly in my discussion of scientific professionalization later in this chapter.
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environmental dependencies that lab plants have on human caretakers, as well as scientists'

professional reliance on the predictable and successful growth of their plant specimens. In some

cases, scientists make themselves emotionally vulnerable to plants' livelihoods, as well.

While intimacy, attachment, and vulnerability are, in their colloquial senses, close,

closed, private, and inward, Hurtado (Hurtado 1999), Stoler (2001; 2006), and others have shown

how the acceptance, maintenance and policing of intimate relations form the very foundation

upon which colonial order, control, and power coalesced and consolidated. Gabriel N. Rosenberg

(2015) extends such analyses to include biopolitical policing of intimacy through agricultural

programs. I contend that the oft-contradictory prescriptions and practices of plant culturing and

cultivation reveal the biopolitical motivations, stakes, and small-scale control mechanisms of

both legally-mandated agricultural biosecurity and the paternalism inherent to practices of

sustainability. In the case of biosecurity, federally prescribed micro-practices of plant growth and

management shape professional behavior as well as environmental control. For practices of

sustainability, scientists' technopatemalistic care and management of their plants mirror and

create their intended interventions into plantation ecologies and global ecological outcomes.

These plantation-based fantasies for a "greener" world that operates through capitalistic growth

require intimate ties to the plants that form the foundation for their imagined agricultural

realities.

In order to understand the biopolitical stakes of the work performed and the intimacies

developed in a transgenic laboratory, it is important to understand the conceptual foundation

upon which I observed scientists structuring most practices. In this transgenic lab, I found that

scientists considered the intermixing of some organisms to be acceptable and others to be

undesirable. The varying acceptability of intermixing determined, to a large degree, the kinds of
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intimacy-as attachments in the forms of knowledge, attention, proximity, concern, care,

management, and affection-that were shared between researchers and plants. Sugarcane was

the most important plant to researchers in the lab. As will be described below, the vast majority

of lab activities revolved around keeping sugarcane tissue and grown sugarcane plants sterile,

alive, and well. The management of all intermixing involved controlling whether or not and how

certain exogenous organisms could intermix with cane, and so cane received a great deal of care.

And though they required minimal maintenance, researchers also cared about the transgenes that

they inserted genetically into sugarcane plants (more on this process below). Transgenes are

genes from exogenous organisms that scientists insert into the genome of host organisms.

Scientists treated the freezers in which they were kept with extreme caution, security, and even

reverence, since their professional livelihoods depended on these genes being kept alive. The

intermixing of sugarcane and exogenous genetic material was the very purpose of their scientific

research and so relationships with these organisms/biological materials were the most intimate.

Researchers sought something like monocrop growth in the lab, or perhaps,

monocrop+transgenes growth.

Other organisms were not welcome to mix with sugarcane. My interlocutors were very

concerned with ensuring that their in vitro and potted plant specimens were not "contaminated"

by bacteria, viruses, fungi, or insects. These scientists, as I will explain below, understood

contamination as "the presence of or invasion by an undesirable organism (organismo

indesejdvel) or xenobiotic chemical in a biological process."5 6 Controlling contamination was, in

many ways, at the heart of scientific activity in the lab, as will be elaborated below. These

processes of control were guided by multiple forms of biopolitical power over plantlife and the

56 "A contaminagdo e a presenga ou invasdo de un organismo indesejdvel ou quimico xenobi6iico em um processo
biologico." This definition was refined and agreed upon in a long, lively conversation among a group of researchers.
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future plantations in which they might grow. Scientists' regimes and everyday practices of

control were driven by the goals of adhering to legal mandates for the proper management and

disposal of organisms; advancing researchers' own professional careers; contributing to a

broader project of sustainability; and, sometimes, fostering affection with their plant specimens.

While biopolitics as framed by Foucault (2003; 2010) applies to the management of

human life through regimes of power, knowledge, and external as well as subjectivized control,

scholars have recently argued for an understanding of the environment as subject to biopolitical

management (Scott 1999; Agrawal 2005; Cavanagh 2014). A small number of scholars have

focused on how this environmental-biological authority relates specifically to plants. While

environmental studies scholar Catriona Sandilands (2016) focuses on plant agency amidst

environmental biopolitical control through their alleged ability to sense and communicate,

philosopher Jeffrey Nealon (2015) looks to the kind of "life" that plants are thought to possess in

contrast to human and animal "life," the latter of which are (or explicitly are not) the bearers of

rights, unlike plants. He argues, contra Agamben's (1995) notion of abject zoe, that it is not the

animal life that stands in formative distinction to human life, but instead the plant which

functions as that form of life forgotten and abjected within a dominant regime of humanist

biopower. It is plants' sessility, apparent passivity, and non-individuality that has relegated them

to philosophical exclusion and that dispossesses them of the claims on meaning and rights that

humans and, as animal studies scholars argue, animals may make.

Following Nealon's observation, I contend that plants as collectively-thought entities,

such as those that comprise the productive core of the plantation formation, are subject to

biopolitical management precisely because of the necessary metabolic relations they share with

human life. Human life is inarguably tied up with plant life, as is obvious considering our own
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metabolic requirements. Indeed, this simple claim is one upon which critical scholars and

scientist proponents of sustainable plantations can agree (albeit with different conceptualizations

of to what the term "life" refers). At the same time, the lives of domesticated plantation plants as

well as lab plants depend upon human cultivation and tending. Not simply a passive set of

objects upon which laws, regulations, ideologies, and control practices are exerted in order to

extend and control human life, plants' lives on plantations-as humans' primary food source

globally and, in Brazil, as a primary energy source-shape the ecological and economic relations

that result from their metabolic demands, and the management of these demands.

As I explained in the Introduction, ethanol is a biofuel, a source of energy produced from

living matter. This fuel has been produced in Brazil since the 1910s, following plantation-based

sugarcane cultivation since the early sixteenth century. The colonial legacy of plantation

infrastructure in Brazil has contributed to elite scientists' visions for a postcolonially-derived

alternative energy future that benefits both agricultural capitalist endeavors and an imagined

"global population" in crisis. As anti-GM activists and scholars have shown, plantations are

contested political fields precisely because they have the ability to influence directly the future of

life on earth, human and otherwise. And the plantation, in the plantation network, is increasingly

managed through bioscientific intervention.

Scholars have thought plantations as sites of the biopolitical. Scholars of black

posthumanism have looked at how enslaved bodies on plantations force a reconsideration of the

applicability and mechanisms of biopolitics as it has been theorized (cf. (Weheliye 2014);

forthcoming issue of American Literature (2018) on "The Plantation, the Post-Plantation, and the

Afterlives of Slavery." Literary analyst Monique Allewaert (2013) goes so far as to theorize the

"parahuman" identities that emerged on colonial plantations. These more-than-human entities
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challenged colonial agents very sense of being through the porous assemblages of enslaved

humans, animals, and inanimate matter that comprised the plantation. The figure of the

parahuman, operating outside of and in distinction to the dominant ideal of the liberal subject,

enabled violence but also the development of the modem concept of human "life" as subject to

social control.

But beyond the human, plantations themselves-as metabolically-linked assemblages of

plants, animals, microbes, soil, machinery, laboring bodies, and more-provide the framework

for the management of these interconnected entities. In the plantation network, the agronomic

laboratory space reveals how plants come under biopolitical authority in spaces of

technoscientifically-mediated crop cultivation (and, it could be argued, under pastoral power. See

(Foucault 2007; Pandian 2008). While, as Foucault argued, medicine is a knowledge-power

formation that shapes bodies and population, plantation agriculture similarly can be understood

as determinate of the outcomes of not only human life, but plant life, as well (Ferreira et al.

2015; Moulton and Popke 2017). While more detached forms of controlling plants may be

exerted in agricultural fields as mechanization replaces human labor for planting, maintenance,

harvesting, and processing, I observed intimate relations governing the control of plants in the

biotechnology lab.

Plantations link human population-level nutritional metabolic requirements with the

demands of cultivating crops on a large scale (cf. Moran-Thomas 2018). My work in the

agronomic laboratory revealed the unique, daily attachments and sometimes affections that

undergird and define large-scale agricultural interventions in the plantation network. These

attachments, in turn, are built upon managing and mitigating mutual vulnerabilities through

care/maintenance practices, ones that scientists both learn and improvise in ways understood as
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"scientific." And the policing of intermixing and metabolic intimacies between organisms was

the foundation upon which the practices I observed emerged (cf. Stoler 2001). While protocols

theoretically drive daily scientific lab practices, it was intimate attachments and knowledge that

drove them in real practice. The prescriptions provided by lab protocols almost always require

creativity, improvisation, tacit knowledge, and community input (cf. Myers 2015c). Practices

frequently deviate significantly from the words printed in protocol-directive journal articles or

hand-written protocols jotted in lab notebooks, each of which are usually already combinations,

hybrids, and improvisations of others' protocols. It was scientists' proximity to their plant

specimens that enabled the unique practices upon which their mutual attachments are built and

maintained; it was their overlapping vulnerabilities-metabolic, professional, and emotional

that kept them entwined in daily care practices (cf. Archambault 2016). And it was scientists'

management of intermixing that propelled much plant care, career building, and metabolic

intimacy in this transgenic laboratory.

In the remainder of this chapter, I will introduce the laboratory and its members, describe

the processes of plant tissue culturing, and explain the transgenic projects on which my

interlocutors were working. I will explain their concepts of intermixing and contamination,

arguing that their management formed the basis of metabolic intimacies in the lab. I will then

elaborate the three types of metabolic intimacy I identified between scientists and plants -

legally mandated intimacy, quotidian intimacy, and affective intimacy-through case studies and

examples. I will conclude with a brief postscript on the powers that plants wield in the lab.

Throughout, I hope that my attention to the plants conscripted into scientists' sustainability-

driven projects will provide a more widely-applicable model for understanding growth and

control, of flourishing and contamination, and of making-together in scientific spaces, even if it
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may not be, in this case, the world-making desired by you or me or the plants or scientists

(Battaglia 2014; 2017; Myers 2015b; 2017). Through metabolic circuits of intimacy, we can see

plant laboratories as worlding projects and begin to understand the worlds they are designed to

reproduce.

Creating Transgenic Plants: Everyday Work in the TAB Molecular Biology Laboratory

In order to understand the forms of intimacy I identified operating in the laboratory, it will be

helpful to provide an overview of the activities that structured human behavior and plant life at

the TAB laboratory, which revolved around culturing, maintaining, genetically transforming, and

testing plant tissue specimens, that is, small pieces of plant sliced from cut sugarcane plants and

grown from cell clusters into new plants in nutrient medium (see image 2). The laboratory sat

behind a tall chain-link fence along the main highway that provided access to ESALQ

University. The two-story terracotta-roofed white plaster main lab building was where genetic

modification, microscopic observation, genetic analysis, and lab meetings occurred and where

the well-frequented kitchen (with its nationally-ubiquitous thermos of strong, black Brazilian

coffee) was located. It was connected by a covered walkway to the smaller tissue culturing

laboratory behind it, where the tissue culturing lab benches were located and where experimental

plants and culture medium supplies were stored. Next to the tissue culturing laboratory were two

greenhouses, one for non-modified plants and a smaller one for genetically-transformed plants.

To denote the difference in necessary biosecurity protocol for the greenhouses, the sliding door

of the latter bore a paper sign showing a "T" in a triangle over the words "PLANTAS

TRANSGENICAS" ("transgenic plants") (see image 3). Behind the greenhouses were the two
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small but dense cane fields from which lab members collected tissue samples, and adjacent to

those was a picturesque small grassy field with a cashew tree at its center.

Image 3: Biosecurity sign on the transgenic plant greenhouse door.

Most lab members were Brazilian, but a few had come from other Latin American

countries, including Colombia and Bolivia, to learn from and work with the laboratory's director,

Dr. Marina Cordeiro. She is a renowned molecular biologist who received her doctoral degree at

a prestigious university in the United States. She is most famous for her collaborative work in the

1990s sequencing the genome of Xylellafastidiosa, a bacterium that causes a range of

economically important plant diseases. The groundbreaking work, which was the first ever

genome sequencing of a plant pathogen, led to the first cover story of Nature for any Brazilian

scientists (Simpson et al. 2000). She continues to work on international interdisciplinary research

1.-
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teams and is one of twelve scientist expert members on Brazil's national biosecurity council, the

National Technical Commission on Biosecurity (Comissdo Tecnica Nacional de Biosseguranqa

[CTNBio], see below). In addition to Dr. Cordeiro, the lab was the professional home to: three

laboratory scientist professors with doctoral degrees in biology who taught and oversaw student

research in addition to maintaining agricultural improvement projects; one laboratory technician

with a doctoral degree in biology who oversaw bench work in the tissue culture lab; and four

laboratory technicians with Masters degrees in biology who ordered lab supplies, assisted

professors, postdocs, and graduate students with bench work, and generally maintained order and

cleanliness in the labs and greenhouses. Between the four TAB professors, there were dozens of

graduate students and postdocs conducting research. I limited my participant observation to

students and postdocs of Dr. Cordeiro.7 She and her students worked most closely with

sugarcane, had secured BIOEN-FAPESP grants for their bioenergy work (see Introduction), and

had agreed to allow me access to their lab spaces. At the time of my research, Dr. Cordeiro

oversaw nine graduate students, three postdocs, four undergraduate students, and several visiting

scholars and students from Brazilian or international universities who visited the lab for periods

of several weeks to gain tissue culturing or genetic engineering expertise.

Researchers across the TAB lab studied and engineered many crop plants, including

sorghum, tobacco, banana, and grass, as well as so-called "model organisms," such as

Arabidopsis and Brachypodium, used for modeling the more complex crop plants. 58 But

" I had frequent casual conversations with graduate students and postdocs who worked under other professors. All
lab bench work and most technical conversations, however, were conducted with students and postdocs of Dr.
Cordeiro, as well as with the technicians. In this chapter, I refer to this collective group of interlocutors as "lab
members," "researchers," and "scientists," even as some are still in training.
58 Scientists consider Arabidopsis to be the model organism par excellence for predicting genetic modification in
most plants, especially dicots. For monocots, which include grasses such as sugarcane, wheat, and maize, the grass
Brachypodium is the most widely used model organism. On model organisms, see (Landecker 2009; Endersby 2007;
Koornneef and Meinke 2010).
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sugarcane research was the most prevalent and well-funded, thanks to Dr. Cordeiro's successful

research and subsequent funding acquisition. Guided by an ethic of sustainable energy

development and funded by BIOEN-FAPESP, students had developed Masters and PhD projects

in which they sought to create the world's first commercially viable genetically modified

sugarcane plant. The scientists' shared altruistic goal was to make a GM cane plant that could

contribute to sustainability efforts by both conserving land and water and expanding biofuel

production to reduce fossil fuel use. Projects included creating a sugarcane plant that would grow

with enhanced photosynthetic capabilities so that it might produce more sucrose from sunlight

and hence yield more ethanol per acre; creating a morc supple, extractable sugarcane that would

grow with decreased lignin, the complex fiber that binds a large portion of the plant's sucrose

and renders it inaccessible through traditional pressing techniques used by sugar and ethanol

mills; and creating a sugarcane that would resist the stresses associated with the increasingly

frequent droughts the region faced as a result of climate change. Students also worked to create a

sugarcane modified with a glow-in-the-dark jellyfish protein called green florescent protein

(GFP), a common gene-marking technique in genetic engineering that provides a visualization of

successful genetic transformation under a microscope and dark light. While easy to achieve in

other plants, successful modification with GFP in sugarcane was very difficult.

In the laboratory, plant maintenance activities followed a more-or-less weekly cycle:

making new nutrient culture medium for plant specimens; transferring plant tissue from old

medium to new and clearing out decaying or dead tissue in the process; sterilizing or washing

used materials; and observing plant growth in the greenhouses and reporting results in lab

notebooks. Genetic engineering activities followed a more-or-less monthly cycle: genetically

transforming plant tissue and, a week later, analyzing chemically or visually with a microscope
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whether the transformation had been successful. Field activities-planting and cutting cane-

were rare events, occurring very sporadically when new tissue was needed or the need for which

was anticipated. All of these plant-centric lab activities required intimate, experienced

knowledge of the daily, monthly, and annual metabolic requirements of sugarcane, and their

growth meant the success or failure of researchers' projects and, potentially, their professional

careers. The attention they gave to acknowledging their dependence on plant growth varied by

activity.

Planting sugarcane was a joyful, collective event, occurring only once every two to four

years and meriting a big barbecue afterwards to celebrate the beginning of an agricultural cycle

that would yield many plants for experimentation in the years to come. Each planting yielded

three to four annual cane harvests. Everyone in the lab except the director and Aparecida, her

right-hand technician-cum-administrator who effectively managed the main lab, turned out in

blue latex lab gloves and either white lab coats or "clothes that could get dirty," carrying hoes,

spades, post hole diggers, and wheelbarrows loaded with young cane shoots of varietals most

commonly used in commercial fields. 59 All were ready to plant cane in the freshly-cleared field

behind one of the laboratory greenhouses, led by Bruno, the laboratory technician who had been

overseeing all plant tissue culturing activity since he received his doctoral degree in biology in

2007. Though one doctoral student sarcastically commented to me that she "sure had a lot of

education to be planting cane by hand, especially when machines do it in the (commercial)

fields," spirits were generally high and the work went quickly, as people looked forward to the

cold beers, grilled meats, and dancing that would be the reward of their labor (see images 4 and

59 The first cane varietal developed by Brazilian scientists was planted in 1892 (Thomaz Jnnior 2002). Today, the
majority of cane planted in Brazilian fields was developed by researchers at a Sao Paulo state-based private
sugarcane technology company called Ridesa Brasil, SP state-operated Agronomical Institute of Campinas (Instituto
Agron6mico de Campinas [IAC]), the CTC, or the University of Sao Paulo.
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5). While planting, men and women alike sought to prove their gardening prowess and physical

strength by racing each other to plant rows of cane shoots. Some bragged genially about

upbringings in rural places, thus granting themselves increased credibility in working in fields

with plants. Others simply tried to outdo the others by digging more holes or inserting plants

more quickly.

Image 4: A group of lab members smiling as they race each other to plant more cane.
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Image 5: A churrasco (barbecue) under the walkway connecting TAB's two laboratory buildings
following sugarcane planting.
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After the planting, everyone opened beers, began drinking, and split up: women went into

the kitchen to prepare food while men gathered grilling supplies, lit the coals, and sat on benches

waiting for the women to emerge with salads, vegetables, and bread. Boyfriends and girlfriends

of graduate students arrived as Marco, a lab technician with a Masters in biology and a knack for

growing healthy plant tissue, took the first round of meats off the grill. Vicente, a doctoral

student working on cane photosynthesis, connected his iPhone to a Bluetooth speaker and a mix

of Brazilian country and US pop music played well into the evening, inspiring dancing and

singing as the lab members grew increasingly drunk. The endeavor reminded me of a traditional

agricultural celebration of the completion of the planting, with festive rites, a fire burning, and

drinking, singing, and dancing into the night. We had, indeed, done something important to the

future of the lab that day: tissue cultures for the next two to four years would depend on the cane

we had just planted. So celebrate we did, just as any agricultural community that depends on the

vitality of their newly-planted fields might. Yet the necessary cycle of planting, cutting, and

making new tissue cultures-along with scientists' use of delicate blue latex gloves and white

lab coats in the dirt-reminded me that this field was far more laboratory than most agricultural

spaces (cf. Kohler 2002; Kelly and Lezaun 2017).

While planting cane was jovial and festive, cutting cane, as mentioned at the outset of

this chapter, was different. It was performed exclusively by men, who, unlike women in the lab,

claimed not to be afraid of the ticks and snakes that lived in the overgrown cane fields adjacent

to the laboratory, and who were "strong enough" to wield a large machete for the hour it took to

cut and trim down enough stalks (about eighty total per cutting) for the creation of laboratory

specimens for all of the graduate students working with sugarcane. The few men who expressed

fear of snakes and disgust towards the field insects and arachnids were nonetheless pressured to
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join in the cutting by virtue of the responsibilities associated with their gender, though some men

chose not to participate anyway, citing necessary bench work tasks. Unlike planting, which

involved interacting with only sugarcane in soil, the possibility of encountering "undesirable"

organisms in the overgrown fields was a deterrent to recruiting cutters.

The task of collecting plants for tissue culture creation in the breezeless thicket of dense,

three-year-old, 2.5-meter tall cane involved securing the middle of a stalk of cane at waist height,

rapidly swinging the machete toward the cane's moist base, severing the stalk, and then lopping

off the abundant leafy upper portion, leaving a 60-centimeter-long piece of cane stalk (see image

6). Sometimes cutters would divide the labor: one would cut down the cane while another would

trim the tops, though men bickered about who would have to venture into the most overrun parts

of the field to cut. A white researcher once even grumbled unironically that we were "working

like slaves." Cutting cane never ended in celebration: rather, cutters were ostracized by other lab

members because of their dirty, sweaty bodies and the fear of picking up unwanted ticks. I was

the only woman in recent memory to cut cane with the men, and as such I was always the only

cane cutter to decline participating in the men's shirtless bodily tick-check afterwards.
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Image 6: Freshly cut cane stalks awaiting refrigeration in preparation for tissue culturing (men-
only tick check occurring in background).

The process of cutting cane for tissue culturing did not end with this arachnid-spotting

ritual. Indeed, the work designated by lab members as "scientific" had just begun. After storing

the seven dozen pieces of stalk overnight in a walk-in refrigerator to lower the metabolic rate of

the plants and keep them fresh for experimentation, a group of graduate students, lab technicians,

and undergrad observers gathered early the next morning to sterilize the stalks and cut from them

fine slices of tissue that were delicately arranged in sterile Petri dishes containing nutrient-rich

culturing medium gel that students had prepared in the preceding days. 60 To sterilize the plant

60 Culture medium was central to daily practice and conversation at the lab. To culture tissue, lab members used a
version of Murashige and Skoog plant growth medium (MS medium) that former lab members had adapted for
sugarcane growth needs. MS medium is an agar and liquid based gel medium that is supplemented with nutrients
and hormones to regulate plant growth. It is used nearly universally in plant tissue culturing. Its invention in 1962
revolutionized experimental plant biology and allowed for the growth of viable plant specimens without
photosynthesis, enabling greater scientific control over plants' development (Debergh, De Riek, and Matthys 1994).
Unlike soil, the medium is (ideally) sterile-free from biotic materials. Students and technicians at the TAB lab
often pointed to a chart hanging on the refrigerator in the tissue culturing lab that listed the eight ingredients needed
to make MS medium, a chart they consulted often as they combined the approximately thirteen micro and macro
ingredients that researchers have found sugarcane plants require. Only a few hormones were added to or subtracted
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stalks, they were soaked briefly in an alcohol solution, rubbed vertically-an activity that caused

no end of raucous laughter and/or awkward avoidance because of the sexual act it seemed to

mime-and passed to another vessel containing an alcohol solution, after which they were

rubbed again. The process was repeated four times in efforts to cleanse the cane of the plentiful

species that live in the many concentric, overlapping leaves that constitute the stalk. The

microbiome of sugarcane, scientists are discovering, is incredibly diverse, and may be a strong

contributing factor to the plant's highly efficient ability to fix nitrogen, a feature that results in

reduced use of synthetic fertilizers on commercial farms. But for the purposes of laboratory

tissue culturing, scientists needed a sterile plant sample to cultivate the small nodes of stem-cell-

like totipotent tissue, called calluses (calos), from which an entire plant can be regenerated after

its genetic composition has been modified (see image 2).

At sterile lab benches, students wearing surgical masks and latex gloves used scalpels to

cut paper-thin round slices from the sterile stalks, called "discos folhados" (leaf disks). These

were placed with pincers atop the culture medium in Petri dishes. Students worked until they had

about thirty dishes of twelve to fifteen leaf disks per dish. They wrapped each dish in plastic to

maximize sterility, then used black markers to label each dish with their name, the date the

specimens were created, and an abbreviation of the cane varietal that had been cut to create the

from the original formula, to allow for the differing needs of sugarcane. Large batches of the clear liquid were
usually made by several lab members together, who shared both the work of measuring, stirring, and pouring into
Petri dishes and glass jars, and the resulting medium. Ingredients were kept separate in order to minimize the
chances of contamination by exogenous entities. Interestingly, the base liquid of the medium is quite variable,
despite the relative stability of ingredients used in MS medium since 1962. Lab members told me that in the 1980s
or 1990s, researchers elsewhere had discovered that coconut water provides excellent nutrient conditions for plant
growth. In the TAB lab, Tomas told me, they use so much of it that plants are practically "growing in an ocean of
coconut water." In presentations of their work at lab meetings and conferences, students always spent one or two
detailed slides describing the exact composition of nutrients, hormones, and base (coconut water or "cinetina"
[kinetin]) in the MS medium they used to culture their tissue samples. Making MS medium caused frequent rifts
between members. On several occasions, I witnessed a lab member grows angry with another for using up necessary
materials in the making of a large batch of medium. The use and maintenance of supplies was a common source of
contention between members.
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tissue samples. They kept the dishes in a lightless cabinet for about a week so that the medium

nutrients could enable plant growth under control conditions. Once a week for about three weeks,

at sterile lab benches, the scientists transferred the growing, healthy plant tissue into fresh

medium and discard rotting brown or dead black leaves from the round cane stalk samples.

After about a month, the once-round disks had morphed into unruly bulbous masses, and

from these scientists delicately plucked off the almost indiscernible calluses-tiny, beige

totipotent cell clusters that would be cultured for a few weeks in preparation for modification.

Not unlike animal stem cells, calluses contained the necessary genetic information to become

any part of the plant: the roots, stalk, leaves, flowers, and seeds. Genetically transforming

calluses was necessary to ensure that offspring would inherit the traits of the modified parent.

Calluses were extremely important to lab members, who only let me assist them in their

preparation after months of handling other plant tissue. Not all disks produced calluses; the right

growth conditions and "way" or "manner" (jeito) of the scientist mattered greatly. Tomas, a

postdoctoral researcher, told me, "The callus is the basis of everything. Everything! All [plant]

biotechnology rests on the callus. When you have a callus, you have everything, you have all

possibilities." He went on to mention several "callus masters" (mestres de calo) in the lab, who

had a seemingly magical ability to culture calluses from any plant tissue: cane, tobacco,

sorghum, tomato, passionfruit, carrot, and more. Tomas pulled a few old lab books off a nearby

shelf and showed me page after page of taped-on photographs of his failed attempts to make

eucalyptus calluses. The very close-up images showed globs of green, white, tan, or brown.

"This brown is so ugly! They are horrible, really horrible." He then found Vicente, a "callus

master," and glowingly showed me pictures of his past calluses, in his presence. "See these
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beautiful, beautiful cane plants he made? They are full of nutrients," Tomas cooed. The ability to

practice good plant science sometimes rested on factors beyond training, inherent to the scientist.

Once the calluses had been allowed to grow in medium for three or four weeks, with

weekly transfers into new medium and culling of decaying or dead plant matter, they were

prepared for genetic modification with a sterile alcohol bath. In plant biotechnology, there are

two primary methods of genetic transformation: the use of Agrobacteria and ballistics.

Agrobacterium tumefaciens is a soil bacterium that causes crown gall in some plants, including

apple, almond, and cherry trees, rose and raspberry bushes, and grapevines. A pest to farmers for

millennia, in the 1980s scientists used its method of infection-gene insertion-to create the first

transgenic plants by inserting desired genetic material into an Agrobacterium, which then

inflected host plants in shaken vials at lab benches. The bacterium has since become a staple

biotechnology in the genetic engineering of plants. Most of the GM crops grown globally are the

result of genetic modification by Agrobacteria. Sugarcane, a monocot that is not easily

susceptible to the gene insertion techniques of Agrobacteria, has been modified with varying

success in laboratories primarily using a different method of genetic transformation: ballistics, in

which a high-pressure "gene gun" shoots flecks of gold particles atop isolated (exogenous)

transgenes at an organism that will receive the genetic material by having its DNA "sliced open"

by the gold, thus allowing the transgenic DNA to enter. 61 However, with a less than 10%

transformation rate, ballistics are not the preferred method in plant biotechnology in general, and

researchers lately have been experimenting with culture conditions that allow Agrobacterium to

transform sugarcane tissue. The researchers at TAB employed both techniques, though I focus on

Agrobacteria-related transformations in this chapter.62 After attempting to transform the genetic

61 Scientists produced the only GM sugarcane on the market, CTC 20 BT, using ballistics. See (ISAAA 2018)).
6 An analysis of ballistic genetic transformation can be found in Chapter 4.
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makeup of the plant, researchers ran chemical and/or microscope-aided visual tests to determine

whether transformation had been successful. Non-successfully-transformed calluses were

destroyed in the autoclave, while transformed calluses were grown into plants in medium under

UV lights, and eventually transferred to sterile soil and cultivated in the GM greenhouse.

Nearly all plant tissue preparation, maintenance, and modification drew upon expert

knowledge of the metabolic requirements of sugarcane at the molecular and whole-plant level.

For researchers, maintaining the purity and isolation of in vitro plants ensured proper plant

growth and function, and was crucial to transgenic crop science. In my time at the laboratory, I

witnessed daily the efforts of researchers to create and maintain sterile work environments,

sterile growth mediums, sterile plant tissues, and sterile bodies, free from the influence of

"exogenous" (ex6genos) "unwanted" (indesejdveis) organisms that might "contaminate"

(contaminar) experiments. And yet, it was difficult to overlook that the activity at the heart of

transgenic science involves inserting genes from one organism into the genetic structure of an

entirely different one, a task that is often accomplished using bacteria that transfer the desired

genes into the organism to be modified -all of which seemed much like the interspecies

contamination that researchers so urgently work to avoid.

Frankenstein Organisms, Contamination, and Control through Intimacy

The interspecies mixing that happens at the TAB laboratory has the goal of providing energy

security and increasing the prominence of Brazilian science, even as it results in "Frankenstein

organisms" (Haraway 2008; Latour 2012), a hot-button phrase that members of the lab debated.

To some, GMOs presented no inherent ethical or safety threat. Beyond their trust in the

processes and outcomes of the science they conduct, they cited as evidence the then-newly
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published Proceedings of the National Academy of Science (PNAS) article that revealed that the

genome of globally cultivated sweet potato contains exogenous genes from ancient

agrobacterium transfers, thus making it, the article declares, a "naturally transgenic food crop"

(Kyndt et al. 2015). That agrobacterium, now a key tool in biotechnology, modified the genetic

makeup of ancient sweet potatoes in a manner that appears similar to results obtained in

laboratory-based genetic engineering was reason for the PNAS authors and molecular biologists

alike to declare the process of transgenic modification, at least in this case, "natural" and hence

safe. When the article was released, all lab members were abuzz: "Did you hear? They found that

transgenics are natural!" As a justification for this new-found support of transgenic crops, TAB

students passed around a print-out of the article, indicating to me a particular passage: "This

finding draws attention to the importance of plant-microbe interactions, and given that this crop

has been eaten for millennia, it may change the paradigm governing the 'unnatural' status of

transgenic crops" (ibid). While the Brazilian consuming public has less fear regarding the

planting of GMOs and the ingestion of GMO-derived products than EU or even US consumers,

transgenic researchers are still aware of the negative perceptions of their work (Capalbo et al.

2011; Almeida et al. 2015). Far from considering transgenic plants "mutants," "Frankensteins,"

or "contaminated," most of these researchers embraced biotechnologically-mediated mixture in

the creation of new organisms.

Other members of the lab, while not opposed to the development and cultivation of

GMOs, were more cautious in how they considered the kinds of mixtures that emerged from

their Petri dishes. This contingent-smaller than the unequivocal supporters-agreed that

transgenic organisms should not be created "across kingdoms" (e.g. fungal or animal genes
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inserted into plants), and that there should be governmental restrictions on cross-kingdom

experimentation. As postdoctoral researcher Tomas, told me:

You know, there is one thing that I agree with in terms of limiting or regulating

transgenic experimentation. It's that we should not create transgenic organisms across

kingdoms. For example, there are insects that have luminescence. They use insect genes.

And I don't think that insect genes should be put into plant tissue. Genes always have

interactions: it is not one gene that creates alcoholism or intelligence in humans, but the

interactions of genes. Another example: fungi have completely different modes of

reproduction, of protection, of dealing with stress. What sense does it make to put fungal

genes into plant tissues? [Fungi] are more closely related to humans than to plants. It is

like a Frankenstein. It is messing with nature. It's not right to introduce these into the

plants.

For him, the integrity and logic of the genetic structure of the original organism was only

maintained if like-kingdom genes were inserted into its genome. Tomas, like the other

researchers in this lab, was trained in plant anatomy and biology, and felt secure in his

knowledge of how plant genes functioned as a whole in a plant. The introduction of organisms

with vastly different organizational structures and functioning defied the evolutionary similarities

that like-kingdom organisms shared. The genetic, organismic, and environmental effects were

unknown because the consequences of interactions between genes from dissimilar organisms

could not be anticipated.

Tomas's recourse to governmental regulation as a solution to the problem he perceived

reflects an orientation that most lab members had toward valuing official notions of biosecurity.

In the myriad techno-orchestrated multi-species engagements that occur daily in this laboratory,
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there are many opportunities for biological agents to do harm to other organisms. But

"biosecurity," as it is understood by lab members, is a set of procedures mandated by the federal

government's National Technical Commission on Biosecurity (Comissdo Tenica Nacional de

Biosseguranga [CTNBio]). It provides an official, detailed biosecurity regime to be followed by

all laboratories working with GMOs in Brazil. So when Tomas voiced concern about the ethical

implications of crossing kingdoms in transgenic experimentation, he believed that it violated the

ethical procedural standards outlined by CTNBio and that their intervention would be needed to

protect the organisms and environments that were affected by cross-kingdom gene transfer.

My conversation with Tomas left me confused about what "contamination" meant in this

lab. It seemed to me that on the one hand, "Frankenstein" organisms were seen by some

scientists as contaminated entities, while on the other hand, scientists worked against

contamination everyday as they followed CTNBio's exacting protocols. It all became clear to me

one day when Eduardo, an advanced PhD student, was explaining the composition, function, and

storage requirements of the many inorganic compounds that are used to make sugarcane tissue

nutrient medium. He opened the refrigerator where dozens of black, opaque plastic bottles with

thick, notched lids were kept to extend the shelf life of their valuable mineral contents. He said

that researchers had to be very careful when handling these inorganic compounds because of

their "risco de contaminagdo" (risk of contamination). I didn't understand: they could be

contaminated, or they could contaminate? To explain, he deployed his typical Socratic method:

"So tell me: in the lab do we have to be more careful with the inorganic materials or the

biological materials?" I wagered a guess and answered the former, since he had just been talking

about their capacity to contaminate. "No! The inorganic materials require care, but places where

plants grow require much more attention because there are so many contamination factors at
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play." I told him that I didn't understand how he was using the word "contaminate." His eyes lit

up, he rolled them, and said,

I'm sorry, well of course you were confused! Let me explain. There are two kinds of

contamination: one of the environment, and the other of the experiments (plants) here in

the lab. I meant that inorganic compounds can lead to environmental contamination. They

can contaminate soil, water, et cetera. Just like how our transgenic experiments can

contaminate environments, too, if they are improperly handled and entered into the wild.

... But these chemicals don't contaminate our experiments. Contamination of experiments

happens from (the presence of) exogenous biological materials, and is something we have

to care about every day. It's what we're doing here!

It was a revelation that changed the way I understood both the behaviors and technical standards

adhered to by my informants. To them, there existed two kinds of contamination: that of the

external environment, which could be contaminated by their failure to adhere to CTNBio

protocols for proper chemical and plant disposal, and that of their individual experiments here in

the lab, on which their daily work in the lab and their reputations as scientists depended. I

recalled the myriad ways that these scientists try to protect their in vitro specimens from

exposure to fungi or bacteria, and the many rants the lab director had directed at the students

whose experiments failed because of contamination. In that moment, I looked over and saw, in

the same lab room where the inorganic compounds were stored, the "contaminated dish" area: a

pile of Petri dishes and jars of sugarcane plant tissue that had been overtaken by fuzzy gray,

splotchy red, mottled brown, or puffy white fungi, all tucked in a corner on the floor waiting to

be purged of their biological material in the sterilizing heat of the nearby autoclave.
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Following from my interlocutors' definitions and from observation of their practices,

transgenic crop science, I posit, can be understood as a science of controlled contamination

through different forms of intimacy. Following a definition developed in long conversation by

my interlocutors (mentioned above), I maintain the following definition of contamination: "the

presence of or invasion by an undesirable organism or xenobiotic chemical in a biological

process." This definition applies equally to environmental contamination as to the maintenance

of specimen isolation in in vitro plant experiments, in which "exogenous" organisms or

"xenobiotic" ("foreign" or "unnatural") chemicals are present. In both the environmental and

experimental scenarios, it is important to note that for these scientists contamination occurs

within the context of biological processes. Conceptualizing "the contaminated" as processes of

organismic segregation rather than static instances of undesirable mixture opens possibilities for

thinking about the temporal scales to which scientists' ongoing care of their plants can be

understood. These processes of controlling contamination start at scientists' attempts at species

boundary-making and, depending on the time-scale one considers, can end in several ways: when

experiments become overgrown with fungi or bacteria, when experiments are successfully

transferred to soil in the greenhouse or field, when a scientist's larger project of experimentation

concludes (with a dissertation, publications of results, and/or termination of research funding), or

when future environments either are or are not contaminated by GM biological material. For my

informants, then, multiple forms of intimacy are needed as processes of contamination stand to

affect unfolding experimentation, the progression of their professional careers, and the

biosecurity of external environments for which they are responsible. 63

63 For scholarly work on biosecurity, see Lakoff and Collier 2008; Caduff 2015; Lowe 2012; Ahuja 2016; Wanderer
2017. These authors, however, do not include accounts of the role of intimacy in defining or maintaining
biosecurity.
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Vermeulen et al. (2012) read Haraway's (1998) description of the "trans" of transgenic

animals as "both the process and the product of the crossing over of nature/culture borders" (21).

Transgenic plants-which continually threaten to become contaminated in the lab and which

threaten to contaminate future ecosystems-transgress nature/culture boundaries. They do so

through both their biotechnologically engineered multivalent genetic composition and their

participation in processes that defy attempts to segregate organisms deemed "undesirable." I

have observed that researchers' attempts to maintain "desirable" boundaries-for the biological

processes they oversee in the lab and for which they are responsible beyond the lab-constitute

practices of care that rest on intimate plant knowledge and on practices that create intimacy. This

intimacy is exerted through three principle modes that guided the ways in which researchers

attended to their GM sugarcane specimens: legal, quotidian, and affective. Each of these sets of

intimacy practices is at risk of failure, whether in the observable present, at the timescale of

fungal and plant growth, and/or in the distant future when their plants may be planted

commercially. Failure occurs when lab specimens and "undesirable" organisms grow together,

revealing intertwined metabolic functioning that exceeds scientists' desires.

Maria Puig de la Bellacasa (2011; see also Puig de la Bellacasa 2017) proposes an ethos

of care in the study of science and technology, where she calls scholars "to treat matters of fact

and sociotechnical assemblages as 'matters of care"' (85). Elaborating on Latour's (2004)

proposal to treat "matters of fact" as "matters of concern" in analyses of technoscientific

assemblages, Puig de la Bellacasa states that care extends and entrenches beyond "concern" by

signifying "an affective state, a material vital doing, and an ethico-political obligation" (90). She

further argues that "engaging with care requires a speculative commitment to neglected things"

(94). My interest in thinking about intimacy in the context of practices and relationships in a
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transgenic plant laboratory takes up this call, but seeks to draw on critical theory to show the

ways that intimacy is bound up with historically-informed relations of power and control in

broader contexts, as well as affective states of care and concern. My interlocutors' aim is to

improve the world through the creation of biologically-based forms of energy production, which,

I argue, requires accepting some and rejecting other biological formations as worthy of care, and

in doing so brings our attention to the livelihoods of transgenic organisms. As such, the varying

intimacies that develop when scientists build their practice around controlling contamination of

their specimens is a central part of transgenic research outcomes and of researchers' scientific

careers.

Conducting research in a transgenic laboratory, I was continually aware of the relative

value of life that researchers assigned in their experimentation. Intimacy, as attachments that are

shaped by overlapping yet unequal vulnerabilities, took many forms in my informants' practices,

attitudes, and ethical orientations, and ultimately centered on the GM sugarcane plants that stood

to make their professional careers. Through observation, I identified three forms of intimacy that

result from their attempts to control contamination: legally mandated intimate practices for

protecting environments and publics beyond the laboratory, quotidian intimate practices for plant

care and career-building, and affective intimacy for the plants themselves.

It is often easiest to see control and intimacy in the moments when they fail. In the

remainder of this chapter, then, I take up instances from my work alongside molecular biologists

to think about these three intersecting practices of intimacy and how tenuous they were in the

face of biological liveliness. Moving through scales that range from the genetic to the planetary,

with pit stops at national biosecurity commission meetings, ventilation air ducts, Petri dishes, and

biotechnology-assisting bacteria, I posit that each form of intimacy that results from attempting
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to control contamination-legally mandated intimacy, quotidian intimacy for plant care and

career-building, and emotional intimacy with the plants themselves-provides frameworks for

but never enables success in controlling contamination and maintaining the "purity" of

organisms, either practically or conceptually.

Legally Mandated Intimacy: Requirements to Care for the Environment and Human Health

Attempting to control the interactions and growing-together of disparate organisms in a

laboratory is hard work, requiring near-constant attention to the cleanliness, sterility, and barriers

that make or break this segregation enterprise. As scientists in Brazil, they are legally required to

care for human and environmental health by controlling the potential contaminating effects that

their GM specimens would have if introduced into an unsanctioned environment. These

separation-maintaining activities result in a legalistic intimacy with their specimens that guides

many of the everyday activities of the laboratory.

I have mentioned CTNBio, Brazil's national biosecurity commission for the approval of

transgenic experimentation and of commercial transgenic crop plants. Founded in 2005, this

commission makes Brazil one of only two countries that maintains a discrete governmental

regulatory body for managing transgenic crops released in the country.64 CTNBio is composed of

27 members: nine governmental representatives from different federal ministries, six specialists

(one each) in the areas of family farming, biotechnology, consumer defense, environment, public

health, and occupational health; and twelve scientists who have advanced specialization in one of

64 The other is Argentina's Conabia (Comisi6n Nacional Asesora de Biotecnologia Agropecuaria [National
Agricultural Biotechnology Advisory Committee]). In all other countries where GMOs are grown, existing
governmental bodies (or several in conjunction) regulate the research, release, and use of these crops. It is worth
noting that Brazil is the second largest grower of biotech (GM) crops in the world, after the United States. Argentina
ranks third.
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four areas: human health, animal health, plants, and environment. Through a complex, years-

long process of analysis and independent testing, the commission approves or rejects

applications for the commercial release of transgenic crops and also regulates the testing and

proper handling and disposal of all GMO experimentation in the country.65 CTNBio regulates all

activities "that involve the construction, experimentation, cultivation, manipulation,

transportation, marketing, consumption, storage, release and disposal of GMOs and their

derivatives" (CTNBio 2006). Maintaining biosecurity for human health and the environment,

especially as related to GMOs, is the commission's primary goal.

As noted above, while lab members were concerned with contamination in daily practice,

biosecurity was a concern that related strictly to adhering to CTNBio regulations. CTNBio

defines "biosecurity" as:

a set of procedures, actions, techniques, methodologies, equipment and devices able to

eliminate or minimize risks involved in research, production, education, technological

development and services, which may compromise the health of humans, animals, the

environment or the quality of the work performed.66

This definition, unlike the definition of contamination used more often by members of the lab,

centers on risk rather than "co-presence" or "invasion" by undesirable entities, though in practice

the definition indicates the necessity of managing the separation of risk-bearing entities for their

potentially negative environmental and health outcomes. In its administration of biosecurity,

65 The commission has currently approved six GM crop plants for commercial growth in Brazil: forty-four varietals
of maize, seventeen varietals of soybean, fifteen varietals of cotton, one varietal of green bean, one varietal of
eucalyptus, and one varietal of sugarcane (CIB 2017).
66 This was CTNBio's definition of the term as quoted in the TAB laboratory's Biosecurity Manual: "um conjunto
de procedimentos, aqbes, t6cnicas, metodologias, equipamentos e dispositivos capazes de eliminar ou minimizar
riscos inerentes is atividades de pesquisa, produgao, ensino, desenvolvimento tecnol6gico e prestagao de serviqos,
que podem comprometer a saide do homem, dos animais, do meio ambiente ou a qualidade dos trabalhos
desenvolvidos."
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CTNBio has issued a set of laboratory protocols and guidelines for experiments related to

transgenic organisms that delineate appropriate research projects, manipulation and storage

methods, spaces of cultivation (never in soil outdoors if not explicitly approved), attire for

conducting experiments, and plant disposal methods. Lab members considered these non-

negotiable procedures, ones that have legal consequences if transgressed. Researchers tend to

their clothing, experimental specimens, and discarded plant tissue accordingly, usually in rote

ways and without remark, but in utter compliance with the protocols. While following CTNBio

guidelines are a central part of activity in the lab, I observed that lab members paid more

attention to "being careful" of contamination as a motivator of action and practice than they did

to the idea or fear of "risk." One example is the often-retold story of a past lab member who

violated CTNBio regulations.

Advanced doctoral students in the lab told me a cautionary story from several years ago

of a doctoral student who faced potential serious legal consequences when, to save time as his

dissertation defense approached, he "casually" disposed of several in-tact transgenic plants in the

yard behind the lab instead of destroying them in the autoclave as required by CTNBio

regulations. Considering the immense significance of his transgression, he wasn't punished

severely for this infraction, I was told: instead of hefty fines or even disqualification of his

research, the commission required him to hang signs reading "Zona de Biosseguranga"

("Biosecurity Zone") in various places around the lab and write a formal apology statement to

CTNBio. But facing a panel of investigators who flew to Piracicaba solely for this tribunal just

days before his doctoral thesis defense was enough to scare all lab members into complying with

GMO disposal regulations and to keep them telling the frightful story years later.
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This student "wasn't careful," I was told; he tried to save time by disposing of his plants

in the yard, but in doing so he contaminated the yard by exposing a non-CTNBio-approved

transgenic organism to it. In telling me the tale years later, the students expressed no concern for

the yard behind the laboratory, claiming that it hadn't "truly" been contaminated since none of

those GM plants grew into an invasive presence or adversely influenced the yard or lab. Instead,

by internalizing the severity of the consequences of violating CTNBio protocols, they learned to

care about the legal outcomes they personally faced for not protecting an abstract environment

and public that could be affected if their GM organisms were to become contaminating forces.

Lab members did not feel closeness to or intimacy with "the environment" or "human health;"

instead, they allowed externally prescribed regulations to guide the overarching aspects of their

lab practice, including the care they exerted toward plant specimens that were no longer useful

and toward laboratory spaces, like the yard. They implicitly conveyed their legally mandated

intimacy with plants as well as protocol by distancing themselves from this student's actions and

explaining that it was "lazy" to dispose of the GM plants in the yard-an indication of lack of

care rather than of risk, danger, or responsibility. The students showed that they exercised care

and maintained intimacy toward their experiments and the lab-scale protocols that guide them

less because of concerns about risk or the environment than their personal concern about legal

consequences.

As mentioned, Dr. Cordeiro, the director of the TAB laboratory, is one of the expert

scientist members on the board of CTNBio. As one of the most respected plant biologists in the

country with real stakes in national adherence to CTNBio's protocols, she insisted that lab

members take CTNBio-related biosecurity issues very seriously. 67 It was because of her extreme

67 Without the strict oversight of a figure like Dr. Cordeiro, some researchers at the other laboratory where I
conducted fieldwork were far laxer about adhering to biosecurity standards. I once saw a student wearing open-toed
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concern with adherence to CTNBio protocol that I learned about the laboratory's Biosecurity

Manual. In weekly meetings with lab members, she would often scold the group for

contaminated Petri dishes and jars, questioning why they weren't being more careful. Once, she

observed gnats flying around a garbage can in the lab and discovered a several-day-old banana

peel inside. She claimed that this was a breach of biosecurity, and she informed us all that

because of it, we would be quizzed next week on the contents of the laboratory's Biosecurity

Manual. It certainly felt like a punishment for her perception of the students' lack of care for

their experimental plants, the laboratory spaces, and CTNBio's strictures.

The students in the lab were annoyed that they had to take the biosecurity quiz, and in the

days leading up to it, they complained. Several students asked me if I had been the one to leave

the banana peel (I hadn't), as they looked for a scapegoat for their perceived punishment. I

studied diligently for the test. I didn't know that a biosecurity manual existed, and when I read it,

I found that it used many of the same definitions and protocols issued by CTNBio on their

website. On the afternoon of the quiz, I sat alone in a student work space and struggled over the

five questions on biosecurity symbols, clothing requirements, disposal methods, clone

management, and "what does biosecurity mean to you?" In the end, I used my smartphone to

translate a few words that I didn't recognize. It felt like cheating, and I admitted it to a group of

students afterward. They laughed and told me that they had taken the quiz collectively,

discussing which answers were right and collaborating on the "what does biosecurity mean to

you?" question. I told them I wished I had taken the quiz with them, and one student added, "Dr.

sandals in the lab (a biosecurity breach) taunt a biosecurity officer who reprimanded him. Another time, I witnessed
a researcher carry a stray cat into the lab on his shoulders, arguing with other protesting lab members that "she is so
sweet." Yet another time, I saw a researcher spill a beaker of growing fungus and clean it with a water-dampened
rag containing no cleaning solvent or sterilizer, who explained his below-protocol cleanup effort by saying, "This
fungal growth isn't a worry for humans. It would be dangerous to plants, but it's not a worry here in the lab."
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Cordeiro gave me the test in the middle of my work! What was I supposed to do?" She implied

that collective quiz-taking wasn't quite the right thing to do, but that she had no choice

considering the timing of the quiz.

The students' general response to the quiz revealed that while they diligently complied

with the regulations of CTNBio, their care was directed less toward the risks their experiments

could incur than toward the legal or lab-director-inflicted consequences of not caring for an

abstract, future environment through their adherence to legal protocols. While in practice they

exhibited concern for and management of the contamination potential of future plantations,

human health outcomes, and current lab spaces, researchers' biopolitical attachments to these

abstract spaces and concepts were shaped by external, governmentally prescribed strictures.

Intimate relations were bound by legally mandated care practices, ones that resulted in applied

knowledge of, attention to, and care towards plants and lab spaces.

Quotidian Intimacy: Attending to Plants and Careers

Controlling contamination in lab experiments-a constant concern for members of the lab-

involved a set of intimate informal quotidian practices that structured daily relations between

humans and between humans and nonhumans. This control of contamination manifested into

intimacy through researchers' attention to sterility in (1) culturing their sugarcane tissues and (2)

handling biological materials for genetic transformation. Each of these instances of routine lab

practice revealed the attachments, knowledge, care, and concern for plants and the biological

materials required for their separation from "undesirable" organisms. In maintaining sterile benches

and creating controls to discover contaminated growth medium, they were at once attempting to

make viable transgenic organisms and to further their careers by presenting themselves as
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careful, attentive lab workers with good results. Daily activity in the lab revolved around these

intimate relations, which brought plant metabolic needs and the contingencies of scientists'

professional futures together. These guiding quotidian intimacies emerged in small, routine

management and maintenance decisions.

The practices for tissue culturing and transformation preparation were not mandated by

CTNBio regulations, but were guided by protocols and their creative execution, as will be detailed

below. The proper execution of culturing and transformation promised successful experimental

outcomes, which in turn promised the degrees and scientific careers about which researchers

frequently worried. As mentioned, agrotech is a relatively new field in Brazil, and students often

expressed anxiety about whether they would find work after obtaining their degrees. Most worked

early or late hours preparing for experimentation, many traveled to other labs for brief periods to gain

additional experience and to expand their professional networks, and most had learned at least some

English so they would be able to communicate with biologists from other countries for work,

postdoctoral positons, or further education. Both their experimental outcomes and their careers

hinged on uncontaminated specimens, which were at the heart of their genetic engineering research

projects. Puig de la Bellacasa's (2015) research on soil science reveals the uneven temporalities that

make caring for soils a problem for ecologists, who seek solutions to soil problems that they demand

occur more quickly than soils can remediate. Their "productionist" or "utilitarian" temporal

orientation "focuses on 'output' and on efficient management of the present in order to produce it"

(700). She argues that "productionism transforms care from a co-constructed interdependent relation

into mere control of the object of care" (ibid, emphasis removed). But while I observed a

productionist-like temporal orientation among researchers as they waited for their sugarcane tissues

to grow to discover if they have been contaminated in the process of culturing, I saw intimacy with
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plants extend further in researchers' ongoing control over contamination as they anticipated the

arrival of "unwanted" organisms and in turn managed them.

Part of the need to maintain intimacy with plants comes from the fragile state into which the

experimental method puts them. Eduardo explained to me that the culture growth medium that plant

tissues are grown in is sterile. Therefore, plants in medium do not have the immunity to pathogens

that plants grown in non-sterile soil would. "So we must take care of them when they are in dishes,"

lest they become exposed to a threatening "biological invader" against which they would be unable

to "defend themselves." Due to the conditions of sterile medium, these organisms have been left

mostly helpless as they develop, and so the care of the researcher in maintaining their fragile growth

is crucial to the plants' survival.

The students I worked alongside have professional investments in their plant tissues,

revealing researchers' own vulnerabilities and the consequent attachments to their experimental

specimens. The plants' sterile growth contained the possibility of matriculation and employment. So

intimate knowledge of and care for plants, their metabolic requirements, and their sterility was

crucial in controlling the outcomes of their projects. The time scale for success was the incubation

and growth period of the fungi and bacteria that could appear in the plant tissue Petri dishes to ruin

the experiment. Therefore, the knowledge of whether care had been taken in preparing the medium

and the plant tissue sample was only known later, by the effect in the dish. If the GM sugarcane they

had cultivated conformed to scientists' desires of solitary plant growth, it was not considered

contaminated. If "undesirable" organisms grew with the GM sugarcane, it was deemed contaminated

and burned in the autoclave. Because of this time delay in the process and results of care,

accountability for one's aptitude to perform careful science was revealed by the presence or absence

of fungi in the days and weeks following the tissue culturing. Since transgenic science necessarily
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involves a mixing of organisms, it was therefore not the presence or absence of controllable

organisms in a Petri dish, but whether there was biological matter "out of place" (Douglas 2003).

Researchers' conceptualization of the timescale of the outcomes for their individual plants was a

portion of the years-long, project-scale timeframe that organized their research and that inspired them

to perform the daily lab work required to achieve successful research outcomes.

Most of the commonly used methods in the lab for controlling contamination emerged from

protocols, which shaped the intimate knowledges, care practices, and concerns that scientists built

with their plants. In biology, a protocol is a codified, step-by-step plan explaining how to execute a

scientific experiment. It is either published in a journal, or developed in a laboratory and formalized

in writing in a centrally-kept notebook or binder, along with other standard protocols that the lab has

adopted. Protocols are used daily: to make nutrient medium, to prepare agrobacteria to perform gene

transfers, to analyze results, to cultivate plants. They make up about half of the contents of each lab

members' notebook, which they use primarily for referencing protocols and recording results. When

full, these notebooks remain in the lab as references for future researchers, who might conduct

similar experiments and look to the protocols used by past students and postdocs for guidance.

Researchers understand protocols as crucial to their work. They consider protocols their best

bet against contamination, since they are "proven" methods and techniques that have yielded

successful results for other scientists. One lab member told me that publishing protocols was as

important as publishing findings: both produce new knowledge that advance research, but knowledge

of "different orders." Findings produce facts and advance knowledge in the field, she told me, but

protocols advance knowledge for the everyday activity of science-the making of science. Protocols

apply, then, explicitly to "matters of concern" as scientists' attempt to make facts through successful

experiments (Latour 2004).
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But scientists took an active role in selecting and implementing protocols, revealing a level of

attention and care that went beyond a rote following of procedure. I often observed lab members

"playing with" protocols as they tried to discern which would offer the most control against

contamination and the most opportune conditions for plant growth or genetic transformation. In

groups, they would debate the benefits of one over another, struggling to choose the "right" one, even

though each had been successful enough to merit publication or canonical status in a well-used, oft-

referenced old lab notebook. Researchers frequently combined protocols as they integrated series of

steps from one into another, utilizing a creative ability to mix procedures that was based on

experience, consultation with others, or a "hunch" (um palpite) about the best way to accomplish the

task. They considered the best possible outcome for their plant specimens, and showed intimate

knowledge of their plants by tailoring protocols to their specific metabolic requirements.

Even though protocols-alone or in creative combination-were understood by researchers

to be their primary means of control in experimentation, they offered only limited protection.

Protocols could be followed to the letter and still result in contaminated dishes. In and of themselves,

they did not offer care practices of intimacy; care must also be brought to each experimental situation

by the researcher. As one lab member told me, "Contamination is very important to contain. And you

will see that some researchers are more careful than others. But even if you are careful, there is a

huge margin of error in experiments. With thirty steps [to accomplish in a protocol], there are thirty

possibilities for something to go wrong." Indeed, there were many opportunities to end up with

contaminated Petri dishes, each one a process resulting from many steps. A researcher reeled off a

list of moments during initial tissue culturing in which she had to take care:

mixing the inorganic chemicals, liquids, and gel to make culture growth medium; pouring the

medium mixture into Petri dishes; washing and storing the Petri dishes properly prior to use;
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sterilizing the sugarcane obtained from cutting cane in the field; sterilizing the tools used to

slice the cane stalks into small round slices (discos-"disks") that are cultured in nutrient

medium; sterilizing the tissue culture cabinet (the ventilated, enclosed, aseptic lab bench

where researchers handle their biological material) prior to culturing tissues; wearing a

protective mask and not breathing microbes onto the tissues during the culturing; sterilizing

gloves with alcohol after touching something away from the sterile work area; and

sufficiently sealing the Petri dishes with plastic wrap before placing them in the incubator.

As explained above, every few weeks scientists transferred the cut cane tissue samples and

eventually the totipotent calluses to new nutrient medium-filled Petri dishes, during which time most

of the same contamination possibilities existed. The process of transformation presented another set

of possibilities for contamination, as the transgenes and the agrobacteria that perform the genetic

engineering for the researcher must be prepared through other complex protocols. In the end, it

seemed incredible that any in vitro plants grew solo by the end of the many processes, but the

researchers took pride in obtaining "normal," uncontaminated results.

Daily, routinized intimacy with plants showed most clearly when researchers worked with

their specimens in tissue culture cabinets (ventilated aseptic lab benches), and interest in caring for

plant tissues appeared higher there. Bench work was what most scientists at TAB considered their

real work to be, and it was the activity that the majority of the researchers enjoyed most. There were

elaborate efforts made to maintain cleanliness and sterility at the bench that were not taken in the

cane field, in the laboratory kitchen, or even at the sinks or in storage areas. These included the

maniacal spraying of gloved hands with alcohol; sterilization with alcohol of the tools used in tissue

culturing after each minute handling; repeated wiping of the bench surface with alcohol-soaked

cotton; and the creation of myriad control samples along the way to try to detect the moment of
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contamination, should it arise. Protocols were followed more closely at the bench, and attitudes about

the patience, diligence, concentration, and attention required were stronger. Contaminated specimens

were seen as the hallmark result of sloppy work, and this was seen to result from a lack of care

during quotidian work at the bench.

The other site where researchers took extreme care were the deep freezers where DNA,

transgenes, primers (biological materials used to isolate genes), and agrobacteria were stored.

Transgenes are genes that are taken from exogenous organisms for insertion into the genome of

the host organism. They are obtained through isolation in the lab or, for genes from organisms to

which researchers do not have access, such as bioluminescent jellyfish for isolating GFP,

through mail order from biological supply catalogs. They are kept in freezers at -80 degrees

Celsius to ensure that they are preserved cryogenically. While they are retrieved just a few days

before a modification exercise, scientists felt protective of the livelihoods of these strands of

isolated genetic materials and the bacteria that would enable them to transform sugarcane. On a

tour of the lab my first day there, Laura, a doctoral student, showed me the "minus 80 freezers"

and then blocked one with her body, arms spread open, saying, "We guard these with our lives."

Aparecida, the most senior technician, could often be found chastising researchers for leaving a

freezer door open for more than a few seconds.

Their attachment to these biological tools that enabled their research involved following

procedures to ensure that they were not damaged or destroyed before put into use. Tomas told

me that "primers are the most important tool we have in molecular biology and we must be very

careful when we use them." Aparecida had a complex system for organizing the tiny vials that

contained them in boxes in the deep freezers, and on multiple occasions I saw researchers

become irate when others had not returned primers to their proper place. Reflecting on the
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importance of the quotidian care practices required to maintain biological materials and produce

successful plant outcomes in the lab, Tomas said:

The simplest set-up aspects are the things people forget. You need to have the...medium

ready. The [DNA-containing] gel ready. The [Petri dishes] ready, and those alone take a

whole day to make. Medium, too. It's a disaster if you have everything ready but forgot

to prepare the medium, since the agrobacteria can only be used at the moment when it's

ready. These are the most common errors. And it's a pity. It wastes everyone's time, but

mostly your own.

While, as I mentioned, controlling contamination was a central preoccupation in the execution of

lab activities, simply conducting experiments required collaboration and individual mindfulness,

as management of the biological materials showed.

Controlling contamination was something that some researchers seemed more adept at

than others, though no one could quite explain why. Oftentimes, a researcher whom everyone

perceived as very meticulous when sterilizing and cleaning would have contaminated in vitro

plants, while another research whose care practices seemed more haphazard would have no

contamination. People often looked for assistance to Aparecida, the laboratory's primary

technician. She had been working at the lab since genomics research began there in 1997, and

she was known to have a "jeito" when it came to experiments: a knack or "way" that enabled her

to create successful experiments even after a student repeatedly failed to obtain uncontaminated

results. Marco, another tech, similarly had a "jeito" despite what some graduate students told me

in whispers was "sloppy plant tissue culturing." The cane disk tissue he arranges in Petri dishes

did appear to me to be more haphazardly placed than others', and he never wore a face mask
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when culturing. Still, others were jealous of the hearty green plants he always managed to

produce.

As I mentioned, "careful" can be understood as an attribute of a researcher and their project,

but only after their experimental plants have grown from disks into calluses into plants. Even still, the

most careful researcher could succumb to contamination through incidents beyond their control. One

day, Daniel, a Masters student, was preparing agrobacterium for a transformation. Everything was

going well as he neared the final stages, when the blue plastic lid of the vial holding the

agrobacterium shattered under his touch into the vial. He froze and stared in astonishment. I looked

on nervously, unsure whether the microorganisms could be saved. "This is SO bad!" he exclaimed.

"I cannot save them. There is no way to remove the plastic. There always are problems for me [in my

research]," he lamented. "You have to pay attention to every detail. They can all lead to

contamination. Even this old equipment." The lids were known by all to degrade over time, and he

had checked the integrity of each one before beginning the experiment, as the protocol requires.

Daniel blamed his bad luck for this inorganic contamination, and started the lengthy process of

agrobacteria preparation again, from step one.

Dr. Cordeiro did not get angry with Daniel for the plastic-contaminated bacteria. She

recognized that the fault was not his own, but the result of aging lab equipment. It became difficult to

assign blame when the laboratory's spaces are rarely sterile or free from organic and inorganic

contaminants. But in the end, in plant tissue culturing, a contaminated specimen is a ruined

experiment. It represents weeks or even months of "wasted work." And it could incur the wrath of

the lab director. In our weekly meetings, she frequently raised the issue of the multiple costs that

contamination incurred:
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When your experiments are contaminated, everyone suffers. It means that something in this

lab is not sterile, and that affects everyone. I don't know if it's the reagents (materials used to

isolate DNA or test the presence of exogenous genetic material), or the tissue culture

cabinets, or the pipettes, but it's something. And none of these things are free. It takes both

money and time to run these experiments. So you are wasting this laboratory's resources and

your own time by not being more careful when you are culturing.

She pointed to wasted money and time, but also the breakdown in the function of the lab as a whole.

To her, contamination in one place threatened the work of all.

The most dramatic example of a surprising contamination came to me in the form of a rumor.

Seated at long tables in the university cafeteria alongside student researchers from another tissue

culturing lab, my informants spoke in whispers to these other students over lunch. I couldn't hear the

conversation over the din of 300 undergraduate and graduate students clanging metal trays and

releasing pent-up aggression about their workloads, so I asked on the leisurely ten-minute stroll back

to the lab what they had heard. Laura, a doctoral student, excitedly offered the story: "The technician

in their lab had a fit when she found a fully grown caterpillar growing in one of the jars-this big!"

She measured about four centimeters with her fingers. "I can't imagine how it got in there, let alone

grew so big!" I asked what the technician did. "Well, of course, she yelled at the student whose jar it

was, and then she told him not to let the lab director know. If he found out, he'd kill them both." I

looked concerned and asked, "Is it rare to have a bug (bicho) in the lab like that?" "Any insect is very

rare," Daniel replied. I asked, "How do they think it happened?" Daniel offered, "Maybe the bug was

on the researcher's clothes or in his hair and it fell in? The jar couldn't have been airtight if it grew so

big." Laura answered: "[Our friend] said that the student likes to use this really old tissue culture

cabinet when he transfers his tissues [to new nutrient medium dishes]. The air filter is probably really
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old, too, so it probably got in that way." Hugh Raffles's (2011) chapter on spiders and insects in the

air column caught by airplane-mounted traps at 30,000 feet flashed through my mind, as I imagined a

caterpillar larva soaring on the wind and falling into an exhaust pipe atop the laboratory, finally

landing, unnoticed by the student working at the bench, right in the open jar of medium that

nourished it alongside his nascent sorghum plant.

Laura made me promise I wouldn't mention it to the lab director. It seemed that the presence

of a large insect in an allegedly sterile lab is too gross a contamination to admit. But despite the rarity

and randomness of such a biological presence in a plant tissue jar, it was easy to perceive the disdain

that Laura, Daniel, and the others expressed in their smirking and shock in recounting the tale. Thcy

did assign blame to the student, making the contamination "personal," a reflection on his practices of

control. I asked if she knew what happened to the caterpillar in the end. "They filled the jar with

bleach and then dumped it down the drain." I imagine the gruesome death-by-bleach of the

caterpillar and asked, "Shouldn't they have autoclaved it?" "I guess. But it's so disgusting, who

cares?"

Protocols offer templates for intimacy, but it is researchers themselves who exhibit it in the

daily maintenance of their specimens. Beyond legal regulations to protect abstract, future

environments or publics, students pay close attention to the care of their plants, because both their

immediate projects and their employment prospects rest on uncontaminated experiments. Plants'

exacting metabolic demands and the myriad possibilities for unsanctioned interspecies growing-

together necessitate that scientists gain intimacy with their specimens, an intimacy premised on

plant's functional requirements and the precarity of their own professional futures.

Affective Intimacy: Revering Plants and Keeping Specimens from Harm
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While legally mandated intimacy and quotidian, procedural intimacy both dominated knowledge and

care practices in the lab, for a few researchers, affective intimacy with plants themselves

influenced their practices of controlling contamination as they sought to "protect" their plants

from the harm of exogenous species. Julie Soleil Archambault (2016) shows how human-plant

affective intimacies can emerge from and influence changing forms of interpersonal intimacy. In the

lab, I observed this sub-set of scientists using language and exhibiting actions that are typically

associated with interpersonal love and care towards their plant specimens. For some, these intimacies

took the form of familial or paternalistic affection. For others, affective intimacy with plants arose

from scientists' reverence and respect for plants and their metabolic capacities to produce oxygen

and to change energy futures. For each of these researchers, a nurturing sensitivity to plants' needs

inspired their daily engagements, even if their intertwined ultimate goals were professional success

and monocrop GM sugarcane plantations.

Laura frequently referred to her growing plant tissues as her "little beauties" (bonitinhos)

or "little cuties" (fofinhos), cooing to growing forms as she admired them before noting their

progress in scientific terms in her lab notebook. She took great care to carry her Petri dishes and

jars to the lab bench gingerly, and, while she accepted my assistance in preparing medium or

washing dishes, she rarely let me assist her in transferring her precious specimens to new dishes

or jars at the bench. I could sense that she preferred to do that work herself, to interact with the

plants and ensure their proper handling.

Like Laura, Daniel often checked on the growth progress of his specimen, and was

particularly distraught when he discovered contaminated dishes or jars. Daniel called his calluses

and plants "my babies" or "my children" (in English to me) as he pulled the Petri dishes close to

his chest in his arms, sometimes even rocking them, as he offered loving, paternalistic faux-
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protection to his specimens. Though Daniel was a newly arrived Masters student who had not yet

perfected his bench technique, he took great personal pride in successful plant growth and

lamented deeply when plants died or became contaminated. He would sulk for a full day or

sometimes two when an experiment failed because he internalized the situation as a personal

failure in which he had let down his plants: "Look what I've done to them! I have such bad luck

here." Indeed, Daniel and his mother kept an enormous potted orchid garden in the covered

patio/car park area of their modest row home, exhibiting to me both an impressive ability or

"jeito" to make plants grow and thrive and a desire to be close to and care for notoriously

demanding plants. He blamed his luck in the lab for his failure to keep his experimental plants

alive and free from contamination, and it brought him emotional distress.

Experimental plants, to these researchers, mattered in a different way than simply as a means

for project completion, knowledge discovery, crop product creation, or career advancement. They

maintained emotional relationships with the small beings they had created, and provided more

tending and more intimate care than other scientists who viewed the plants instrumentally. Not only

did they offer more love to their plants, but the plants also had an increased capacity to move the

researchers (cf. Despret 2004). The plants provided joy, pride, and beauty to the researchers when

they thrived, and pain, disappointment, and depression when they were contaminated or turned

brown. Controlling contamination meant more to them than "keeping out" or "protecting against" the

growth of undesirable organisms alongside their specimen for instrumental purposes; they sought to

keep their specimen from harm, to care for them as beloved beings.

But even instrumental relationships could, for some, involve affective connections in which

plants had impact on researchers. As their careers and reputations hinged on the life and sustenance

of in vitro sugarcane tissue, they exerted a personal care towards these organisms in their creative
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selection of protocols and in their ardent efforts to keep out "undesirable" entities. Amanda, a

doctoral student, was never one to effuse over her plants, but when I asked her how she felt about the

sugarcane tissues she cultivated, she looked me directly in the eye and said with gravity, "They are

one of the most important things in my life." She had passion for her scientific project and truly

believed in the transformative power that GM sugarcane could have for biofuel production, and as

such was diligent in her plant care practices, often arriving at the lab long before other scientists to

work with her specimens. Similar to Laura and Daniel, Amanda wanted no harm to come to her plant

tissues, since they held not only the keys to her scientific career, but also, she believed, to shifting the

energy matrix in Brazil from fossil fuels to alternative sources. Her technologically-enabled

paternalism in the lab mirrored her ethical objectives to manage, protect, and/or "save" the planet

from fossil fuel induced climate change, food security issues, and land infringement (Devereux

2008).

Bruno, the senior tissue culturing technician, similarly had reverence for plants, but not for

the transformative power that cane plantations could have. For him, plants were wondrous beings,

deserving awe from we "inferior" humans. Smoking a cigarette overlooking the grass that grew

between the two lab buildings one morning, Bruno began to explain the differences between C3 and

C4 photosynthesis. He stood up and told me to follow him onto the grass and said, "These [grass]

plants are more efficient at producing, they are more evolved. It's not the most beautiful, biggest

plant that is the most evolved; it is the one that is the most efficient, that adapts and survives the

strongest. I admire this grass more than I admire most humans." He continued:

I don't like human beings. Human beings produce nothing; they only consume and copy

nature. The wheel? We saw a rock rolling and thought "Look, a wheel." Genetic transfer?

We are copying bacteria. We saw bacteria in a plant cell and thought, "Hey, we can do
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that. Let's set up a lab." Now plants, they have photosynthesis. They produce. We just

consume and destroy, and do nothing else. Plants have more intelligence than humans

give them credit for. They can feel. When I am in the lab, I reflect on it (pensa) when I

cut a plant because I know they feel, and I feel sorry (sinto muito) for them.

Bruno revered and respected all of the plants around him for their photosynthetic capabilities,

and he extended this respect into an emotional investment in "harming" plants in lab

experimentation. He felt a strong affective connection with plants at the level of embodied

experience, extending to plants the ability to feel something akin to human pain upon being cut

at the lab bench. For Bruno, sensitivity to and intimacy with plants' needs and feelings guided

his daily interactions with both specimens and plants beyond the tissue culturing lab. He sought

to care for and connect with plants in a way that demonstrated awe at their unique ability, unlike

humans, "to produce."

For these researchers, affective intimacy with plants themselves influenced their practices

of controlling contamination as they sought to "protect" their plants from the harm of exogenous

species, beyond the genes of the organism which they had inserted into their sugarcane tissue

experiments. These researchers developed closer ties to the organisms they work with, and are

affectively tied to the wellbeing of the plants they cultivate, care for, and respect.

Conclusion

Controlling contamination, I observed, is the goal of transgenic crop researchers' scientific

practice, both in their making of transgenic plants through the intersection and exclusion of

different species and in the advancement of their reputations and career. And controlling

contamination led to multiple forms of intimacy with plants as researchers managed plants'
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metabolic requirements, worked towards personal career goals, and strived to create GM plants

for future biofuel cane plantations. Legally mandated, quotidian, and affective intimacies guide

human-plant interactions in the lab, but are equally subject to the loss of control, often with dire

consequence as organisms grow together and thrive beyond the desires of scientists.

While many scholars and activists express concern about the risks of GM plants in

ecosystems and bodies, my informants at the cutting-edge of creating GM crops see risk very

differently. Backed by scientific studies that demonstrate the safety of GM-derived products,

they have faith that genetic modification, when properly executed, can improve living conditions

in Brazil and beyond. Instead, their anxieties are tied to the conditions of their plant experiments,

the status of their careers, and their adherence to legal requirements in their scientific practice.

Building on 500 years of agricultural production of sugarcane in Brazil, and a century of

technologically-enhanced crop experimentation, they are primarily concerned with launching

their careers and maintaining their reputations in agricultural biotechnology-a field that is just

emerging in their postcolonial context. As I hope to have shown, they attempt to stave failure by

preventing what they consider "contamination;" they do so by gaining intimacy with their GM

plants in ways that they hope will promote Brazilian agrarian science and their own success

within it.

Postscript: Plants'Powers

Even as researchers followed protocols to grow plants, create new lifeforms, and develop new

commercial products, they were intimately drawn in and moved by the myriad biological

processes of the plants they cultivated. Their careers depended on the growth of these plants, but

they were also emotionally invested in the individual lives of each tiny callus and plant, driven to
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new insights, relationships, and practices. The lively power of cultured sugarcane propelled

scientists' actions and sentiments, as scientists were drawn into metabolic intimacy with these

potential energy-crop plants.

I observed plants in the laboratory affecting change and shaping the direction of the

practices, principles, protocols, and plans of the scientists who cultivated and transformed them.

While we cannot know, ascribe, or assume plant intentionality, it was clear that these plants had

powerful capacities to influence humans through their metabolic activities-that is, their growth,

flourishing, interspecies engagements, and deaths (Bataille 1988). And though these relations

were not symmetrical, the power exerted by plants was an ever-present force that shaped the

power wielded by scientists. Following Hustak and Myers (2012), I suggest a narrative of plant

activity "that amplifies accounts of the creative, improvisational, and fleeting practices through

which plants ... [and others] involve themselves in one another's lives" (77). 1 will elaborate two

instances of metabolic intimacy in which I observed plants complicating or "pushing back"

against the sterile, protocol-driven conditions their caretakers attempted to create for them, and

how this forced scientists to alter their practices and principles. Plants, through their metabolic

functioning and their growing-together with other organisms, directly impacted lab practices and

relations, resulting in human-plant intimacies that had the potential to extend beyond the lab to

future cane fields.

Unruly Sugarcane: Members of the molecular biologist lab sometimes referred to sugarcane as a

malandro: the ubiquitous Brazilian anti-hero folk figure of the rogue, the rascal, the scoundrel

(da Matta 1991). For scientists looking to modify its genetic makeup, sugarcane is a trickster

plant, one central to Brazilian cultural mythology. Following 10,000 years of hybridization and

cross-breeding both by humans and in the wild, sugarcane has an incredibly large and complex
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genome. Only a small part of it has been sequenced. 68 This makes anticipating the outcomes of

genetic transfers difficult, and has been a major factor in scientists' inability to create a viable

GM cane plant.

Transformed experimental plants in the lab sometimes did not grow, fell from their own

weight, had thin wispy stalks, sprouted leaves asymmetrically, or produced wan, light-green

leaves (see image 7). One scientist told me about lignin-reduced sugarcane plants he successfully

transformed that simply could not hold themselves up. From the start, these limp creatures could

not grow more than a few centimeters because they lacked the necessary fiber to support their

own weight. Plants like these that did not meet researchers' experimental expectations were often

considered "failures" by researchers' standards. But some in the lab did care, and viewed these

nonconforming plants as testaments to the complexities of a reified "nature," one that admirably

foiled their plans. Marco wistfully told me of a collection of browning plants, "No matter what

we try, Nature has its own way." These plants offered the opportunities for scientists to improve

upon their research designs and their culturing techniques, learning new theories, methods and

practices for GM cane creation.

68 The first "draft" of a complete sequence of one sugarcane varietal was completed in Brazil in 2017 (Riafno-Pach6n
and Mattiello 2017). However, it is considered experimental. Sequencing sugarcane is difficult because, as the
website of the international Sugarcane Genome Sequencing Initiative (SUGESI) research collaborative explains,
"The challenge in a sugarcane sequencing project is the size (10 Gb) and complexity of its genome structure that is
highly polyploid and aneuploid with a complete set of homo(eo)logous genes predicted to range from 8 to 10 copies
(alleles). Although sugarcane's monoploid genome is about 1 Gb, its highly polymorphic nature represent another
significant challenge for obtaining a genuine assembled monoploid genome" (INRA 2018).
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Image 7: Failed transgenic sugarcane plants. Clockwise from top left: pot containing plants that did not
grow; weak, lignin-reduced cane plants that fell from their own weight; cane plants with thin, wispy

stalks; cane plant sprouting leaves asymmetrically, not alternating opposite each other; cane plants with
wan, light-green leaves.

In addition to learning from them, scientists also used dead plants as an opportunity to

create new collaborations and bonds between themselves, as students, postdocs, and faculty often

drew together to discuss what might be improved upon for the next round of experimentation.

These malformed, misshapen, weak, dull plants ultimately had two major effects on scientists

and their research: first, they inspired new research orientations and protocols, which in turn

stood to yield so-called "successful" transgenic experiments, ultimately for large-scale biofuel

production. Secondly, though, dead genetically transformed plants showed researchers that

plants are not as manipulable, controllable, and designable as they would have them. They resist

genetic transformation, from their leaves to their stalks to their very fiber. Their apparent

individual weaknesses revealed a species-wide heartiness that pushed back against attempts to

modify their structure.
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Flourishing/Contamination: In addition to dying, plants had another way of offering outcomes

that differed significantly from scientists' expectations. Through encounters, rendezvouses, and

shared living spaces with other organisms, sugarcane in the lab was often surrounded by

remarkable ecosystemic diversity and interspecies metabolic intimacies, despite the ostensibly

sterile lab conditions. I made a habit of checking a part of the lab that was seldom remarked upon

yet that received much passive attention. As mentioned, the "contamination area," tucked in a

corner on the floor under a counter, contained dishes and jars of sugarcane plant tissue that had

been overtaken by fuzzy gray, splotchy red, mottled brown, or puffy white yeasts and molds, or

that had turned brown and shriveled because of a microbial "pest" (praga) (see image 8). There

they sat, waiting for the lead tissue culturing lab technician to dump the contents into a plastic

bin for killing in a high temp, high pressure sterilization chamber (autoclave).

Image 8: The TAB lab's 'contamination area. These jars containing plants and molds or bacteria await

sterilization in the autoclave.

As mentioned above, for me, contamination in the lab was best understood as "biological

matter out of place" (cf. Douglas 1966), and best represented by local folkloric artist Camila

A
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Pereira's image of a menacing humanoid microbe (see image 9). But, as explained,

contamination was understood by my informants as "the presence of or invasion by an

undesirable organism (organismo indesejivel) or xenobiotic chemical in a biological process."

These "undesirable" organisms had two sources. First, the microbiome of the sugarcane. Many

of the bacteria, molds, and yeasts in the contaminated dishes likely came from the cane plants

that grew in the field from which the tissue cultures were generated, despite attempts to sterilize

them post-cutting. The other source of exogenous contamination was the laboratory itself. It was

nearly impossible to make this 35-year-old lab on a university campus in Brazil's dry, dusty

central-south region sterile. As mentioned, on multiple occasions, I witnessed insects living or

petrified in the plant growth medium, an instance of contamination so egregious that scientists

made me swear not to breathe a word of these insects to the lab director. The microbiomic

realities of sugarcane growth and cultivation meant that "undesirable" organisms often

transgressed scientists' sterile boundaries.
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Image 9: Painted panel on t-shirt depicting a microbe by Piracicaba folkloric artist Camila Pereira. The t-
shirt and others with similar designs were for sale at a popular tourist shop.

By demonstrating the ways that GM sugarcane's successful or failed metabolic processes

resisted genetic transformation, encouraged the growth of other organisms, and reflected back

the necessity of biodiversity to sugarcane researchers, I hope to have shown alternative forms of

plant/people intimacies in the making of future worlds.
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Chapter 3:

Nationalizing Nature: Sustainable Biotech and the Making of Brazilian Green Capitalism

I work with ethanol, Camila and Cesar work with biosurfactants. But we all work with bagasse,
biotechnically. And it is nature that produces all of these things. It's not just a chemical
process. 69

-Sonia, CBI Laboratory doctoral student

Pollution is simply energy-in the form of unfamiliar matter-which the timing of
omniregenerative cosmic system cannot immediately use but must use later. ... Nature has no
"pollution." This is a word coined in human ignorance regarding the presence of the right
chemicals being released in the wrong places by those who profit only through selfish
preoccupation and nonconsideration of others.

-Buckminster Fuller, Critical Path, 1981

Six kilometers from the center of the small city of Lorena sits the Lorena School of Engineering

(Escola de Engenharia de Lorena [EEL]), the University of Sao Paulo's (USP) satellite

engineering campus (see image 1). Nestled in the green Paraiba Valley of Sao Paulo state,

surrounded by lush mountains trickling with waterfalls, Lorena is a growing city of 87,000

inhabitants, most of whom work in white collar jobs at the many industrial headquarters and

universities located on the city's outskirts. Though EEL is a small institution, with about 1,800

undergrads and 270 graduate students, residents consider it the most prestigious university in the

region because of its affiliation with USP. Most of the seventy faculty members are involved in

international collaborative projects, publish extensively, and, along with their graduate students,

secure ample funding for their laboratory-based projects.

69 "Eu trabalho corn etanol, Camila e Cesar corn biossurfactantes. Mas a gente todos trabalha corn bagaqo,
biotecnicamente. E 6 a natureza que produza essas coisas. Nao 6 s6 urn processo quirnico."
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Image 1: Aerial image of the Lorena School of Engineering.
Source: Pr6-Reitoria de Cultura e Extensao Universitiria da USP (2015).

For five months, I conducted participant observation alongside researchers at the

university's Industrial Biotechnology Center laboratory (Centro de Biotecnologia Industrial

[CBI]). Eleven graduate students from Brazil and other Latin American countries (including

Colombia, Peru, and Bolivia) and as many Brazilian undergrads, along with two EEL-appointed

postdocs (one from Brazil, one from Colombia) and several international postdoctoral

researchers who came for periods of one month to two years (mostly from India but also from

Canada and the US), worked with Prof. Henrique Antonio de Oliveira, a charismatic Brazilian

biochemist who ran one of the largest laboratories on campus. He closely supervised students'

and postdocs' projects as they used industrial fermentation techniques to develop new

technologies for the conversion of plant biomass into commercial products for an abstract,

imagined Brazilian "biorefinery": a facility would utilize all of the components of agricultural

crop plant processing and the byproducts (or "co-products," as they called them) they generate in
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order to create biologically-derived commodities and ingredients that could replace similar or

identical environmentally and biomedically harmful industrial -chemical ones.

Not unlike a petroleum refinery, which generates a diverse range of products from crude

oil processing and the byproducts produced, the biorefinery would maximize the value derived

from renewable biomass feedstocks, which, in Brazil, would come from agricultural waste-

most notably from sugarcane bagasse, the damp, fibrous pulp leftover after sugar and ethanol

production. Aided by biotechnological processes, the conversion of waste into useful products

would increase the value that plantation forms generate. Henrique told me that in creating "bio-

based" products through "green chemistry," the laboratory's ultimate goal was "sustainability,"

achieved by using biotechnology to "exchange petroleum products for products derived from

biomass in a renewable closed cycle of production." For him, sustainability meant converting

capitalism from a destructive enterprise into one that allowed "technological growth without

harming the environment"-"green capitalism." It was simply "a matter of awareness of

sustainable development and time" that was required before industry would "change to replace

chemical processes with sustainable ones," implementing "waste-to-energy" or "waste-to-value"

processes to sustain growth. Contrary to popular conceptions of "sustainability" that include

three forms of just growth-economic, ecological, and social in the form of fair labor

conditions-this notion only included the former two. This was because economic and

ecological growth involved the raw materials used to create products, not the labor conditions

under which they were produced.70

Crucially, Henrique and his students for their work employed two biological materials

which they marked as uniquely "Brazilian" in grant proposals, funding applications, qualifying

70 For description of labor conditions and "sustainability" in Brazilian bioenergy, see Chapter 1.
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exams, theses, published articles, conference presentations, conversations, and interviews. The

biotechnologies on which their daily experimental attempts at product creation relied were "wild

yeasts," bioprospected from internationally valorized Brazilian biomes. 71 And the substrate from

which they produced their "green" chemical compounds was bagasse, a derivative of the crop

upon which the Brazilian colonial enterprise was built and which continues to have significant

national ecological and economic impact. Some researchers even marked the use of agricultural

waste in biotechnology as uniquely Brazilian, following centuries of creative use of sugarcane

byproducts at mills. For these biochemists, a nationalized process of fermentation, one that relied

on bioprospected "wild" Brazilian microorganisms and sugarcane bagasse, was the key

biotechnology that could convert waste into energy, and harmful industrial processes into green

capitalist solutions for a planet in ecological crisis (cf. Grote 2016). But why, I asked, did it

matter that these materials and processes were distinctly "Brazilian"? And what effect did this

fact have on how interlocutors conceived of the products and economic-environmental outcomes

these materials stood to generate? How was researchers' techno-optimism influenced by the

insertion of a seemingly "nationalized nature" in their research designs, scientific practices, and

guiding ideologies?

This chapter investigates how scientists I observed sought to maximize sugarcane's

efficiency by enlisting the productive processes of Brazilian "nature" itself into the

technoscientific plantation network. I will chronicle the technological and scientific practices

71 Biome" is defined as a collection of life (plant, animal, and fungus) constituted by the grouping of contiguous
vegetation types identifiable on a regional scale with similar geoclimatic conditions and shared history, which
results in a unique biological diversity (GlobalForestWatch 2018). In addition to myriad scientific studies of the
diversity of these biomes, "biome tourism" seems to be emerging in Brazil in ways I have not witnessed for other
countries. In this biome tourism, non-scientists express knowledge of, interest in, and a desire to visit these
designated spaces. Websites and tourist brochures offer nature tours of the Pantanal, animal-spotting expeditions in
the Amazon, and hikes in the Atlantic Rain Forest. In June 2018, I visited airbnb.com's Rio de Janeiro page, where
the top "recommended activities" were all hikes of the Atlantic Rain Forest.
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surrounding what I identified as a uniquely Brazilian form of green capitalism, one that generates

added value by branding processes and products as "Brazilian" and hence as synonymous with

"natural" or "green." I argue that centuries of equating Brazilian land, flora and fauna with "the

natural"-first in the colonial and imperial eras and then as fundamental to the "Brazilian

nation"-are today combining with (1) Brazilian researchers' historic strengths in the

agricultural biosciences and (2) a global rhetoric of capitalist sustainability to create the

conditions for the emergence of a nationalized form of biocapitalist production that Brazilian

proponents see as ethically superior precisely because it draws on Brazilian "nature" and history

for its material base and production processes. 72 These biochemists arc generating new

understandings of nationally-prospected organisms and sugarcane waste products as ecologically

and economically "sustainable," conjuring colonial desires for order, progress, and efficiency in

their biotechnologically enhanced energy production projects. The conversion of Brazilian

sugarcane waste into green commodities through fermentation by wild Brazilian yeasts mirrors

researchers' goals to convert harmful industrial capitalist practices into "natural," sustainable

ones through biotechnologies marked and marketed as "Brazilian." By investigating what

sustainability means in practice to Brazilian biotech scientists, I aim to contribute to an

understanding of the plantation network as it expands to include "green" biotechnology,

agricultural waste use, and technoscientific solutions emerging from the global South to climate

change-related problems.

I will first describe EEL researchers' projects and explain how their conceptions of the

"Brazilianness" (brasilidade, in the senses of having Brazilian origin and being characteristic of

72 Anthropologists have written extensively on how connections between the natural environment and/or resources
contained within state boundaries have influenced conceptualizations of the nation, and how these linkages have
been taken up by ruling elite to further resource extraction and ideological control over national populations (see
Coronil 1997; Hayden 2003; Walley 2003; Tsing 2004; Lowe 2012; Fortun 2008; Hartigan 2017).
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Brazil) of their biological research materials and techniques, as well as their conceptualization of

the "natural," mattered to their work. I will then provide a historical analysis of the construction

of Brazil as "natural" by describing four spaces in which explorers, authors, artists, government

officials, and scientists conceived of the colony, then empire, then nation as synonymous with

the natural world. These four spaces are the Amazon Rain Forest, the plantation, the Sertdo

(literally "backlands," the term refers to the dry interior plains encompassed by the Cerrado

[savannah] and Caatinga [desert scrub] biomes), and the favela (informal urban squatter

settlement). I will conclude with an explanation of how green capitalism has taken a unique

shape in Brazil because of this history, and how, infused with a capitalist rhetoric of

sustainability (one that my researchers articulate as a motivation), it is influencing scientific

practices and plantation futures.

Wild Yeasts, Bagasse, and Other Brazilians

Understanding the Biorefinery, Biotechnology, and Fermentation

As mentioned in the Introduction, the Sao Paulo Research Foundation (Fundagdo de Amparo a

Pesquisa do Estado de Sdo Paulo [FAPESP]), a well-endowed public-private research

foundation that funds projects based in the state of Sio Paulo, has been funding sugarcane

bioenergy research since 2008 under its BIOEN ("Bioenergy") program. BIOEN funds projects

that "integrate comprehensive research on sugarcane and other plants that can be used as biofuel

sources, thus assuring Brazil's position among the leaders in the area of Bioenergy (sic)"

(FAPESP 2018a). BIOEN leaders seek a "new Green Revolution" (FAPESP 2015) through the

use of cane bioenergy for sustainable fuel production.73 They are pursuing this goal by funding

7 As has been mentioned earlier, the Green Revolution was a technology transfer initiative that occurred in the
1960s and 1970s, in which global North governments, scientists, and private charitable foundations enabled the
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185 scientific projects (to date), most of which are conducted in conjunction with universities

from other Brazilian states and/or other countries (FAPESP 2018b). These scientists imagine

creating newer, more high-tech plantations that require laboratory-developed biotechnologies,

invoking a techno-optimistic perspective in which agrarian technoscience provides solutions to

both environmental and economic issues.

But in the CBI laboratory, despite the fact that researchers had benefited from multiple

BIOEN grants focused on sugarcane ethanol production, Henrique said that focusing on

bioenergy alone for sustainability in Brazil was "of the past." In one of his frequent lengthy and

animated lectures, with a half dozen other students seated around his U-shaped desk for their

informal near-daily lab meetings, he told me that

now, you can't just talk about 'biofuels.' Because in reality, it's not sustainable. But it

can be, if it is produced together with bioproducts, biomolecules, biorefineries. With

biorefineries, it is 100% integrated, so it is 100% sustainable. Since you've arrived in

Brazil, Nicole, things have changed. Now, the focus is on bio-basedproducts. Everyone

here works with a particular product: biosurfactants, biofuels, medicines, sweeteners...

The work here is dynamic. Neeraj, the Indian postdoc whom you met yesterday, he works

with nanotechnology. It's cutting edge research. He's looking at hydrolysis for biofuels.

implementation of new crop varietals, fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, irrigation technologies, and mechanized
forms of cultivation and harvesting in global South countries. The result was a global increase in agricultural
productivity and a general increase in economic strength for countries that adopted these technologies. BIOEN
leaders liken their project to this agricultural paradigm shift in the approach to and implementation of new
agricultural technologies. They also, however, play on new senses of the word "green" in their reference to so-called
sustainable agricultural technologies and practices. While the original Green Revolution caused a decline in
biodiversity and increases in pollution and fossil fuel use, proponents of the "new Green Revolution" seek to
mitigate precisely those factors, while also stimulating economic growth. The effects of the Green Revolution on
small-scale farmers was generally detrimental; the effects of the plantation-scale vision of BIOEN proponents
remains unknown.
7 On techno-optimism, see Barbrook and Cameron (1996); Berlant (2011); Jasanoff and Kim (2015); upcoming
special issue of Science as Culture.
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We are doing quimica verde-green chemistry-with a focus on sustainability, so we are

making many new products from biomass all the time.

Indeed, as I will explain, students worked on developing a wide range of products, all derived

from sugarcane bagasse fermented using "wild" yeasts. To create optimal value from the abstract

biorefinery toward which they worked, they needed bagasse, a biological waste material, to yield

biofuels as well as other "green" products using "green" chemistry, through biotechnology. As

Henrique implied, the "focus" in Brazil changed in order to incorporate a diverse array of

"bioproducts" into the portfolio of sugarcane bagasse derived commodities. Bagasse, as another

EEL professor told me, is a "major resource" in Brazil, both because they have it "in abundance"

thanks to the large scale at which sugar and ethanol are produced and because it would "prevent

the planting of more cane, of more biomass for more production." Green chemists already view

bagasse as a resource, not as waste. And they want to use it to revolutionize industry.

It will be useful here to clarify what researchers meant when they said "biotechnology,"

which is the category of processes on which their work of fermentation, conversion, and product

creation relies. Following analysis of many definitions provided by lab members, most would

agree upon the following synthesized definition of the term: the use of living organisms-in this

case microorganisms-to generate an industrial product, process, or system that is of interest to

society or that benefits human beings. An example of biotechnology-and the one most relevant

to work done in the CBI lab-is fermentation. A synthesized definition of "fermentation" that

they would likely agree on is: the use of microorganisms to convert/transform a substance into a

product that is desirable or of interest through biochemical mechanisms. 75 "Bioproducts" are the

resulting substances that are generated from biotechnological processes. For these scientists, the

7 For critical scholarship on fermentation, see Heath and Meneley (2007); Ingram (2011); Lee (2015); and Paxson
(2013).
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development of industrial products and applications of laboratory-mediated biological processes

is the goal of biotechnology, and they are using the fermentation of sugarcane residue-

bagasse-to accomplish this.

Creating Bioproducts from Bagasse

Researchers used bagasse from an ethanol-producing mill in the small rural city of Umuarama in

the southern state of Parani. A former master's students, I learned, had worked for a few

summers at the mill and put Henrique in touch with a contact he maintained there. Students

dreaded the activities required to prepare the material for experimentation. Twice a year, the

moist straw arrived by truck, packed into large black plastic bags. After unloading the bags into a

storage room in the lab, someone checked the weather to make sure that no rain was forecasted

for several days. The region was generally dry, so this was usually not a challenge, I was told.

When they had two to three days of clear weather ahead, large tarps were laid in the central

courtyard of the lab and, if needed, on grassy patches around the periphery of laboratory

building. The damp straw, which arrived with humidity levels ranging from 50-70%, was then

spread by hand by all lab members in a thin layer across the tarps, where it dried for two to three

days, or until humidity readings show 8-9%. The dried bagasse was then separated into smaller

clear plastic bags which were put into fresh large black plastic bags and placed back in the

storage room, where the bagasse waited for researchers to use. (see image 2).
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Image 2: Dried bagasse at the CBI lab, awaiting use.

The most well-funded projects in the lab involved second generation ("2G") ethanol.

While first generation biofuels are made by fermenting crop plants, 2G fuels are produced by

fermenting agricultural residues that mill operators would otherwise dispose of as waste or bum

as feedstock in mill engines. In Brazil, the most prevalent agricultural residue is bagasse.

Researchers explained to me that the challenge of creating 2G ethanol lies in the chemistry.

When sugarcane is pressed, the sugar in the liquids it yields, glucose, is a hexose, meaning that it

contains six carbon atoms. To ferment glucose into ethanol, producers use commercial strains of

the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Also called "brewer's yeast" or "baker's yeast," S.

cerevisiae has been used for millennia and continues to be used in large quantities for beer

brewing, wine making, and baking. S. cerevisiae is a "domesticated yeast," one that does not

function in the same way as its "wild" ancestors because has undergone significant modification

following, in this case, millennia of human selection and breeding for product-specific
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specialized strains. Different strains of S. cerevisiae are used to produce beer, wine, and ethanol.

In Brazil, there are currently five commercial strains of the yeast that producers use to ferment

ethanol.

Image 3: Dried, sterilized bagasse awaiting pretreatment before fermentation in the CBI lab.

Bagasse, however, cannot be fermented with S. cerevisiae. Already rid of glucose, the

sugars "locked" into bagasse's fibers are pentoses: they contain five carbon atoms, which S.

cerevisiae will not consume in the fermentation process. Pentose fermentation is what lies at the

heart of research at CBI. Everyone working there is tinkering at lab benches and 1.5-meter tall

fermenters, varying the yeasts, pretreatment techniques (hydrolysis), moisture content, nutrient

mixtures, temperatures, and timescales they use to ferment the pentose sugars bagasse contains

into various chemicals (see image 3). Fermentation is the process that enables the

"bioconversion," as one masters' student called it, of waste products into valuable products.

Yeasts are the "machines" or "factories," as a postdoc put it, that do they work of transformation.

_1000
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Image 4: A scientist adding bagasse hydrolysate to a bioreactor. This a crucial part of "mounting
a fermentation."

"Mounting a fermentation" is a tedious process that requires meticulous attention to

detail, both in preparing and monitoring the materials and the fermentation machine, called a

bioreactor (see image 4). From start to finish, the process takes a week and when a fermentation

is complete, researchers usually jump right into mounting another, with some variables slightly

altered so they might discover the "optimal conditions" for the maximum production of their

product of interest. In the days before, the bagasse is sterilized and then pretreated with an

enzyme in a process called hydrolysis so that the fibers of the substrate are degraded to allow the

yeasts access to the pentose sugars. A dark brown murky liquid that smells of sweet tea results,

called hydrolysate, that contains these sugars. The remaining pulp is either used again by others
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in the lab, or is discarded. The yeasts are sampled from the lab's refrigerated yeast bank, cultured

on Petri dishes of medium, and then added to liquid mediums and grown in an incubator. During

this time, all vials, beakers, and mechanical parts of the bioreactor are sterilized in an autoclave

(high-pressure, high-temperature sterilization oven) and then reattached to the machine.

Once the bagasse hydrolysate, yeasts, and bioreactor are ready, the ingredients are added

and the central metal rod of the bioreactor begins to chum them together. The bioreactor

continues to operate for two to five days (measured by scientists in hours). When a fermentation

is "rolling," the lab room has the faint smell of yeasty warmth: sweet, earthy, a little sickening,

but ultimately comforting, like bread baking or beer brewing. I said this to Sonia during a

fermentation and she said that when they smelled a little alcohol forming, it was "just right."

Throughout the hours of fermentation, scientists monitor and adjust the temperature, pH level,

and aeration in the bioreactor, as each of these factors is a major contributor to the quantity of the

resulting product. Each desired product has a different optimal set of conditions, which

researchers tweak protocols to discover. After the fermentation, scientists collect samples of the

resulting liquid and run chemical analyses to see its various chemical components present and

their amounts. Their goal is to isolate "useful" products that could be utilized by industry in a

biorefinery-like setting, or at the least, in a relevant commercial laboratory.

A partial list of the diverse bagasse-based bioproducts researchers at the CBI lab are

working to produce in addition to 2G ethanol includes:

" Larvicidal biosurfactants (biologically-derived surface tension-reducing compounds) to

stopping dengue mosquito larvae growth

" Biosurfactants to inhibit the growth of protozoan pathogens (Triponasoma cruzei and

Leishmania)
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" Biosurfactants for remediation of industrial toxins from the human gut microbiome

* Biosurfactants for petrochemicals applications

" Asparaginase (an enzyme that aids in cellular protein synthesis) to treat leukemia

* Asparaginase to reduce acrylamide, a carcinogenic substance that forms in fried and

baked foods

" Xylitol for treatment of diabetes, anemia, and dental problems, plus other biomedical

applications

" Xylitol for use in the food industry

" Industrial pigments and dyes

" Selenium-enriched yeast extract for biomedical applications

* Selenium-enriched yeast extract use in animal feed

Some of these "biomolecules," as my informants call them, are novel and others could replace

chemically-derived or synthetic ones that are already in wide use in medical-pharmaceutical,

chemical, agricultural, and food industries. In their ideal, these would all be produced at the

Brazilian biorefinery, replacing industrial chemically-derived equivalents, reducing waste and

planted crop acreage, and increasing economic growth.

The Yeast Bank

The agents that allow CBI researchers such a broad range of projects are the fermentative

microorganisms that, under varying conditions, will yield these various molecules. Following a

partnership that Henrique formed with a biologist at the Federal University of Minas Gerais

(Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais [UFMG]), members of the CBI lab used "wild yeasts"

(levaduras selvagens) collected by microbiologists from three of the six terrestrial biomes that

occupy the Brazilian territory: the Atlantic Rain Forest, the Amazon Forest, and the Cerrado
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(savannah) (see image 5).76 "Wild yeasts," my informants explained, are yeasts that have not

been commercially bred, chemically modified with radiation, or genetically modified in

laboratories; one said that unlike domesticated yeasts, they are "naturally existing." Andre, a

master's student near finishing who had already been accepted to continue in the doctoral

program, said, "A wild yeast is one that goes into a tree, picks up some biomatter, and uses it.

This is a wild (yeast). Now, from the moment I make some mutation, either chemical mutation

with radiation, et cetera, or I actually do a genetic mutation, it's not a wild strain, it's a mutant

strain, just like the X-Men."
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Image 5: Map showing Brazil's six terrestrial biomes. Source: Oliveira-Ferreira et al 2010.

76 The other three are the Caatinga (desert scrub), Pantanal (wetlands), and Pampa (plains). Brazil also has one
marine biome, the Brazilian Coastal Zone.
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These wild yeasts are collected "in nature," "in their natural habitats," "in the wild," and

researchers hope that they will have "the natural ability to use substrates and convert them into

products that (domesticated) yeasts cannot." For these researchers, the "wild" origin of the yeasts

they used signaled that they were closer to nature and thus capable of achieving laboratory

results that yeasts that had been modified by humans could not. "Wild" meant both "of nature"

and "unpredictable but full of potential," not unlike a wild card that holds the possibility for

multiple outcomes. 77

Wild yeasts, scientists told me, were preferred for their bagasse fermentation projects for

a number of reasons. Domesticated yeasts could be and, indeed, had been genetically engineered

to ferment pentose sugars. But wild yeasts had the potential to do it "naturally," as part of their

inherent biological functioning, and so have superior lab performance and yield more consistent

results. Wild yeasts, counterintuitively, also offered researchers more stability than genetically

engineered yeasts, with far fewer mutations and mutated offspring. And wild yeasts were

cheaper than genetically modified commercial yeasts: upon gaining a governmental permit and

paying for travel to biodiverse locales perceived to have little human influence, scientists collect

them for free. For researchers at CBI, these costs were absorbed by the microbiologists from

UFMG who collected them.

The UFMG yeast bank contains over 17,000 yeasts and 8,000 filamentous fungi, making

it the sixth largest yeast bank in the world. Liliana, a Brazilian postdoctoral researcher who had

completed her undergrad, master's, and doctoral degrees in the department that collects, houses,

and cares for the yeasts, led me on a tour of the facility. In a brand-new building adjacent to the

oldest building on campus, dozens of -80 degree Celsius freezers contained the boxed and

77 On domesticated versus wild species, see Ritvo (2013; 2017).
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numbered specimens, which were maintained by a dedicated staff. The three supervising

professors, one of whom, Paulo, was a specialist in microbial taxonomy, and fifty graduate

students and postdocs took isolating, identifying, and perform biological analysis of yeasts as

their principle activities. But they were happy to share cultures of their wild yeasts with other

researchers. The ultimate reason they collect and identify new microorganisms, Paulo told me, is

"to find new biotechnologies." As such, the collaboration with Henrique's lab had been a

particularly fruitful one, enabling them to identify industrial applications for many yeasts in the

collection and to secure more funding.

Yeasts' Origins

These UFMG microbiologists went on five to six "bioprospecting expeditions," as they called

them, to sparsely populated locations within one of the three enormous ecosystems from which

they built their yeast bank. 78 The precise geographical locations from where they collected the

yeasts did not matter to the UFMG researchers with whom I spoke, nor did it matter to the

biochemists at CBI who used the yeasts. But two specificities of the yeasts' collection sites did

matter: the natural setting in which the yeasts had been collected, and the fact that they were

collected in Brazilian biomes.

For UFMG microbiologists, the former-the site of collection, such as "rotting log" or

"ant hill"-served as a provenance of sorts for the yeasts, and was noted for many of the yeasts

in a dedicated column in the facility's computerized database. And the yeasts' Brazilian origin

mattered to these bioprospectors, too. As Liliana told me, the yeast collection "reflects Brazil's

biodiversity." She and her colleagues were proud to catalog and find commercial uses for these

yeasts, which, in conversations and in their publications, they frequently marked as "Brazilian."

78 On bioprospecting, see Hayden (2003).
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Over lunch, a graduate student told me that "Brazil is a country with enormous proportions, and

there are many biomes to exploit to find new, useful microorganisms." Paulo also valorized the

national origins of the yeasts, saying that "countries that preserve their biodiversity," like Brazil,

"have a greater probability of discovering useful microorganisms. Brazil has many preserved

ecosystems. It is a megadiverse country. In Europe, for example, the chances are low. For this

reason, we collect in the least impacted places because they have the most unique yeasts. Man is

the greatest vector of microorganism decimation. The degree of integration in an ecosystem

means the higher new things for science." Brazil, a nation that these scientists understand as

having spaces that have not been impacted by humans, has the potential to contribute "useful

microorganisms" in a way that other nations cannot.

In publications, they justified their Brazil-centric research on similar grounds:

... the vast majority of the potential biodiversity of yeasts is still unknown, which

supports a need for increasing efforts to study the biological diversity of these

microorganisms, especially in mega diverse countries from the tropical regions of the

planet. To date, most of yeast species cataloged has been discovered (sic) in countries

from the Northern hemisphere. Relatively few studies dedicated to yeast biodiversity

have been done in tropical zones of the planet and in Southern hemisphere countries that

embrace abundant and diverse ecosystems. Particularly, South America is a region that

offers great potential in terms of biodiversity, being Brazil (sic), the largest country

located in this continent, considered one of the world's richest megadiversity countries.

In contrast to Europe, for Paulo, and all of the Northern hemisphere, for the UFMG authors of

the above text, Brazil was the location par excellence for discovering unknown microorganisms
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that could prove useful to human enterprises through biotechnological application, thanks to the

nation's "preserved," "less human impacted" natural environment.

For the CBI researchers mounting fermentations and searching for bioproducts using

these bioprospected wild yeasts, these same two aspects of original location also mattered. A

brief vignette from my fieldwork illustrates.

While public buses ran from the city center to the university, car-owning students often

gave rides to fellow students, a consequence of both their generally amiable attitudes and the

frequent reports of attacks at the bus stops along the highway where EEL students disembarked.

Without a car, I was twice daily the beneficiary of a fifteen-minute long ride alongside several

CBI masters or doctoral students going to or from campus, chatting as we drove down the

winding backroads past horses and cows grazing in fenced-in pastures. Conversations ranged

from the weather to personal problems, from the history of the region to comparisons between

"life in Brazil" and "life in the US."

One afternoon returning from campus early in my fieldwork, I pointed to a 1.5-meter-tall

sandy tower on the side of the road and asked Camila, a doctoral student, "Is that an ant hill

(formigueira)? It's so tall!" "No, it's a cupinzeiro-where cupins live.. .you call them 'termites' I

think? Do you not have them in the US?" "Oh yes, termites. We do, but I don't think they build

mounds like they do here." 79 She replied, "Yes, it's interesting. Inside termite mounds and ant

hills like these are the yeasts that we are using for the BIOEN project." "Hang on," I replied,

surprised, "I thought that the yeasts were from decomposing fallen trees. Are they also gathered

from inside termite mounds?" From online literature about the EEL-UFMG collaboration on the

funder BIOEN's website, I knew that the microbiologists had collected yeasts being used for the

79 Mound-building termites live in sub-tropical regions in South American, Africa, and Asia. They are not found in
North America.
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project from rotting logs, where microbes decomposing damp, fibrous, woody material "in the

wild" might prove capable of decomposing similarly damp, fibrous, pulpy bagasse in the lab. But

I hadn't read about yeasts from termite mounds.

Camila explained, "Many fallen trees are decomposed by insects. There is a yeast that

helps insects digest the wood they eat. They cultivate the yeast in the mound and bring it to the

wood." "So it's part of the termite's microbiome?" I asked. "Yes, exactly. The UFMG biologists

sampled logs but also the hills of Brazilian social insects. They are the only animals that

decompose wood in large quantities."8 0 I knew that Camila was trying to create a biosurfactant-

a biologically-derived surface tension-reducing compound-for the remediation of industrial

toxins in the human microbiome. "So from termite's microbiomes to humans'?" I asked

humorously. She laughed and said, "We're all Brazilian eukaryotes, so why not!"81

Perhaps taking a cue from Henrique's grandiose proclamations, Camila and my other

interlocutors told me often that the Brazilian biological materials with which they worked-

derived from the nation's biodiversity and from its copious agricultural residues-had the

80 Mound-building termites are one of three insect lineages, with ants and beetles, that cultivate fungi in symbiotic
relationships. All are social insects, working collectively to grow fungi that aid in their food production. See Mueller
and Gerardo (2002). The UFMG team, I learned, collected many of their specimens from termite mounds and ant
hills, scraping visible patches of fungi but also bringing insects to the lab for yeast isolation from the insect itself.
81 "Eukaryotes" refers to a taxonomic classificatory domain that includes all organisms with cell nuclei enclosed in
membranes. All animals, plants, and fungi are eukaryotes, including yeasts. This fact was important to researchers'
conceptualizations of yeast-based biochemical processes, especially for biomedical applications. Bacteria, which
have a very different cellular structure, can also be used to ferment substrates into useful products. But researchers
saw benefits as to why yeasts, as fellow eukaryotes, produced better biomedically applicable molecules. Diego, who
works with biomedical applications for fermented molecules, explained to me: "I like the idea of working with a
eukaryotic organism. The bacterium is a prokaryotic organism, a simple organism, and we are eukaryotic organisms
like yeasts. They are made of eukaryotic elements as well, and they produce elements closer to humans. You see,
yeast proteins undergo what we call post-transitional processing and bacterial proteins do not. The lack of such post-
transitional processing indicates to our cells that the enzyme is potentially an aggressor. As yeasts do this processing
within the protein, if you give yeast-derived asparaginase to a person, theoretically, it will not have as much of an
adverse effect as would that of bacteria. This is the advantage of working with yeast." Camila similarly told me that
"the yeast is cool-compared to other microorganisms-because it is eukaryote. We can see that it is closer to us
(humans) than other bacteria, although also unicellular. This is also interesting because of the proximity of the
molecules it produces that could be applied for human use." Eukaryotically-derived substances, they indicated,
could be more easily processed by human bodies.
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ambitious potential to launch a sustainable "bio-based economy" that could replace harmful

chemical-industrial processes with ones derived from "nature." I would ask, "You specify that

they are 'Brazilian.' Does it matter that these wild yeasts are from Brazil? That it's specifically

sugarcane bagasse that you're working with?" "It matters (importa)," I was told.

Brazilian Yeasts, Brazilian Bagasse, Brazilian Biotechnology

Researchers had different reasons as to why it mattered: some practical, a few more ecological,

but for most, the reason was historical, stemming from plantation agriculture. A few answered

that the Brazilian origin of the materials meant a higher likelihood of laboratory success because

transporting yeasts and substrates domestically provided fewer opportunities for contamination.

A Bolivian doctoral student told me that in using Brazilian yeasts as opposed to ones purchased

from international labs, "there are fewer chances of contamination, because there is less distance

for the yeast to travel. For example, Belo Horizonte (the Brazilian city where UFMG is located,

500 kilometers away) versus Illinois." In addition to other reasons, a Brazilian postdoc similarly

said, "We should expand the Brazilian production of enzymes because it is a natural product, a

protein, and so transporting it is difficult." Their rationale was practical: biological materials

require special transportation practices, so domestic travel meant fewer potential problems.
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Image 6: Four yeasts cultured on mediums from the C1B yeast bank.

For one Colombian doctoral student, the most important reason to use Brazilian yeasts

was instrumental. "A 'native yeast' (she gestured air quotes with her fingers) gets more attention

when you're trying to publish. When you say 'native Brazilian,' people get interested. When you

find a species native to Brazil that does the same thing as an industrial yeast from elsewhere (a

fora), you get attention." Beyond any reason as to why it was the case, she saw the value of

Brazilian origin in the fact that others-particularly publishers-cared about it. Considering that

these practical-instrumental responses were greatly outnumbered by the ecological and historical

reasons I will detail in the following paragraphs, I could not help but wonder whether these

researchers' non-Brazilian nationalities were a factor in the absence of an idealized vision of

Brazilian nature in their accounts. Every Brazilian researcher to whom I posed the question (the

one above included) cited ecological and/or historical reasons for why the Brazilian origin of

these biological materials mattered in their research and outcomes.

A
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The second most common response I received related to realizing the potential of

country's biodiversity, which was often tinged with a sense of national pride. These researchers

were focused on yeast procurement from Brazilian biomes more than on bagasse use. Henrique

told me that "(using Brazilian yeasts) is important because it reinforces that Brazil is

characterized by great biodiversity. It proves, once again, that we have very great

biotechnological potential. Especially in the Amazon Forest, where Brazil has many forested

areas to explore, it is possible to isolate microorganisms with great biotechnological potential.

The yeasts there in our midst are part of our diversity." For him, the discovery of wild yeasts in

Brazilian biomes would "reinforce" a perception of Brazil as biodiverse, and would "prove" that

the nation's biodiversity is useful for its natural resources, ones that could be enlisted in

technoscientific capitalist endeavors. The perception of the nations as a site of the natural

mattered to him, as did the capacity of the nation-as-natural to provide biotechnology. When

Henrique referred to "our diversity," it was not fully clear to me whether he meant Brazilian

biodiversity or the diversity of the national population, a topic that is much discussed nationally

in conversation, media, and academia (cf. Freyre 1986; Isfahani-Hammond 2005; Cicalo 2012).

Either way, he was happy to include yeasts and himself in describing the nation's "diverse"

constituent components.

A Brazilian master's student echoed the sense of national pride in locating productive

yeasts in a Brazilian biome: "to use a Brazilian biological resource for a technology being

developed here, I think that's cool. We can know better the country's potential." For him, "the

country's potential" had to do with both the Brazilian origin of the biological resource and the

development of the project in Brazil. The confluence of Brazilian research with Brazilian

biological materials was "cool" in that it enabled conference of the nation's "potential." A
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Brazilian doctoral student said that "in Brazilian biodiversity, we have a wonderful opportunity

to make our own fermentation cocktail." The "cocktail" he referred to was the set of biological

components necessary to produce 2G ethanol: bagasse, enzymes for bagasse pretreatment, and

yeasts for the fermentative process. The bagasse was already a part of the cocktail, currently

available and in use for 2G ethanol experimentation, prototyping, and production at two

production plants in Brazil. 82 The enzymes, derived from microorganisms, that most scientists

use in bagasse pretreatment are purchased from European biotechnology companies. But this

student felt that scientists in Brazil could develop or discover both enzymes and yeasts in the

nation's biodiversity, leading to a uniquely Brazilian fermentation process and product. He, like

others, in using the term "we" to refer to Brazilian science and the Brazilian nation, includes

himself in this biodiversity-based nationalist project.

Another Brazilian doctoral student told me over lunch that since Brazil is considered a

"megadiverse country," it had great potential for microorganism discovery and isolation, and for

subsequent product development. She said that finding yeasts, which were "machines, factories,

a perfect biotechnological tool," in Brazil was an exciting prospect for scientific discovery. For

her, similar to Paulo at the UFMG yeast bank, the biodiversity of the nation held the unique

possibility of contributing useful tools and commodities. For all of these Brazilians, the nation's

biodiversity held great potential for biotechnological and commercial product development, and

they were excited about the prospects this held for science, industry, and the nation. And that

biodiversity included all living organisms within the selected biomes from which their yeasts

82 There are currently two commercial plants producing second generation (2G) cellulosic ethanol in Brazil, both
opened in late 2014. The GranBio group produces 2G ethanol at their ethanol plant in Sao Miguel dos Campos,
Alagoas, and the Raizen group produces it at their Costa Pinto sugarcane mill in Piracicaba, SP. Their production
capacity is, respectively, 82 and 40 million liters (Sugarcane.org 2018; ETIP Bioenergy 2018).
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came; the rotting logs and termite mounds were what held the potential to yield these "native

yeasts."

The most common and most well-elaborated response I received to the question of

whether the "Brazilianness" (brasilidade, in the senses of having Brazilian origin and being

characteristic of Brazil) of their biological research materials mattered combined the nation's

strengths in both agriculture and biotechnology: "the culture of sugarcane" (a cultura da cana).

Cultura ("culture") in Portuguese refers simultaneously to crop cultivation (culturing) and the set

of unique practices of a group of people (culture). Many Brazilian researchers expressed to me

that, because Brazil has long been the global leader in sugarcane production and because the

sugarcane industry has a long history of biotechnological development in the form of

fermentation experimentation and production, the conditions exist for Brazil in particular to

become a leader in biomass-based biotechnology and commercial production. Brazil as a "source

of resources"-bagasse, yeast use, and biotechnological know-how resulting from "culture" in

the former sense-was a repeated theme in conversations and interviews. And centuries-long

uniquely Brazilian governmental and industrial investments in sugarcane planting, cultivation,

production, and innovation-"culture" in the latter sense-have led to a situation in which

Brazil-based fermentative biotechnologies can, researchers hope, rise to global prominence.

A Brazilian postdoc told me that "thanks to the culture of sugarcane, cane did well

(thrived, se deu bem) in this country, and the country did well (thrived, se deu bem) with cane.

This has been a stimulus for the biotechnology industry, and has been a stimulus for all the

biotechnological movements that we have today globally. I think this makes Brazil different

because, I think, because of the cane." In his view, both sugarcane and the nation "did well by"

each other, and resulted in the emergence of a unique biotechnology industry that is having
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global ramifications. To him, the Brazilian origin of the work he does is clear, and it clearly

matters.

A doctoral student echoed this sentiment that sugarcane was the Brazilian instigator of

biotechnology in the nation and, in the case of ethanol biotechnology, the world. He credited

Brazil's unique history with ethanol research and development during the military dictatorship.

He, like others, had a lengthy history to recount:

Basically, cane has stimulated us to do biotechnology. It is clear that Brazil inserted it

(ethanol biotechnology) into the world. The Proilcool program of the 1970s was created

because there was a global oil crisis, with oil prices rising. This stimulated the search for

alternative fuels. At the time, Brazil was under a dictatorial military regime and these

regimes, although they are not desirable because we do not believe in any way that

authoritarian regimes are appropriate (adequados), there are some things they can do

well, that is, when they have a plan and they want to do something, they do it, and they

did. They wanted to make ethanol, right? And they did. "Let's do it" and that's it, and they

did it. And so, there is so much of the history of the country that has led us to have this

unique characteristic of biotechnology development.

According to his account, the authoritarian dictatorship pushed through an ethanol research

agenda in the face of a global oil crisis, which gave ethanol biotechnology in the country

leverage over other nation's that did not or could not invest in biotechnology. As a result, Brazil

became the global leader in ethanol biotechnology, "stimulated" by the sugarcane the country

had long produced.

Andre reached back further in history to give an account of the emergence of Brazilian

biotechnology and the importance of sugarcane agriculture in its development:
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Brazil is unique in its long history of bioproduct development. Brazil has always been a

strong country in biotechnology. Even though other technologies in Brazil are not well

developed, biotechnology, thanks to the ethanol program of the 1970s, began and

developed. In fact, Brazil is a country that has worked with biotechnology since the

sixteenth century. We had sugarcane mills, fermenting, filtration. We have been working

with biotechnology for a long time and the role of the sugarcane mill, of the sugarcane

plantation, is that it is a business that drives biotechnology in the country and generates

interest. For example, if we are producing alcohol (could refer to consumable cachaqa or

the fuel ethanol), why not try to produce something more with the microorganism? The

example of alcohol is an example we can follow in other areas because it drives national

biotechnology in general. That is why Brazil is a proponent (expoente) of biotechnology

in the world.

For him, Brazilian biotechnology began on the earliest sugarcane plantations in the sixteenth

century, when plantation operators created fermented products from sugarcane. He credited

plantation-based fermentation with propelling the national biotechnology industry and generating

a national interest in promoting it, which was realized most fully in the Proilcool program under

the military dictatorship in the 1970s. He sees Brazil as a model for the world in biotechnology

development.

Camila told me that Brazil has developed "unique solutions" to a problem that is

pervasive in agrarian nations, that of agricultural residue. These solutions stem from a

consideration by science and industry of them not as waste, but as a resource: usable biomass.

The solution began with the agricultural industry: "In Brazil, agribusiness has had great

importance in the process of biotechnology development. The increase of new technologies used
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in the agricultural sector triggered an increase in the production of products, and hence the

generation of byproducts." I asked if she was referring to sugarcane and she said:

Yes, the sugarcane industry. The surplus of sugarcane bagasse generates environmental

and storage problems, especially in Brazil, which is the world's largest producer of

sugarcane. Bagasse is a by-product that is available in great quantities for the sugar and

ethanol industries. So, the use of bagasse, which is an abundant source of lignocellulosic

material, 83 is an important alternative for use in biotechnological processes in order to

generate products with high added value, like the biosurfactants (I work with).

In her evaluation, because Brazilian industrialists have learned to make value from waste

products because they have so much bagasse, as the global leader in sugarcane production. The

resulting byproducts ("co-products") of the biotechnological processing of bagasse has yielded

useful products, which are uniquely Brazilian because of the historical provenance of their

original substrate. And agribusiness has been the key motivator of these scientific innovations.

A Brazilian master's student reinforced what Camila had said:

Sugarcane agribusiness has had great importance in Brazil's development process. That's

why the concept of biorefineries has been gaining importance in developed and

developing countries, such as Brazil. They are mobilizing large amounts of public and

private resources for the optimal use of biomass, to add value to these production chains,

while at the same time reducing their possible environmental impacts.

She gave significance to Brazil's position as a "developing country," where resources were being

used both to find industrial value in waste and to improve environmental outcomes. For her, the

sugarcane industry was a major factor in the overall development of the nation, as it contributed

83 Lignocellulose is the material that researchers are attempting to "unlock" in their bagasse fermentation. It is the
fibrous matter that binds pentose sugars in pressed bagasse.
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industrial-scientific knowledge and processes that have resulted in economic and social

advancement.

For these Brazilian researchers, the "culture of cane"-the centuries-long cultivation and

processing of the crop and its byproducts, its history, and its social and industrial impacts-has

led to the development of a uniquely Brazilian form of biotechnology, which stands to have

global influence through the uniquely Brazilian commodities it produces. They contend that the

conversion of agricultural wastes into commercial products is a long-term national project, which

stems from the availability of bagasse and the industrial-scientific know-how of using

fermentation to generate value.

But is it simply the conceptualization of Brazil as "biodiverse" and agriculturally

productive and innovative that enables researchers to equate the nation as a space of "the

natural" in imagining the uniquely Brazilian biorefinery? In my eighteen months in Brazil, and in

the CBI lab in particular, I found that Brazilians often consider the nation in terms of the

"nature" that it contains, is constituted by, or is productive of. In the CBI lab, this logic was

extended to equate a "Brazilian biorefinery" with a "green capitalist" endeavor that could

contribute to efforts of global sustainability-meaning sustainable capitalist production.

"Brazilian" offered the added-value of "green" in a way that went beyond simple notions of

biodiversity and agriculturally innovative.

Historical analysis confirmed that throughout the history of the Brazilian colony, empire,

and nation, this space has been equated with "nature" in unique ways that have ultimately led to

a general national perception of the Brazilian nation as "natural": made up of nature, containing

nature, and/or productive of nature. In the following section, I argue that the perception of Brazil

as a "biodiverse nation," the plantation history and culture of cane, and the modernization efforts
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of the constitutional governments in the twentieth century have led to a notion of the Brazilian

nation as a space that is constituted from and productive of "nature," specifically a nature that is

useful to humans. Throughout, I will highlight the central role that scientific practice and

technological development have played in this construction. I will conclude the chapter with an

examination of the scientifically-led "green capitalism" that is resulting from this perception, as

it combines with a globally used rhetoric of "sustainability" in discussions of capitalistic

development.

Brazilian Nature and the Nation: Science and Technology, Order and Progress

Touristic portrayals of Brazil often feature green mountains, cascading waterfalls, sunny

beaches, and lush forests. But beyond these depictions, Brazil is unique in the inextricability of

the links between the "nature" contained within the country's borders and its citizens' sense of

national identity. In a revealing study on Brazilian nationalism conducted by social scientists in

the 1990s, Brazilians surveyed listed the natural environment as their greatest source of national

pride, regardless of education level (see image 7). 84 In Brazil, nature is central to understanding

what the nation is, and who the people of the nation are.85

84 The open-ended survey conducted by Jos6 Murilo de Carvalho (Carvalho 1998) grouped as "nature" results that
included: nature, landscapes, the Amazon, forests, mountains, wetlands, waterfalls, waterfronts, green/greenery, the
sun, fresh air, fauna, flora, geographical features, physical beauty, geographic beauty, natural beauty, beauty of the
beaches, soil fertility, rich earth, natural riches, mineral riches, territorial extent, grandeur, tropical climate, good
weather, no earthquakes, hurricanes, typhoons, or volcanoes, beauty of the people, and beautiful women (the body
was considered "natural" by the researchers).
85 On histories of nationalizing nature in general, see: McCook (2002); Biggs (2012); Garfield (2004); on science
and state-building capacity in Brazil, see Figueir6a (1998); Motoyama (2004); Maia (2008); on state science
museums during the period of Brazilian imperialism, see Lopes (2009); on national parks as national icons globally,
see Gissibl, Hbhler, and Kupper (2012); on the role of tourism and advertisements in nationalizing nature for
European audiences, see (Winiwarter 2008). Though space does not permit an engagement with their work, I would
be remiss if I did not cite Freyre's (1986) and Ribeiro's (1995; 2000) extensive, complex texts analyzing the
emergence of the notion of "the Brazilian people" vis-A-vis constructions of the Brazilian nation.
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Tabela 4

Motivos de orgulho de ser brasileiro por escolaridade (%)

Atd a Da 5a & 2* grau incompleto/ 3* grau incompleto/
Motivos 4 sdrie 81 sdrie completo completo

Natureza 13,2 20,0 24,0 26,8

Cariter do povo 6,5 7,2 9,5 19,2

Carfter do pais 9,2 8,1 10,8 10,4

Esporte/rM(sca 3,2 6,4 6,1 4,4

Outros 13,1 9,1 10,4 10,4

Nenhum 4,1 2,7 2,8 2,3

NS/NR 50,7 46,5 36,4 26,5

Total 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0

(N = 1.355) (N = 1.715) (N = 1.190) (N = 473)

Fonte: CPDOC-FGV/Iser Lei, justiga e cidadania.
Nota: Foram somadas as trds respostas.

Image 7: "Reasons for pride to be Brazilian, by education level (measured in %)." The row headings read,
"Nature," "Character of the people," "Character of the country," "Sports/music," "Others," "None." The

column headings correspond to education level: 4 a serie is the grade level for 9 years old, 8a serie is for 13
years old, 20 grau is for 18 years old, and 30 grau is tertiary education (Carvalho 1998).

As I will show, since the earliest settlers sent reports of Brazil's natural wonders to

Europe, ideologies of the national space as "natural" have influenced explorers, scientists,

industrialists, activists, and politicians. Rather than looking at how nation-building and capitalist

expansion shaped the Brazilian landscape, 86 I will look at how "nature," scientifically rendered

as a physical space made up of resources, as a determinative landscape, and as an imagined

pristine ideal has played a role in constituting how the state and citizens conceive of the nation of

Brazil, and how this has helped consolidate a Brazilian sense of nationality. 87 The personal and

cultural feeling of belonging to a nation is a deeply historical process, and in Brazil, the imagined

86 For an example of this approach applied to Vietnam, see e.g. Biggs 2010.
87 I follow Benedict Anderson (1991 [1983]) in seeking to identify the processes that contributed to a nationalist
sense of community and belonging, but specifically for Brazil.
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national community includes deep ties to a perceived natural world, to what have become

imagined ecologies (cf. O'Gorman 2017). These connections have resulted in an understanding

of products derived from Brazilian "natural spaces"-including its iconic biomes and its

plantations-as essentially "natural," "green," and a part of a movement of capitalist

sustainability.

While Ginn (2008) claims that national identity in many post-colonial states is predicated

on nature being outside and prior to human culture and the colonial project, relying on a pristine

nature upon which the nation can claim deep historical validity, I argue that the idea of nature

that underpins Brazilian national identity is comprised of distinct yet overlapping narratives of

"nature" that include "culture" and, integrally, the colonial project. My analysis has found that

Brazilians construct "nature" as: (1) pristine wilderness that can provide benefits to humans in

the forms of global ecological remediation or exploitable natural resources, (2) a controlled,

rational space of productive ecological interaction (3) landscapes that deterministically shape the

character and identity of residents, and (4) spaces that, because they are outside of the controlled

social realm of law and order, are able to produce unique cultural patrimony. With state-

supported scientific knowledge and practice as rationalizing forces, nationalized Brazilian nature

has taken shape in four distinct regions, each with an ideological construction of Brazilian

nationality: the Amazon as a pristine yet exploitable space of biodiversity; the plantation as a

space of ecological exploitation; the "backlands" as the environmentally-determined source of a

true "Brazilian" citizen; and the favela as the environmentally-determined source of

contemporary Brazilian culture. These have collectively come to constitute contemporary

notions of Brazilian nature-as-productive that I found scientists employing in their quest to create

sustainable commodities marked as uniquely Brazilian for a global green economy. While nature
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has been nationalized, the nation has also been naturalized as a "green," inherently productive,

capitalist-ecological space.

Edenic Brazil: Early Accounts and the Scientific Valorization of the Amazon Forest

The association of South America as an edenic, natural paradise dates to the earliest European

visitors.88 Sixteenth century chroniclers brought reports of the New World to Europe that

described its beautiful landscapes, temperate climate, abundant resources, fertile soils, and

revitalizing air. Amerigo Vespucci's 1503 letter to his patron, Lorenzo di Medici, recounted in

florid terms the splendor of what he saw on Brazil's east coast:

The land in those parts is very fertile and pleasing, abounding in numerous hills and

mountains, boundless valleys and mighty rivers, watered by refreshing springs, and filled

with broad, dense and well-nigh impenetrable forests full of every sort of wild

animal.. .And surely if the terrestrial paradise be in any part of this earth, I esteem that it

is not far distant from those parts.89

Europeans who read accounts such as these gained an image of Brazil as a natural wonderland,

astonishing in its natural beauty.

88 For detailed analyses of these earliest accounts, see (Carvalho 1998); Burns (1995); Hecht (2013). Lack of space
in this chapter prevents me from undertaking a more complete survey of accounts of Brazil through the nineteenth
century. I have included several illustrative examples. For more on edenic notions of Brazil in general, see Holanda
(Holanda 2010 [1969]); Schwarcz (2006); Rajao and Duque (2014).
89 Vespucci wrote his famed Mundus Novas letter following his third expedition, in which his ships sailed from
Cabo de Santo Agostinho, in present-day central Pernambuco, to Canandia, in what today is the far south of Sao
Paulo state.
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Image 8: Map of Brazil in the Miller Atlas, 1519. Flora, fauna, and resource extraction are primary
features of the depiction. Source: "Name of Brazil," Wikipedia.com.

Sixteenth century accounts lavished no less praise on the abundant and productive natural

endowments of the Brazilian landscape. "Dialogues on the Greatness of Brazil," written by sugar

planter Ambr6sio Fernandes Branddo around 1618, were a kind of promotional brochure

designed to celebrate the colony's potential, but they also serve as a detailed commentary on the

social and political organization of Brazil and on its problems and potential (Schwartz 2009:

205). The text, written around 1618, served essentially as a travel brochure to attract immigrants,

wrote that
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The land is prepared to grow all the agricultural products of the world, for its great

fertility, excellent climate, good skies, temperament, salutary airs, and other thousand

attributes that are together.. .We could make comparisons.. .with that paradise of the earth

in which God our lord, put our father Adam in the garden" (quoted in (Carvalho 1998).

In the eighteenth century, as the first historical texts were produced on Brazil, authors

made ample mention of Brazil's environmental beauty and productivity in describing the colony.

Sebastido da Rocha Pita's Histdria da America Portuguesa (1730), the first historical account of

the Brazilian colony published, covered early European settlement through 1724. The text

includes extensive sections on the natural history of the colony alongside accounts of the early

settlement period, a decision that Rocha Pita justifies by claiming that in writing the history of

Brazil, the "political" itself contains much of the "natural," which makes the historical account

more complete:

this History, that being mainly political, has much of the natural, for this makes it more

agreeable not only for a report of the precious minerals, but also of the innumerable

terrestrial, quadruped, reptile, and volatile animals, horrible monsters, which are aquatic,

because these seas produce great things, but also the vegetables, with such extraordinary

productions of nature, which make this great portion of earth extremely fertile

(fertilissima).

It was in the nineteenth century, however, that science came to play a key role in

validating the importance of Brazilian landscapes in essentialized understandings of Brazil and

its people. During this period, when modem scientific practice became unified and codified in

Western Europe, the natural sciences influenced the pattern of imperial expansion. Colonial and

state governmental officials came to believe that knowledge of nature would allow the best
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possible use of resources for capitalist and territorial expansion. Thus, science allowed them to

"govern nature" in the most efficient ways possible (Drayton 2000). But first, the natural world

had to be known.

Geographer, naturalist, and explorer Alexander von Humboldt made the first modem

scientific studies of the flora and fauna of Latin America. He spent nearly a year from 1799 to

1800 in the Venezuelan Amazon, cataloging the plants and animals he and his travel companion

encountered. Other naturalists, funded by European governments and museums, followed. They

extensively documented their travels and brought back thousands of living and dead specimens

to Europe for study and curiosity displays (Raffles 2002; McCook 2002; Schiebinger 2004).

From 1817 to 1820, German naturalists Carl Friedrich Phillipp von Martius and Johann Baptist

von Spix examined the soil, climate, and plants of the Amazon region. Also from 1817 to 1820,

French botanist Auguste de Saint-Hilaire conducted natural historical expeditions in Minas

Gerais and the interior of Rio de Janeiro. English naturalist William John Burchell explored the

Brazilian Amazon basin and Mato Grosso from 1825-1829. And in 1832, Charles Darwin's

Beagle voyage traveled the Brazilian coast, documenting wildlife from Fernando de Noronha in

Pernambuco to Rio de Janeiro. Fifteen years later, from 1848 to 1852, British naturalist Henry

Walter Bates and entomologist Alfred Russel Wallace spent four and a half years collecting

specimens in the Brazilian Amazon. And later in the century, in 1882, Herbert H. Smith led an

expedition across the southern part of Brazil to document the mammalian species found there.

While they discovered new species for classification in the Linnaean system, they also

sought plants that could expand the European pharmacological repertoire. By enlisting the

expertise of indigenous people, they collectively cataloged hundreds of plants that could be used

for medicinal purposes. The widely read travel accounts these naturalists produced depicted
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Brazil, with the Amazon Rain Forest often standing in for the entire territory, as important and

useful precisely because of the flora and fauna contained within its colonial boundaries. They

depicted wildlife as, at once, pristine and untouched by human influence, but also exploitable for

capitalist extraction. European and Brazilian urban elite readers in the nineteenth century came to

understand Brazil as a natural wonderland, with unadulterated wildlife that could be used to

benefit European and European-controlled colonial society. This perception traveled despite the

fact that the colony and then empire were sustained by large-scale monocrop plantation

agriculture, and that the cities were booming sites or culture and commerce.

Beyond planting the ideological seeds for a nationalized nature that could, through

science and technology, be harnessed for capitalist gain, these nineteenth century botanical and

animal cataloging efforts coincided with the development of state censuses to account for

populations within national, colonial, and imperial boundaries, as well as surveys and maps that

defined and claimed national territories. McCook (2002) writes that particularly for Latin

American governments, national floras were part of broader programs to incorporate the natural

world into the national political and economic order. Scientific inventories helped colonies and

states establish control over the natural world, just as censuses helped the state establish control

over civil society. These naturalist expeditions effectively catalogued and captured Brazilian

nature for both territorial and ideological control.

Plantations as Spaces of Ecological Exploitation

A second, less obvious space from which I argue the Brazilian nationalized understanding of

nature emerged was the plantation. I contend that the pervasiveness of plantations and the

emergence of a plantation ecology logic as a structuring force in Brazilian society resulted in a

treatment of the natural world and its ecological relations as inherently exploitable. Following
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Schwartz (1986), who argues that sugarcane plantations directly shaped the formation of

Brazilian society, I argue that the logic of plantation ecology that undergirded plantation social-

ecological interactions had a direct impact on Brazilian conceptualizations of the land and the

Brazilian territory.

From the very first report of Brazilian land, written in 1500 by explorer and "discoverer

of Brazil" Pedro Alvares Cabral's scribe Pero Vaz de Caminha and addressed to King Manuel I

of Portugal, the territory was described in terms of its agricultural potential: "the land of the

country is very healthful. The country is so well-favored that if it were rightly cultivated it would

yield everything" (quoted in Camargo et al. 2010:590). Manuel's son, King Jodo III (nicknamed

"The Colonizer" ["o Colonizador"]), saw opportunity. Following moderate success growing

sugarcane on European western Atlantic islands, the king sent a skilled sugar planting expert

with numerous stalks on the 1532 expedition of Martin Alfonso de Sousa, the primary goal of

which was to remove the French from the Brazilian coast. The settlers cleared land and cane

quickly took root (Schwartz 1986; Rogers 2010). On orders of the crown, they built small,

animal powered mills to process the cane and sent the boiled, distilled sugar to Europe for further

refinement.
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Image 9: Seventeenth century Dutch etching of a sugarcane plantation in Pernambuco, the main sugar
producing region of colonial Brazil. The river, topography, and forested vegetation feature prominently.
A cane field bums in the upper left corner of the etching. Source: (Instituto Engenho Camaragibe 2018).

Manual sugarcane planting and especially harvesting and processing involved and still

involve brutal labor in harsh conditions. Cane fields must be burned prior to cutting in order to

make the fleshy cane stalks brittle and to rid the fields of snakes. The remaining charred leaf

debris makes breathing while hacking down cane with a machete difficult. While the early mills

were animal powered, they still required laborers to haul the cane and oversee the large and

dangerous cane pressing machines and the enormous vats of boiling water in which the extracted

cane juice was refined into brown crystals. For the first century of sugar production in Brazil,

settlers enslaved indigenous Brazilians to perform this work. But the labor force was soon

inadequate for the large-scale plantations that successful sugar production and sale in Europe had

caused to emerge (Schwartz 1986). The Portuguese encouraged the small slave trade that was

already occurring on the west coast of Africa, resulting, with the aid of other European colonial

AJ
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agricultural regimes, in the expansion of the African slave trade and the forced, unimaginably

brutal mass displacement of over 12 million African people over the course of three centuries.

For at least the first two centuries of settlement in Brazil, growing sugarcane was the

central focus. Increasingly technologically advanced plantations emerged up and down the

northeastern coast and expanded into the interior as operations grew (Dean 1997). It is difficult

to overstate the ecological impact that sugarcane agriculture wrought on the Brazilian landscape.

The abundant forests that early chroniclers described to Europeans provided fertile soil for

growing cane and ample biomass resources for firing stills and building infrastructure, such as

mills and houses. While Europeans were imagining the splendors and beauty of the Brazilian

rain forests, colonial planters and mill owners thought only of sending their profitable goods

back to Portugal, and often, eventually returning there themselves. Far more enamored by

burgeoning trans-Atlantic capitalist trade than the romantic notion of the lush forest, they rapidly

destroyed the complex ecological balance of the region's native flora and fauna. When they ran

out of trees and fertile soil along the coast, they moved inland, expanding the plantation system

that required ever more human labor and natural resources to function (ibid).

The plantation society that emerged in Brazil unarguably shaped the social structure of

Brazilian society that was born directly from its expansion (Schwartz 1986). But I contend that

this social structure was not limited to interrelations between persons. Heather Paxson (Paxson

2013) writes of the "ecologies of production" upon which cheese production on North American

dairy farms rely. In the capitalist space of the farm or plantation, multiple organisms come

together in an assemblage of organic, social, and symbolic forces to create value-making
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activity.90 While for Paxson's cheesemakers and for the biochemists I discussed these industrial

ecological relations were nurtured, tended, and/or used to valorize the ecologies from which

profit was made, for Portuguese colonial planters, many organisms were enlisted and destroyed

in the search for profit. While the emotional and ideological investments of these planters and

millers is unknown, it is clear that even on monocrop plantations, many organisms are

incorporated into and integral to a value-making enterprise (cf. Allewaert 2013).

In the Brazilian colony and empire, these were spaces of complex ecological relations, in

which free Europeans oversaw enslaved people as they planted an Indonesian crop in microbe-

rich Brazilian soil surrounded by microscopic as well as large-scale pests, who then chopped

cane that was crushed using heavy industrial technology and boiled over fires fueled with local

hardwoods. Such ecological relations, I argue, were also foundational to how Brazilian society

was formed, and how Brazilians came to understand their national relationship with nature. For

in plantation ecology, the domination of nature is justified by the efficient use of land and

resources for purposes that benefit the social elite. Settlers saw Brazilian nature as abundant,

productive, and exploitable, when use for agriculture. It is not difficult to imagine the Brazilian

national motto-"Order and Progress"-emerging from the mindset of persons who had

internalized a plantation ecology logic. The national drive for the efficient control and use of

land took root in Brazilian plantation society.

Though Brazil was and remains the world's leading producer of sugarcane, by the late

eighteenth century, sugarcane was no longer Brazil's most profitable crop. Coffee had replaced

it, and logging and mining became important industries for creating commodities for export. But

90 O'Gorman (2017) also points to the shifting biocultural terrains of the borders between agriculture and "nature" in
Australian wetland farming. But the colonial monocrop agriculture I describe has less porous borders than
informants perceive in the context she describes.
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Brazil's economy remained agriculturally-based. From the early 1800s on, agrarian science

played a major role in shifting the crop plants, techniques, technologies, and viable spaces of

agriculture in Brazil. Controlling "nature" through science and technology became an approach

to shaping ecological relations and a tool through which land and people could be governed.

Indeed, much colonial and state scientific investment up until the middle of the twentieth century

was devoted to agronomic science, which has resulted in Brazil becoming a global leader in the

field.91

The turn of the nineteenth century saw the earliest colonial government investments in

agricultural science. King Dom Joao VI, who fled Napoleon's invasion of Portugal and

established Brazil as the center of the Portuguese empire in 1808, created the Botanical Garden

of Rio de Janeiro (Real Horto). While the primary goal of the garden was "leisure" for the king

and his court, he also had an "acclimation garden" constructed to acclimate crop plants brought

from the West Indies, especially tea (Camargo et al. 2010). The government under Joao VI's son,

Pedro I, made the scientific improvement of agriculture an economic priority. Pedro ordered the

founding of the Agriculture School of the Botanical Gardens of Rio de Janeiro in 1833. The

School's focus was on soil science, specifically soil chemistry, which was a new field of inquiry.

The School's dual goals were to rival international advances that were being made

internationally, especially in Europe, and to improve agricultural productivity as the dwindling of

the international slave trade made importing enslaved labor more difficult (ibid.).

In the second half of the nineteenth century, agrarian science began to receive increased

state funding. In 1859, the imperial government established the first institution devoted to crop

91 As mentioned in the Introduction and Chapter 2, the country's best agronomic university, the Luiz de Queiroz
College of Agriculture (Escola Superior de Agricultura "Luiz de Queiroz"), ranks among the top ten universities for
agricultural sciences in the world, and has in recent years been in the top five, according to U.S. News and World
Report. (URL: https://www.usnews.com/education/best-global-universities/agricultural-sciences)
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improvement, the Bahian Imperial Institute of Agriculture (Rezende 2009). The Botanical

Garden's Agricultural School, the Institute focused on improving crop production in order to

replace slave labor. The first school of agronomy, in Cruz das Almas, in the agriculturally

productive state of Bahia, was founded with governmental funding in 1875 (now part of the

Federal University of Bahia), and a second agronomy school was opened in 1883 in Pelotas, Rio

Grande do Sul (now part of the Federal University of Pelotas) (Toscano 2009). The federal

government became directly involved in agricultural science with the founding of the Ministry of

Agriculture, Industry and Commerce (Ministerio da Agricultura, Indistria e Comercio [MAIC])

in 1909 (Bhering and Maio 2011).

Industrialization and urbanization in the first half of the twentieth century resulted in a

stagnation in agricultural productivity and research and development (Pereira et al. 2012), though

the Ministry of Agriculture did continue to support some research during this time (Rodrigues

1987). The Green Revolution of the late 1960s did improve crop yields and result in increased

national production, as farmers planted newly-improved crops and fertilizers in previously

unused lands in the Brazilian Cerrado (savannah). While these changes came from increased

governmental investment in farmers' access to low-interest loans and credit for the purposes of

purchasing fertilizers, seeds, and machinery through the National System of Rural Credit

(Sistema Nacional de Credito Rural [SNCR]), founded in 1965, the technologies themselves had

been developed outside of Brazil (Bacha and Carvalho 2014). Significant governmental

investment in agricultural science and technology did not recommence until the military

government established the Brazilian Agricultural Research Corporation (Empresa Brasileira de

Pesquisa Agropecudria [EMBRAPA]) in 1973. EMBRAPA was successful in funding scientific

research on crop development and fertilizers adapted specifically for Brazil's various agricultural
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regions, and resulted in agricultural modernization throughout the nation. The state continues to

fund public, public-private, and university programs and institutions aimed at agricultural

research and development.

With few gaps, Brazil's governmental leaders have made agrarian science an economic

priority. As in the natural historical exploratory expeditions, controlling nature through science

and technology was seen as a tool through which land and people could be governed. Following

two centuries of state and private funding, Brazil's agrarian science program is a global leader. 92

The State Consolidates "Backlands" Nature into Brazilian Nationalism

By the late 1 9 th century, government officials, public intellectuals, and scientists alike believed

that a scientific understanding of and control over Brazilian nature was crucial to the national

project. The idea of "preservation" emerged as government leaders and scientists sought to

maintain the "natural" diversity and richness that the Brazilian nation contained. The project of

preservation was built into the founding of several major museums and institutions, which sought

not only to know and conquer natural resources but preserve and protect them. The scientifically-

oriented Paraense Emilio Goeldi Museum (1866), Paulista Museum (1890), National Museum

(1892), and Butanti Institute (1901) all promoted conservationist positions towards Brazil's

natural environments (Lopes 2009).

But scientific knowledge of the nation through natural and social history museums wasn't

the only venue in which Brazilian nature was entering the national mythos in the late nineteenth

century. Urban populations were becoming increasingly interested in the so-called "backlands"

of Brazil: the western cerrado and sertdo, mostly arid regions in the interior where mixed-race

peasant farmers and recently-emancipated Afro-Brazilians struggled to subsist on small-scale

92 Brazilian R&D is especially strong for sugarcane science, largely because of research conducted at the once-
public, now semi-public Sugarcane Technology Center (Centro de Tecnologia Canavieira) [CTC]).
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agriculture in small communities. Representations of these other Brazilians, who differed in

significant ways from the mostly white urban elite, began to appear in the coastal cities. 93

This portrayal of the archetypal mixed-race Brazilian pioneer who knows, works, and

comes from the land is best typified in the work of painter Jose Ferraz de Almeida Junior, whose

paintings exposed popular urban audiences to his rural subject matter for the first time. A painter

from the interior of the Sao Paulo territory, Almeida Junior challenged official art by introducing

ordinary people from the hinterlands and scenes of their daily life into Brazilian painting, even

before authors like da Cunha had published on the daily lives of mixed-race Brazilians living in

the "backlands." He scandalized Brazil's urban bourgeoisie when he displayed "0 Derrubador"

("The Woodcutter," with a forceful, perhaps violent connotation) in 1884 (see image 10). His

sensuous portrayal of a resting, half-nude male provided viewers with a new theme-the

ordinary man-that stood in contrast to portraits of elites in ornate rooms or in tranquil parks.

Almeida Junior painted him as the true hero who opened the West, who conquered it with the

axe he held in his left hand. Phenotypically, the woodcutter represented a distinctly Brazilian

"type": of mixed-racial origin, distinct from the European bodies so often seen in art at the time.

Paintings like Almeida Junior's offered a new view of the West, one that turned its back to

Europe and the coast and looked to the rugged, natural interior, with the ordinary Brazilian as the

hero pioneer (Bums 1995).

93 For detailed accounts of this history, see Moog (1964); Schwarcz (2006); Dupas (2007); Heizer and Viadeira
(2014).
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Image 10: "0 Derrubador" ("The Woodcutter"), Jos6 Ferraz de Almeida Jinior, 1884.
Source: (Almeida Jnnior 1875).

At the turn of the twentieth century, a number of urban journalists and authors traveled

into the "backlands" to gain first-hand accounts of the people who lived there. These writers, the

most widely-read of whom was journalist Euclides da Cunha (2010 [1902]), wrote books and

articles describing hearty, mixed-race Brazilian pioneers, working the soil of the nation for the

betterment of themselves and their country. Through these reports, the coastal intellectual elites

"discovered" the histories and practices of people living outside of their own understanding of

Brazilian society. To these mixed-race, laboring-class people they attributed a distinctive

Brazilian personality, one of a simple person with strong moral values whose life and livelihood

was connected to the land, that henceforth served as an ideal citizen for a burgeoning Brazilian

nationalism. This miscegenated, rural Brazilian was necessarily born of and connected to

-21W -'s A
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environmental factors radically different from their own, and they glamorized and valorized this

difference (Bums 1995; cf. Souza 2000).

By the first decades of the twentieth century, the links between the Brazilian natural

environments and the state and its citizenry itself were intertwined in this rural figure of the "true

Brazilian." Intellectuals became increasingly interested in newly-translated early travelers'

accounts of rural and forested Brazil as a way to access "pristine" versions of the nation's

environmental diversity. A prime example is the educator Fernando de Azevedo's book series

Colegdo Brasiliana. Inaugurated in 1931, the series sought to educate the general public by

publishing studies of Brazil, including nineteenth century travelers' accounts, scientific reports

on Brazilian flora and fauna, and geological, cartographic, geographic, and ethnological

studies. 94 The main objective of the series was "to reveal Brazil to Brazilian people," making

Brazil "more and more familiar to make it more and more loved" (quoted in Duarte 2003:25).

By the beginning of the presidency of Getu'lio Vargas, who served as interim president

from 1930-1934, constitutional president from 1934-1937, and dictator from 1937-1945, the

state government had begun to codify the unity of the Brazilian nation and its natural

environments. General acceptance of the value of Brazilian nature by the Brazilian scientific

community was shown by the participation of a wide array of scientific institutions in the

National Museum's "First Brazilian Conference on Nature Protection" ("Primeira Conferencia

Brasileira de Protecygo i Natureza"), sponsored by President Vargas (Franco and Drummond

2009). Following the establishment of the Forest Code in 1934, in which prohibitions against the

felling of designated forests and the protection of endangered species were first mentioned in

9 The Colegdo Brasiliana book series was published from 1931 to 1993, and ultimately included 437 volumes. The
collection was digitized by the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro and is available at
http://www.brasiliana.com.br/.
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legislation, the Constitution of 1937 included "nature" in the list of items to be protected and

specially cared for by the nation, states, and cities. Attacks against "landscapes or places

particularly endowed by nature" were compared to ones committed against national heritage

(Duarte 2003).

Since the 1930s, then, state policy has promoted wildlife conservation, protected

undeveloped lands, supported scientific production of a patrimonialized "nature," and

incorporated an ideology of natural origins into the mythos of the national origin. 95 This not only

consolidated at the state level the idea of "nature" as central to Brazilian nationality; it also

attested to the strength of the dictatorship state in penetrating and possessing what had been or

could have become regionally-controlled land or private property. By intervening in the

management of spaces and resources deemed "natural," the centralized state, especially under the

Vargas governments and later the military dictatorship of 1964-1985, was able to supersede local

and private extractive interests to benefit the state, both economically and ideologically.

Yet Vargas, like the later military dictatorship, did not see conservation, preservation, and

protection as what today might be called "environmentalist" principles. For the state under these

dictatorships, and for the centralized, populist democratic governments that came between and

that followed, natural resources were meant to be exploited, and the already crucial agrarian

economy needed to be transformed into hyper-productive, technologically-aided, modem

industrial systems. During his widely publicized visit to the Amazonian city of Manaus in 1940,

Vargas stated that "nature offers a magnificent gift that demands treatment and cultivation by

human hands" (quoted in Garfield 2004:151). In this spirit, Vargas launched the March to the

West campaign (Marcha para o Oeste), a large-scale migration movement that encouraged

95 For an extensive discussion of the role of indigenous groups and imaginaries constructed about them in the
formation of the ideas of Brazilian nature, see Garfield (2004).
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adventurous and/or unemployed coastal citizens to populate and settle the sprawling and very

sparsely populated Central-West region ("backlands") and eventually the more rugged Amazon

(cf. Nehring 2016). Government officials organized parties and sent them to areas that were

already producing small amounts of raw materials and foodstuffs at low cost, thus subsidizing

the implantation of industrialization in the central region. A "manifest destiny" idea of expanding

the nation westward took hold, revealing the deep ties people held between the territorial land

and the nation itself (Garfield 2001).

To contemporary ears, a government-sponsored internal colonization program does not

sound like a valorization of nature. However, the quest to settle and utilize unoccupied, so-called

"underproductive" land fit the model of the ideal Brazilian citizen that originated in the late-

nineteenth century: hearty mixed-race people who communed and grew with the land so that all

might prosper. The March to the West campaign not only sought to bring "the Brazilian spirit" of

"order and progress" to the vast territory the state controlled; it also aimed to thin the burgeoning

population of urban poor in overcrowded coastal cities. The project was maintained for forty

years, and ultimately instigated the founding of approximately forty three cities and towns

(including one state capital, the planned city of Goias), the establishment of eight "national

agricultural colonies" that promoted technological modernization of agrarian practices, and the

construction of nineteen airfields that helped provide supplies to the remote settlers. 96 Nature,

nation, technological modernization, and capitalist expansion were linked legislatively,

96 Federal Decree No. 3,059, dated February 14, 1941, which founded the National Agricultural Colony program,
determined that: "the Federal Government, in collaboration with the state and municipal governments and all federal
public administration bodies and through the Ministry of Agriculture, will promote the founding and installation of
large National Agricultural Colonies, which will be destined to receive and establish, as rural landowners,
admittedly poor Brazilian citizens who show aptitude for agricultural work and, exceptionally, qualified foreign
farmers." On the National Agricultural Colonies, see (Freitas and Mello 2014). On Brazilian scientific expansion
into the west, see (Nogueira 2018). On the history of the founding of the state capital of Goids, Goidnia, as part of
the March to the West, see (IBGE 2014).
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economically, and ideologically, as unoccupied regions were settled and made into productive

agricultural spaces. In the sparsely populated but productive interior, intellectuals and

government officials alike saw the forces of nature in ways that were not visible to them in dense

cities. Not, that is, until the backlands came to the cities, in the form of the favela (see next

subsection).

During World War II and the postwar period, urban elites in Sao Paulo and Rio de

Janeiro saw increased industrialization, commercialism, urban expansion, and population

growth. They came to valorize public parks and botanical gardens for the "primitive" and

"natural" landscapes and wildlife they offered. These naturalistic proclivities contributed to the

Brazilian environmentalist movements that developed in the following decades. The

environmentalisms that emerged in Brazil went on to influence the ever-evolving ideological

underpinnings of the natural world as essential to Brazil and "Brazilianness." As I will describe

below, the biochemistry scientists with whom I worked and the funding organizations from

whom they received financial resources, all relied on environmentalist ethoses of "sustainability"

in their promotion of uniquely Brazilian natural resources as the substrate of sustainable products

for a global green economy.

Favelas

While less relevant to my discussion of the role of science, technology, and capitalism in the

nationalizing of Brazilian nature, it is worth briefly noting a fourth space, the favela, in which

"Brazilianness" came to be understood as originating within "nature," outside of traditional

urban culture and society. Favelas, or hillside urban informal settlements, first appeared in Rio

de Janeiro in the final years of the 1890s, when federal soldiers from the War of Canudos
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returned to the national capital. 97 Though celebrated as national heroes in newspapers, when

returned to Rio for their pensions, they were denied remuneration. With nowhere to live in the

city, they set up an encampment on a steep hillside near the government's central administrative

buildings. The soldiers soon erected small wooden houses, and were joined by Afro-Brazilians

who, having only gained emancipation in 1888, were migrating in large numbers to urban centers

seeking employment. Recalling the harsh conditions of battle, the soldiers called the settlement

"Morro da Favela" or "Favela Hill," after a thorny, robust plant they had encountered in the arid

Bahian landscape during the War of Canudos. So-called "favelas" quickly popped up on the

green hillsides of the city, such that by the 1920s, the city government viewed them as a major

social problem (Valladares 2008; Angelini 2013). However, with no means of resettling or

organizing these large settlements, they became regular features of the burgeoning cities across

Brazil's wealthy southeast region as the twentieth century progressed.

The use as national cultural patrimony of music, dance, food, sport, and aesthetics that

emerged from Brazil's urban poor in the twentieth century has been well documented (e.g. Sneed

2008; Kittleson 2014; Collins 2015; Silva and L6pez 2015). Intellectual elites, in texts and art,

and the federal government, in patrimonialization and international outreach efforts, have

branded as quintessentially "Brazilian" those cultural forms that favela residents and other urban

poor developed, such as samba, capoeira, Carnaval, and soccer, cultural forms that generate

tourist money and bolster the national economy (Angelini 2016; Collins 2015). The contradiction

9 The Canudos soldiers had, for three years, battled and ultimately defeated a band of 30,000 settlers, led by
religious cult leader Ant6nio Vicente Mendes Maciel (called "Ant6nio Conselheiro" ["Anthony the Counselor"] by
his followers and in many subsequent accounts). The group established the independent town of Canudos in 1893 in
the northeastern state of Bahia. Canudos was operating outside of Brazilian law and jurisdiction, and as more and
more landless peasants, formerly enslaved peoples, displaced indigenous people, and outlaws joined the community,
the federal government felt increasingly threatened by the counter-state movement. Small battalions of armed
soldiers were repeatedly defeated by the machete- and axe-wielding settlers, until the federal government sent in a
3,000-soldier force with heavy artillery to battle the group. The army ultimately killed Mendes Maciel, and tortured,
raped, and massacred all but 150 members of the settlement.
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is that these urban spaces are excluded from the formal city in terms of infrastructure and

investment, and are instead often considered forest, "informal," or otherwise non-urban. For

example, widely-used tourist maps of Rio show green mountains where thousands of laboring

city citizens live (see image 11). And while their homes are erased from maps as green space,

residents are construed as "uncivilized," "uneducated," ignorant" or "primitive' within cities.

MAPA 3/ MAP 3 4 O

Image 11: "Nomad Free Guide," a typical tourist map of Rio de Janeiro. The green patches labeled

"Morro" are almost all densely occupied by informal settlements. Source: (La Historia con Mapa 2015).

Yet the cultural forms to which they have given rise are the foundation for what the state

adopts and promotes as quintessentially Brazilian cultural patrimony and heritage. Favela

residents and their cultural practices have become essential to Brazilian identity, precisely

because they, like the "backlands" Brazilian archetype that preceded them, are understood to be

outside of urban culture and closer to nature. Their "backwards" ways of living and their nation-

defining cultural forms are both seen as environmentally-determined, emerging from their
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position on the hillsides and outskirts of the formal, built city. The practiced and visual erasure of

favelas and their residents is a form of naturalization that depicts an "uncivilized" collective of

cultural producers who ultimately supply Brazil with its cultural patrimony precisely because of

their position outside of the controlled social realm of law and order.

In this section, I have tried to show how multiple scientific and state forms of knowledge

and control have resulted in an understanding of the Brazilian nation and its people as essentially

"natural." Beginning with early accounts of the colony and its natural resources, continuing to

examine depictions of the Amazon Forest as central to an exported portrayal of "Brazil," then

examining plantations and their ecological relations as foundational to Brazilian social structure,

then examining the construction of the Brazilian hinterlands and later favelas as defining of

"Brazilianness" and Brazilian culture, I have sought to show how Brazilian nature is integral to

Brazilian's and others' conceptualizations of the Brazilian nation. In the following section, I will

argue that this inextricable link between Brazilian nature and the nation is, in the era of

"sustainability," inspiring scientists to forge a unique form of Brazilian green capitalism. In this

Brazilian green capitalism, biological materials, products, and technologies construed as

"Brazilian" and hence "natural" provide added-value to a global South nation's efforts to

contribute "sustainable" products to an emerging "bio-economy." In the case of the biochemists

with whom I worked, fermentation was the key conversion technology that transformed "nature"

into "commodities."

Science, Nationalism, and Brazilian Green Capitalism
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Nation, Nature, and Brazilian Bioproducts: Recap

As I have argued, Brazil's nature is considered central to the nation's make-up, to its identity. In

the minds of many Brazilians, Brazil-the people and the land-is its nature, is the people and

resources its nature produces and provides. And much of this "nature" has been cataloged and

categorized by scientists. Ecological scientists, beginning in the 1940s but more seriously in the

1960s, identified Brazil as a "megabiodiverse country," containing approximately twenty percent

of the total number of described species on the planet (Mittermeier et al. 2005). Scientists report

that the diversity of the country's six official biomes-the Amazon, the Atlantic Forests, the

Pampas (Southern Plains), the Cerrado (savannah), the Pantanal (wetlands), and the Caatinga

(scrub desert), as well as a designated marine biome-has allowed for the development of a

uniquely diverse variety of life forms, especially microbial life (Bruce et al. 2012).

At the Rio Earth Summit of 1992, international government representatives pledged for

the first time to draft legislation protecting the environment. At that summit, Brazilian leaders

promised two legislative actions: to make "sustainable development" central to Brazilian foreign

policy, and to promote an alternative energy regime within national borders (Rio+20 2011).

Sugarcane ethanol has been central to both of these projects. In earnest since the mid-2000s,

federal and state-level governments have been pairing with private industry to fund the scientific

and technological development of sugarcane based biofuels as part of a project to promote

sustainable development and "green" commodities for consumption on a global market. Ethanol

made from sugarcane uses fewer resources than ethanol made from other crop plant sources

because of sugarcane's efficient photosynthesis process. But even though the fuel is

internationally accepted as an "advanced" or "second generation" biofuel because of its relative

efficiency (see e.g. (US EPA 2015), the scientists with whom I worked, as described above, are
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seeking to make ever-more efficient fuels from sugarcane waste, and to create new "bio-based"

commodities from sugarcane waste. Their work and the work of other Brazilian sugarcane

scientists (see Chapters 2 and 4) are coming to define Brazil's efforts to promote the nation's

domestic and international economic activities as "natural" and "green" through an agrarian

technoscience that draws on markedly "Brazilian" biological resources.

Earlier, I described why it mattered to these biochemists that the yeasts and bagasse with

which they worked were "natural" and "Brazilian." To them, using Brazilian biological materials

"proved" that the nation's biodiversity was useful for its natural resources, which could be

enlisted in technoscientific capitalist endeavors. As well, the "culture of sugarcane"-the

centuries-long cultivation and processing of the crop and its byproducts, its history, and its social

and industrial impacts-has led to the development of a uniquely Brazilian form of

biotechnology that scientists believe can have global influence through the uniquely Brazilian

commodities it produces. And, as I have tried to show, in calling these yeasts and the bagasse

they fermented "uniquely Brazilian" because of their origin in Brazilian natural spaces, these

scientists draw on centuries of popular and academic understandings of Brazil as a site of "the

natural" and, more recently, "the biodiverse." Now, scientists like those in the CBI lab, are

adding "sustainable" to that complex and dynamic list of defining features by, once again,

extracting biological resources and inserting them into contexts of commercial application, with

value added for their "Brazilian" origin. In this concluding section, I aim to describe the uniquely

Brazilian form of green capitalism that I identified, and to show how it is influencing the state's

and scientists' efforts to expand the Brazilian economy through scientifically-derived

commodities, specifically from sugarcane and Brazilian "wild" yeasts.
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Brazilian Green Capitalism: Waste-to- Value, Sustainability, and Brazilian Nature

In the CBI lab, the logic of Brazilian-as-natural allowed researchers to consider a "Brazilian

biorefinery" a "green" endeavor that could contribute to efforts of global sustainability-

meaning ecologically and economically sustainable capitalist production. The idea of the

biorefinery rests on the use of industrial biological residues and waste products to create valuable

commodities in a "waste-to-value" cycle of simultaneous consumption and production. In this

model, waste-to-value processes are constituted by and promoted within a capitalist logic of

sustainability that supposes economic and ideological value inherent to biological materials and

processes, or what scholars have called "biocapital" (cf. Helmreich 2007; 2008; Helmreich and

Labruto 2017). Studies that focus on "capitalizing life" through the biological sciences have

primarily considered biotechnologies that include stem cells and therapeutic molecules (Sunder

Rajan 2006), genomics (Fischer 2018; Fortun 2008), gene-editing technology (Kirksey 2016),

genetic mapping and testing (Rose 2007), epigenetics (Landecker and Panofsky 2013; Meloni

and Testa 2014), organ trafficking and donation (Scheper-Hughes 2001; Sharp 2006), and

embodied biocapital (David, Girard, and Nguyen 2015; Vora 2015; Idrus and Hardon 2014).

With the notable exceptions of studies of bioprospecting (Hayden 2003; Gaudilliere 2014), and

animal breeding (Ritvo 1996; Haraway 2007; Franklin 2007), these human-centric accounts have

examined the ways that biovalue is generated from the instrumentalization of living entities for

human use and profit. My interlocutors' development of the biorefinery allows me to bring an

analysis of biological waste into the biocapital conversation.

Many promoters of sustainable development, including my informants, seek to close a

cyclic, natural, ecosystemic way of consuming that they contend industrialization linearized.

Endeavors like waste-to-value production could return consumption processes to their "natural"
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state-a circular economy-by rethinking the ways that goods are produced and consumed, and

how waste is managed. Promoters' goal is a version of our current world that enables sustained,

continuous consumption, without "running out" of raw materials to process, or killing ourselves

with the toxicity of our waste. Biological processes are rendered in ways that discursively and

materially link cycles in nature with "sustainable" capitalist expansion. In the ideology of

sustainability, then, cyclic biological processes are construed as constitutive of nature itself, and

come to serve as the model for human economic and social growth (Labruto 2014).

CBI scientists defined green capitalism (capitalismo verde) as: industrial practices that

replace harmful, polluting, extractive processes and products with benign, biologically-based

production that can contribute to both planetary improvement and industrial growth. 98 Green

capitalism, they contend, will ensure sustainable ways of living in the present and future. And

science-particularly biochemistry, is uniquely poised to contribute these green processes and

products to industrial efforts to "go green," as Henrique put it in English.

More broadly conceived, green capitalism is the view that market-based governance can

be used to resolve environmental problems while continuing or expanding capitalist production.

The concept of the circular economy is a popular model for green capitalist systems, ones to

which these scientists aspired. De-linearizing the industrial system by diminishing resource

extraction and waste production in a circular economy represents an internalization of the viable

limits of capitalist production, which, I argue, is a primary characteristic of green capitalism (cf.

Smith 2007; Beck 2010; Peet, Robbins, and Watts 2010). Marx identified this characteristic of

the capitalist system: to "exploit" its own weaknesses and gain strength from them through the

internalization limits, and in doing so maximize the sphere of capital circulation (Marx 2004

9 I compiled this definition from various definitions provided by lab members.
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[1857]; cf. Harvey 2005). In its current iteration, it means that, since capitalism is threatened by

both resource scarcity because of over production and by waste accumulation from rampant

consumption, capitalistic "forces" can use the abundant waste we have as a resource to further

perpetuate and strengthen the global capitalist market. In the model of the biorefinery that my

interlocutors championed, the best way to do this was to harness the inherent productivity of

nature-in the form of biological materials-as the "factory" that can convert waste into a

resource for commodity production. They seek to close the perceived gap between capitalist

commodity production and waste generation by utilizing waste for the production of energy

commodities.

In their understanding of the biorefinery, CBI scientists construed the "factory-like"

biological conversion processes that yeasts perform as coming from and in accord with a cyclic

"nature," which will yield both ecologically and economically beneficial results. Thus, they link

these biological processes with capitalist expansion, and in doing so create of model in which a

naturalized waste-to-value model serves as the model for human economic and social growth as

well as ecological conservation. This model of the naturalized capitalist biofactory is not unique

to Brazil. However, in this case, this logic of sustainable capitalist development piggybacks on

renderings of Brazilian biological materials as already closer to or synonymous with "nature" by

virtue of their national origin. As such, Brazilian scientists and their funders are coming to define

technoscientific interventions that promote "green capitalism" as natural in a uniquely Brazilian

way. Because these advanced biofuels and the other bioproducts they create in the lab come from

Brazil-employing Brazilian biological materials gathered from Brazilian ecosystems and

plantations in Brazilian biotechnological fermentation processes-they are essentially and
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already "natural," "green," and sustainable in ways that biological materials and processes from

another nation would not be.

The concept of the Brazilian biorefinery, then, combines (1) an internationally-

recognized construction of sustainable production as cyclic in a way that mirrors nature through

waste use, and (2) an understanding of Brazilian products as "natural" by virtue of their national

origin. While scholars have examined the value of waste (Labruto 2012; Kirby and Lora-

Wainwright 2014; Reno 2015; Millar 2018), none have framed discarded biological matter in

terms of its biological value or biotechnological potential. The biorefinery requires that

agricultural residues be framed as potential pollutants divorced from the conditions necessary to

make the primary product from which it was generated. This "waste" then becomes the principle

production input into the factory system, allowing the presence of waste in a "circular economy"

that achieves a so-called "closed system" of capitalist production and consumption. The system

is framed as "green" both because all aspects originated from biological sources and because the

externality of waste is reintemalized in the production system. Despite its production by

capitalist industry, this waste is rendered "natural" again through biotechnological mediation

(fermentation). Proponents of the biorefinery, then, fetishize agricultural waste in ways that erase

the conditions of its production while simultaneously valorizing its biological origin and its

redemptive power to "close the linear system" of capitalist resource extraction and production.

The CBI scientists, led by Henrique, were all interested in, pursuing, and/or actively

engaged in international collaborative projects in which they sought to bring these Brazilian

production techniques and the resulting products to other national contexts. They also had

procured both domestic and international funding for the lab, as funders showed interest in their

work as a "Brazilian model" of technoscientific green capitalist expansion. For these scientists,
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their collaborators, and their funders, a uniquely Brazilian form of green capitalism, based on

Brazilian materials, processes, and history, was crucial to sustaining humans' ability to consume

while simultaneously mitigating detrimental environmental outcomes.

Beyond the CBI lab's networks, every FAPESP conference, workshop, and event I

attended (six in total) was also attended by as many or more international scientists, business

people, and governmental representatives as Brazilians. Most listed in programs or with whom I

spoke came from Europe and the US, though many came from other Latin American countries,

and some from African countries. While motivations surely differed, all were keen on

understanding and learning from this "Brazilian model" or "Brazilian process" (as I heard them

called) of economic and ecological success built on technoscientific value-making built upon a

plantation-based agricultural national economy. I observed marked interest from many scientists

and business people in this Brazilian green capitalism, built on naturalized production

techniques, Brazilian biological materials and processes, and a global South economic position.

Scientists in the CBI lab believed in the power of a green economy to solve local and

global ecological problems, and they believed that Brazil was uniquely positioned to contribute

new technologies and commodities to that green economy. In their well-funded work and

altruistic motivations, I saw a form of scientific nationalism emerging, one that that is resulting

in the expansion of the Brazilian bioeconomy through the leveraging of a rhetoric of

sustainability. As Brazilian scientists and the state work to make Brazil into a global leader of

green production and consumption, they are doing so by leveraging a colonial history of natural

resource exploitation into the basis for a so-called sustainable future. Order, progress, and

productivity have come to symbolize the Brazilian nation's relationship with the natural world
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contained within its boundaries, as scientists, industrialists, and the state seek to produce

sustainable biocommodities for a green economy.

Coda: Fermentation: Waste-to- Value, Value-to- Waste

In airtight chambers, unicellular fungi have been used by humans for thousands of years to make

breads and alcohols through fermentation. Fermentation is a process that enables transformation,

conversion, not unlike alchemy. In the process of fermentation, humans rely on microbes-

primarily yeasts and bacteria-to make physical and symbolic changes to organic substances,

producing and preserving comestibles and other useful materials. The resulting products have the

power to transform our bodies, minds, environments, and practices, as they alter physical

properties that can bring us joy, pain, comfort, cleanliness, social status, health, and disease.

In the CBI lab, fermentation is the natural-cum-scientific process that allows the

conversion from wild or natural process to industrially-applicable one. Fermentation is

provocative in that it relativizes the categories of "waste" and "value." If actively fermenting

wild yeasts are taken as the primary object of analysis, bagasse, rather than being a waste product

of sugar production, is the energy that feeds at the microbial level. And ethanol becomes the

waste product of their process of anaerobic digestion instead of a fuel commodity. "Waste" and

"energy," then, both become relational categories rather than properties of materials, ones that

rely on each other for ethical purchase. And fermentation is one important place where we can

see that energy and waste have this dialectical relationship. Rather than closing a linear process

into a cycle of waste-to-energy, fermentation shows these categories to be malleable and

interchangeable from the start.
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When I posited this notion to my interlocutors, who are daily "feeding" yeasts with

nutrient medium and "feeding" the bioreactor with bagasse for the yeasts to consume, and who

frequently discuss yeast "metabolic outputs," they were surprised and delighted. Some of the

replies I received included: "I never thought of it that way!" "That's a really cool idea." "It's true

about yeasts: they are eating the bagasse and we are using their waste." "I keep thinking about

what you said about waste and value. And I have been thinking from the yeasts' perspective ever

since!" Even though they applied the categories of "waste" and "energy" normatively, they

understood that their practices showed an implicit understanding of the "yeasts' perspective."

Without recognizing it, these scientists rely on opposing understandings of waste and

energy, though ones that are not mutually exclusive. Notions of production and consumption are

central to both political and scientific dichotomizations of waste and value. Biochemists'

competing conceptualizations of production and consumption in their fermentation practices and

in their political values reveal the multiple and reinforcing applications that the categories of

waste and energy necessarily have.
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Chapter 4:

Postcolonial Plants and Power: Making, Transmitting, and Receiving the Brazilian

Bioenergy Model

Image 1: Empty crop semi-trailers leave the Maragra sugarcane mill, located 80 kilometers north of
Maputo, as a youth sits on the facility's sign chewing a cane stalk. Maragra is one of four operational

sugarcane mills in Mozambique.

What makes a Mozambican sugarcane field the same as a Brazilian sugarcane field? This is the

question that guides a think tank of Brazil-based natural and social scientists evaluating and

codifying a "Brazilian biofuel model" for implementation in Mozambique-a Lusophone nation

that ranks globally among the lowest in GDP per capita, human development, economic

inequality, and life expectancy, and that has, despite recent successful infrastructural projects,

succumbed to increasing political and social violence following a twenty-year period of relative
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stability after the nation's Civil War ended in 1992. These researchers aim to reproduce in

Mozambique the economic and social success that Brazil has seen through the incorporation of

domestically produced sugarcane ethanol into its energy matrix. Members of the university-

based think tank understand their "South-South" technology transfer as key to both global

environmental sustainability and social and economic development, even as cane harvesting

remains brutally difficult labor.

These biologists, biochemists, agronomists, and economists produce overlapping kinds of

knowledge about Brazilian and Mozambican natural and social environments-in the forms of

soil data, climate maps, agricultural productivity projections, micro- and macroeconomic

assessments, and social inclusion models. Their aim is to arrive at commensurable crop plants,

plantation fields, and laboring bodies upon which to implement their models. And their hope is

threefold: to contribute to a "greener" world by reducing the ill effects of fossil fuels, to boost the

Brazilian bioeconomy by creating a global ethanol market, and to improve the GDP and human

development index in Mozambique through the production of sugarcane-based fuel, just as it has

in Brazil. Their plans hinge on the quantification and qualification of a "Brazilian biofuel model"

suitable for export to other (meaning poorer) nations with a shared "global South" status, even as

Brazil is positioned as a middle class donor nation that can, through its relative dominance,

mentor and bring "development" to Mozambique.

Based on ethnographic research conducted mostly in Brazil and also in Mozambique, I

will argue in this chapter that in planning for a Mozambican biofuel future, Brazil-based experts

not only produce a Mozambican agricultural reality that is rendered visible through a Brazilian

socio-agroecology; they also conjure and promote a "Brazilian biofuel model" that harkens

Portuguese colonial endeavors in which usable goods and capital are extracted from resource-
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rich, economically-poor spaces for the benefit of a controlling, elite, external group. By

evaluating the scientific models and plans of Brazilian researchers working toward biofuel

production in Mozambique, I examine how postcolonial development strategies rely on the

expert production of commensurability between Brazilian and Mozambican land, environmental,

and social relations. In both the colonial and contemporary contexts, the transmission of defined

but unwieldy and uneven agricultural plants, plans, and infrastructure shapes social and

environmental configurations, with results that benefit the "technology-transmitting" actors,

despite their often good intentions (Escobar 1994).

I will use this scenario as a "case study" (cf. Ragin and Becker 1992; Berlant 2007) or

perhaps as an illustration or example (cf. Ginzburg and Davin 1980) to consider two aspects of

"postcolonial STS," one addressing the category it encompasses and the other addressing the field

of study. First, I will interrogate the stability of the category of "global South" when viewed

through the incommensurabilities the implementation of the Brazilian biofuel model revealed, and

argue that focusing on related but different "postcolonialities" allows the relevance of colonial

legacies-especially agricultural ones-in scientific and technological development to be

perceived and analyzed. Then I will examine what the field contributes to broader analyses of how

science is made and done in and across non-Western contexts. I will argue that the colonial is

present and persists in this instance of postcolonial Brazilian interdisciplinary agricultural science.

While it is misguided to generalize about a national science program or about a globally-inclusive

"postcolonial" situation, one can look to specific examples of scientific practice in global
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contexts-not just the global South-to see how the colonial persists and influences. My focus

here, then, is on Brazil-based scientists and their designs for other global South nations.99

The Brazilian Biofuel Model: Foundations of the Plantation Network

I first began researching the interdisciplinary think tank called the Latin American Committee on

Bioenergy for Africa (Comissdo Latino Americana de Bioenergia para a Africa), or CLABA, as

part of my larger project on the expansion of the plantation network in sugarcane-based biofuel

science in Brazil. In addition to considering ways that scientific practice is affecting plantation

crop plants and industrial processes, which I explored, respectively, in previous chapters on

transgenic science (Chapter 2) and biofuel fermentation (Chapter 3), I wanted a field site that

allowed access to how Brazilian scientists are considering the entire plantation collectively. The

CLABA project provided the perfect group, bringing together natural and social scientists to

evaluate and quantify a model of a technoscientifically enhanced "Brazilian" sugarcane

plantation for export. As scientific practice increasingly comes to define life and labor on and

beyond plantations in the plantation network, this technology transfer project illustrated how a

scientifically-rendered model of a plantation is made to travel as a global South development

scheme.100

Initially, I was invited by several members, including the then-director whom I had

interviewed, to attend small and large meetings held by the CLABA researchers to exchange

their work. However, without explanation, I was "disinvited" from participating. Early in my

9 As will be explained later in more detail, there is currently no biofuel production occurring in Mozambique. This
fact limits my research on expert knowledge production on sugarcane and sugarcane ethanol to Brazil-based
scientists.
100 On quantifying requirements and rubrics for "development" projects, see Ballestero 2012; Ballestero 2015;
Jensen and Winthereik 2013. On the boundaries between quantification and qualitative forms of judgement and
assessment, see Callon and Law 2005; Helmreich 2013.
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fieldwork, I spent several hours waiting in vain for a car ride from a CLABA scientist to join him

at a meeting at a different university an hour away. A week later, I dropped in on the CLABA

scientist in his office, and he awkwardly informed me that the then-director "changed his mind

about outside participants" attending CLABA meetings. Nevertheless, I was able to gather

scientific data from him and another CLABA scientist, and to interview several other members

of CLABA. Publications and websites also served as sources of data.

From these sources, I learned that the goal of CLABA researchers was the international

expansion of the ecological, economic, and technological conditions that contributed to the

making of the Brazilian plantation network, so as to extend the Brazilian plantation itself to

developing countries. Social scientists often frame technology transfer projects between

countries that historically have been the beneficiary of foreign aid, like the CLABA project, as

"South-South" cooperation or development (Milhorance and Bursztyn 2017; Lynd et al. 2015;

Souza et al. 2016). Leticia Cesarino's (2015; 2017) historical analyses of Brazil's role as a donor

to developing nations in "South-South cooperation" projects reveal that Brazil has, since at least

the 1950s, showed interest in distancing itself from US aid and, by the 1960s, aligning with

African and Asian countries. She writes that in forging economic and political alliances outside

of the control of the global North, global South countries share the assumption of a "shared

peripheral experience" that remains inaccessible to North donors (Cesarino 2015:6). Their

subaltern status, in contrast to an imagined global North vision of a modernized world, unites

them as they aim to "redraw the line between North and South, this time to the latter's benefit"

(ibid.: 6). But Cesarino points to an interesting tension in Brazil's straddling of the global

North/global South divide, as the nation has long sought power by maintaining and strengthening

alliances with global North countries by adhering to rules and norms crafted by the latter, such as
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the UN and WTO. In the case of Brazil and for other global South "donor" nations, development

projects framed as "South-South cooperation" often mirror or reproduce the economic and social

disparities and power differentials that North-South development has long produced, thus

asserting and strengthening the "donor" nation's dominant positioning as the bearer of

"development" (cf. Walley 2010). 101

Since the beginning of President Lula's administration (2003 -2010), Brazil has sought

development projects in sub-Saharan Africa premised on its "agricultural success." Citing similar

climatic, geological, and, especially, historic social and cultural conditions (Cesarino 2017), the

state-owned Brazilian Agricultural Research Corporation (Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa

Agropecudria [EMBRAPA]) began two industrial agricultural development projects in sub-

Saharan Africa-one in four west African countries (Mali, Burkina Faso, Benin and Chad) and

the other, in partnership with Japan, in Mozambique (see below for more on the ProSavana

project). 0 2 In both projects, but especially the latter, assumptions of overarching similarities

between the two countries' agricultural, political, and cultural contexts led to difficulties in

implementation (Cesarino 2015).

The CLABA project follows on these EMBRAPA projects, and aims to achieve similar

ends through similar means by focusing on biofuel development to promote energy security as

well as agricultural growth. CLABA was funded by the State of Sao Paulo Research Foundation

(FAPESP), which receives funding from both public and private sources. As mentioned above,

FAPESP is one of the leading scientific institutes in the country, funding research on diverse areas of

"1 While this may be the case in contemporary neoliberal "South-South development projects," it is important to
acknowledge there have been many salient moments when collaboration and solidarity between nations outside the
wealthy, politically powerful centers of the US and Europe have resulted in technological advances, economic gains,
infrastructural improvement, social empowerment, and political revolutions.
102 Though Japan, considered a "global North" country, was involved in planning and funding the project, the
interactions between Brazil and Mozambique resulted in social scientists describing the project as "South-South"
(e.g. (Cesarino 2015; Shankland and Gonqalves 2016)).
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the biological, physical, and social sciences. In 2008, it launched its Bioenergy Program (BIOEN),

funding technoscientific projects that develop bioenergy forms and production techniques in order to

"assure Brazil's position among the leaders in the area of Bioenergy (sic)" (BIOEN 2010). BIOEN

has supported research on nearly 200 projects, all with two goals: (1) increasing Brazil's agricultural

industrial capacities, and (2) contributing to the increased efficiency and prevalence of biologically-

based fuel sources for energy security and for reduced reliance on polluting fossil fuels (FAPESP

2018b).

BIOEN's goals of economic power, energy security, and environmental sustainability are

unique to Brazil. They refer to the country's extensive and productive agricultural infrastructure and

it's "successful" production and integration of non-petroleum-based fuels into the national energy

matrix, both of which build on five hundred years of monocrop agriculture that have shaped

social, political, and ecological relations across the country. These complex relations have

resulted in what CLABA researchers called the "Brazilian biofuel model" that they aim to

transfer as a development tool. Domestic and international economists and journalists hail the

Brazilian biofuel model as a "success." As elaborated in the Introduction, Brazil's widespread

use of sugarcane ethanol began with the entrenchment of sugarcane plantations on the national

landscapes, fueled by enslaved African labor for 350 years, and then by 150 years of low-wage

labor in brutal conditions. Early-twentieth century plantation-based experimentation with

sugarcane fuels to absorb excess production led to a century of governmental subsidies, blend

mandates, and research and development support. Today, the nation continues to have the

highest ethanol-gasoline blend mandate in the world, at twenty-seven percent.

The country's sugarcane-based automotive energy system now helps Brazil stand apart as

a leader in renewable fuels in an era when governmental, NGO, industrial, and scientific leaders
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extol the virtues of "sustainability" and "sustainable development" (see Chapter 3). Such

economic-ecological concerns increasingly drive the development of new biologically derived

commodities, including biofuels like ethanol. While there are dozens of university-based

sugarcane-based scientific and technological projects being developed and implemented in

Brazil, I have only found one that integrates both natural and social scientists, and that orients its

goals towards efforts abroad.10 3 Despite the historic specificity of Brazil's biofuel program, for

these scientists, other postcolonial agriculturally-based nations stand to benefit by following the

"model" of Brazil's successful bioenergy economy.

CLABA has gone through two structural iterations: a BIOEN-funded phase that lasted

from 2013 through 2015, and a second phase ("CLABA II") from 2016 that continues today in

which the program is funded by BIOEN as well as numerous Brazilian and international

companies and universities. My research occurred during the first phase, during which time more

research activities, meetings, and publishing occurred, and during which the organization had

more participating members. In the following description of the project, I will focus on CLABA

as it was organized during that time, and will indicate in footnotes any changes to the program

since 2016. In 2014 through 2015, the period during which I interviewed and worked with

CLABA members, the organization was comprised of fifty-one scientist members from ten

countries (including two agronomists from Mozambique), though most were based at Brazilian

103 In 2012, Petrobras, the semi-public Brazilian multinational petroleum development corporation, partnered with
French energy company Guarani to plan the construction of a $20 million ethanol distillery in Mozambique. The
project was abandoned the following year. Since then, private Brazilian corporations have not expressed interest in
ethanol development in Brazil. While private companies based in South Africa, China, Kuwait, and elsewhere have
all made recent tentative plans to invest in sugarcane ethanol in Mozambique, none have followed through. The
discovery of Mozambican offshore liquid natural gas has recently drawn attention from international investors. The
university-based CLABA project is the only organization still interested in ethanol development there that I could
find. See (Sapp 2012; Sapp 2015; Sapp 2016; Mendes 2018; Observer Research Foundation 2018).
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universities.' 0 4 The project's official headquarters was and remains at the University of

Campinas (Universidade Estadual de Campinas [Unicamp]) in Campinas, SP, Brazil.

Online materials claimed that the project's primary goal was "to substitute substantial

portions of energy demand for transportation in the future" through "modem and sustainable

bioenergy production" in several Latin American and African countries, primarily Mozambique,

South Africa, Colombia, and Guatemala. This ethanol, however, would likely not be consumed

domestically, but would be sent to Europe where ethanol is desired but difficult to produce.

Publications produced under the CLABA project argued that biofuels were crucial for

international sustainable development. In one peer-reviewed article, authors contended that

sugarcane was a "modern energy alternative for Southern Africa" that could "enlarge the access

to electricity." 105 Another peer-reviewed article claimed that sugarcane was "a way out of energy

poverty and an alternative to sustainable development.. .for sub-Saharan Africa." Yet another

argues that "modern bioenergy can be an agent of African transformation."

As the website and publications claimed, I found out through interviews that the project's

leaders were driven by ethical desires to promote sustainable development using Brazilian

ethanol production and consumption as a viable exportable model. Then-director of CLABA, Dr.

Gongalves, told me that he believes that "bioenergy is a fast-track to development" for "some

African countries" and that "the Brazilian model" is the way to make it happen. He made an

ethical and economic argument for biofuel investment in developing countries: "I believe that

hunger exists because people cannot afford to buy the things they need. And if you introduce a

10 CLABA II is now comprised of twenty researching scientists, eleven of whom are based at Brazilian universities.
There are no longer scientists based at Mozambican universities on the project.
10 Sugarcane ethanol is a liquid biofuel, and is not typically associated with electricity generation except in the
burning of byproducts to power mills. It is interesting that they made this argument, considering that other
documents acknowledged that most of the fuel produced would be sent for use overseas.
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bioenergy industry, you raise people's income. And if you raise income, particularly in rural

areas, you enable people to be able to eat." When I asked what the Brazilian model is, he told me

that it is defined by three "levels of flexibility": (1) producers can decide at the factory whether

to make refined sugar or ethanol; (2) most cars are flex fuel, meaning that drivers can choose to

buy pure ethanol at any time; and (3) the government mandated fuel blend percentage allows

more ethanol to be added to gasoline. For Dr. Gonqalves, the Brazilian model had little to do

with history and everything to do with economic factors: production capacity, consumer choice,

and government-supported ethanol blend mandates.

A CLABA report produced in 2014 clearly explains the vision for the scientific aspects of

the project. The "Brazilian bioenergy model" is characterized as the use of "modem and large-

scale sugarcane mills producing biofuel and bioelectricity (which) can be almost directly

replicated in countries that have similar soil and climate conditions to the Brazilian cerrado

biome, such as the African savannah." However, the report continues, "as has been more and

more recognized, similar edaphoclimatic conditions are insufficient factors to enable the full

replication of the Brazilian model, due to the different social, institutional, economic and cultural

contexts of the mostly developing countries where such replication is intended." The report goes

on to recommend "adapting," rather than replicating, "the most relevant aspects of the Brazilian

model," which requires "a solid understanding of interested countries' local backgrounds." The

strategies for accomplishing this are "public consultation and communication, which implicates

effective public participation and stakeholder involvement in the conception, implementation and

evaluation of bioenergy projects." These strategies, however, were not the foundation of

CLABA's research scheme. The majority of scientific research that the project intended and
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began to conduct consisted of natural scientific analysis of soil, climate, and other geophysical

factors.

Materials shared with me by Dr. Barbosa, a Brazilian economist who was part of the

CLABA project, showed that the project had five analytic arms, each aimed at increasing

knowledge of the Brazilian and "target state" contexts so that biofuel production might

commence or expand. These five "subprojects," each of which was to be undertaken for each

"target state," were:

1. Geophysical analysis to explore the physical potential for bioenergy production

2. Food security analysis to determine the effects of biofuel production on food security

3. Fertilizer analysis to assess the fertilizer needs for biofuel crop cultivation considering

soil and climate conditions

4. Environmental analysis to assess the environmental and hydric impacts of bioenergy

production

5. Socioeconomics analysis (macro- and microeconomic) to determine the effects of

biofuel production on labor and income' 06

Each stage involved data collection, model making, implantation planning, "innovation studies,"

and "regional diagnosis," which were to be shared with the larger group at annual meetings.

Together, they were intended to provide a comprehensive analysis of both the Brazilian biofuel

model and the local conditions in "target states." Most relied on quantitative natural scientific

assessments, and only the second ("food security analysis") and fifth ("socioeconomic analysis")

106 In CLABA II, the "subprojects" have been reduced to three "tasks." Notably, these exclude a socioeconomic
analysis. "Task I: ... Understanding and evaluating pasture intensification in Brazil, 1980 to the present ... (and
assess the) impact of soil, seasonal variability of precipitation, and climate change on pasture performance gap
estimation using climate binning. Task II: ... Modeling sustainability metrics and the impact of management for
sugar cane production; development and preliminary application of a multicrop global energy crop yield model.
Task III: ... Geospatial analysis of pasture-based livestock productivity increases in Brazil; ... Tactical/strategic
modeling for investment studies of integrated crop-livestock systems."
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subprojects incorporated social scientific data. It was unclear from this outline of projects how the

stated objectives of "public consultation and communication" were to be implemented.

CLABA scientists contended that other postcolonial countries could follow the Brazilian

biofuel model once the agricultural, environmental, and socioeconomic conditions were assessed

and adjusted to accommodate local conditions. So what was the state of sugarcane and ethanol in

Mozambique, a primary "target state" for their agricultural development intervention and one

that shared aspects of a Portuguese colonial history?

Mozambican Sugarcane History and Present

For the first roughly 400 years of Portuguese rule, Mozambique was a site of vibrant trade at

coastal ports. It was integral to the Portuguese movement of goods across the Indian Ocean

toward the Atlantic. But the Portuguese did very little to extract resources from the region, with

the very notable exception of humans for the slave trade. They did not develop mining or

agricultural investments there until the late nineteenth century, long after they had done so in

their larger colony, Brazil. The first sugar plantations and mills were established in the 1890s and

relied on governmentally-sanctioned conscripted labor on privately owned plantations (Dubb,

Scoones, and Woodhouse 2017). These mills were producing alcohol, presumably for

consumption and not for fuel, as early as 1910, though producers sent all of the molasses (the

raw material produced by the sugar mills) to Portugal for refinement, thus allowing Portuguese

refiners to benefit economically by selling the final product (Leite 2011; see image 2).
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Image 2: 1910 poster for a Mozambican sugar mill, advertising sugar and alcohol. Source: Leite 2011.

Sugar production expanded widely across the colony and helped the Portuguese begin to

formalize a laboring population, even as they relied on forced labor policies implemented by the

colonial government (Lazzarini 2017). Sugar production expanded through the mid-century.

Mozambicans gained independence from Portugal in 1975 following nine years of armed

fighting that, along with the internal violence during the early years of the Mozambican Civil

War (1977-1992), resulted in the destruction of most of the country's sugar mills. When the

nation's communist government was established in 1980, it prioritized rebuilding the sugar

industry out of a desire to create formal sector employment for citizens, most of whom were

subsistence farmers. Their intention to promote the sugar industry was so strong that the

government included sugarcane stalks among the iconography on their seal and flag, alongside

_ &_ I__ k -I
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corn, a hoe, an AK-47 assault rifle with a bayonet, a book, and a rising sun over the land and sea

(see image 3). The government invited multinational corporations to establish plantations and

mills on state-owned land.

Image 3: The seal of Mozambique, which includes imagery of sugarcane (arching on the far left), corn
(arching on the far right), a hoe and an AK-47 assault rifle with a bayonet crossed over a book and a sun

rising over the land and sea. Source: Wikimedia Commons 2012.

Regional political instability, however, caused problems for the Mozambican state as it

promoted sugarcane planation development. The newly independent state opposed South

Africa's apartheid government and, with other southern African nations, established the Southern

African Development Coordination Conference (1980). The goal of the conference was

economic cooperation and security independent from apartheid South Africa, and so member

states established a "frontline" for economic activity that excluded South Africa. Neighboring
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Mozambique was directly affected as South African military forces retaliated. A campaign of

destabilization and insurgency resulted in huge human and economic damage and the collapse of

agricultural production in regions near the border (Dubb, Scoones, and Woodhouse 2017). Sugar

production throughout the rest of the country grew slowly, but by the mid-1980s producers were

sending sugar to European and North American markets. The fall of the South African apartheid

government in 1994 opened relations between sugar producers in South Africa and Mozambique.

Economic liberalization and increased international investments in South African companies

resulted in their rapid acquisition of agricultural land and sugar and mills in Mozambique (ibid;

Buur, Tembe, and Baloi 2012).

Since the 1990s, multinational companies have acquired previously-state-owned land and

mills. Today, Mozambique's sugar sector is the second largest employer after the public sector,

and sugar is the second largest export after tobacco, with most sugar sent to the EU. Four major

industrial producers-all based in other countries-oversee the production of the vast majority of

sugar. But the state, which in communist Mozambique owns all of the nation's land, retains a

minority ownership stake in agricultural and production operations. It regulates sugar production

market conditions (1) by legislating minimum prices in national markets (the only crop for which

it has this control, per special permission from the IMF (Hanlon 2017a; Hanlon 2017b)),

allowing or denying new producers to invest in mills and plantations, and (2) by maintaining a

yet-unrealized national ethanol blend mandate (more on this below) (Dubb, Scoones, and

Woodhouse 2017; Lazzarini 2017). The state has also used control over sugar production to

undermine political opposition-which is strong in the country, especially the north-in regions

where opposition parties have strongholds. By denying certain investments and "outgrower"

opportunities, in which small-scale farmers are allowed to rent land they farm to producers, the
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state has slowed production and hence income and agricultural formal sector development in

those regions (Buur, Mondlane, and Baloi 2011).

Even though sugar production has fallen in the last two years, with exports in 2016

reaching a recent record low of USD $49 million (Hanlon 2017c), I learned through interviews

that government officials understood sugarcane to be a key tool for rural development. In their

view, cultivation and production convert so-called underutilized fertile land into "productive"

land, and they create formal employment for people who often struggle to produce enough food

for themselves under drought conditions. This narrative ignores the fact that most so-called

unemployed Mozambicans are subsistence farmers who cultivate land for their own food needs.

It also obscures the fact that sugarcane labor is only very slowly beginning to be mechanized,

with the vast majority of cane still cut by hand with machetes in stifling heat (O'Laughlin 2017).

Labor relations on plantations are tense. In 2016, sugarcane fields were vandalized by

disgruntled local residents who lacked food. As a solution, that sugarcane plantation, in

partnership with the local government, decided to plant several hectares of land where food crops

were planted for local residents (Folha de Maputo 2016). In 2017, striking workers demanding at

least minimum wage at the Maragra sugar mill burned 45 acres of sugarcane crops (though the

protesters claimed that the police burned much of it) and vandalized a police car (Frey 2017).

With European markets unable to produce sufficient ethanol to meet legislated mandates

for renewable fuels, the Mozambican state has lately sought to promote ethanol production. In

2009, the government announced its National Biofuel Policy and Strategy to guide the

development of a domestic ethanol industry (Vissers and Chidamoio 2014). Production was to

include bioethanol made from cassava and from excess molasses on sugarcane plantations, as

well as biodiesel from jatropha planted on marginal lands. By December 2010, there were forty-
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eight registered biofuels projects by multinational corporations, but only two ever produced any

feedstock or fuel (and none from sugarcane) (Locke and Henley 2013; Hanlon 2014).107 In 2012,

the country drafted its own biofuels sustainability criteria (the Mozambique Biofuels

Sustainability Framework) and legislated a fuel blend mandate, which has yet to be

implemented. In 2013, the state approved fourteen new ethanol production projects by

multinational foreign agricultural companies, including France, Brazil, Japan, China, Kuwait,

and South Africa, but none were implemented. Some were shown to be nepotistic deals for

government cronies, and others were simply deemed not economically viable by the companies

(Locke and Henley 2013; Locke and Henley 2014).

Whether they were aware of these biofuel failures or not, Brazilian researchers on the

CLABA project remained optimistic that the Brazilian model of sugarcane bioenergy production

could prove "a way out of energy poverty" for Mozambique.1 08 CLABA scientists with whom I

spoke were all impressed that I had conducted research in Mozambique. They asked what my

impressions were, and seemed optimistic that I might be able to offer insight into the conditions

there at meetings. I found out that, aside from a ten-day trip on which several researchers met

with local university faculty, visited a sugar mill, and collected some field data, there had been

very little engagement with or research conducted in or on the country. 109

07 Cleanstar produced ethanol from cassava but stopped production in 2012. NIQEL produced small amounts of
biodiesel from jatropha but stopped in 2013 (Hanlon 2014).
108 Allen and Barbara Isaacman's (2013) excellent longue durde study of hydroelectric dams in Mozambique
provides valuable insight into the extractive nature of alternative energy production in the nation.
109 After I left the field, in 2016, researchers on the CLABA team published a report assessing the "the implications
for sustainable local development" at one of the four sugar mills in Mozambique. They interviewed governmental
representatives, NGO representatives (whose organizations were, they wrote, "pro-poor"), and small-scale farmers
and concluded that "the impacts of sugarcane remain somewhat unclear. Government bodies and some of the
consulted NGOs claim benefits, both on income and local food production. However, these benefits are less evident
to farmers. While they acknowledge labour and social services as opportunities brought by the sugar mill, progress
on capacity building and irrigated areas for food production fall short of expectations." The report recommends
"(t)ransparency, coupled with more effective food production strategies, ... to ensure sustainable agro-industrial
development along with a poverty reduction." While researchers acknowledged that farmers were not benefiting in
anticipated ways, it was unclear what implementable strategies they foresaw using in pursuing a Brazilian
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I spent one month in Mozambique in 2013, during which I interviewed representatives

from three governmental ministries (the Minister of Mineral Resources and Energy, the Ministry

of Agriculture and Food Safety, and the Ministry of Science and Technology, Higher Education

and Technical-Vocational Education); an agronomic scientist at the Mozambican Agrarian

Research Institute (Instituto de Investigagdo Agraria de Mogambique [IIAM]); several faculty

members at the nation's oldest and largest university, Eduardo Mondlane University

[Universidade Eduardo Mondlane]); and a representative from an agricultural activist

organizations, the National Peasant Union (Unido Nacional de Camponeses [UNAC]). I also

visited one of the four operational sugar mills in the country." 0

production model there. Brazilian sugarcane plantations are all operated by large corporation and do not follow the
Mozambican "outgrower" agricultural model, in which a farmer receives financial or technological resources from a
firm in exchange for exclusive rights and legal title to the crop produced by the farmer.
1" I visited the Maragra mill (see images 1, 4, 5, and 6), located about 80 kilometers north of Maputo. It is one of
two mills in the southern Maputo province (along with the Xinavane mill). Mozambique has two other operational
sugarcane mills, the Marromeu and Mafambisse mills, both in the central province of Sofala. Maragra operates as a
subsidiary of the South African company Illovo Sugar Ltd. The mill relies on the outgrower model described in
Footnote 11, with nearly 400 farmers bringing cane grown on their land to the mill for processing. I was told by a
representative that most land conflicts in the region did not stem from tensions between land holders and the mill
company, but instead arose from family conflicts amongst land holders. While at the mill, I witnessed the exterior of
the large black smoke-emitting mill, which was burning pressed cane residue (bagasse), a line of a dozen trucks
laden with cut cane waiting to pass through the security checkpoint at the mill's main gate, and workers walking
slowly in groups across the large, dry field to the highway as they left their jobs at the mill (cf Mavhunga 2013).
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Image 4: A truck carrying sugarcane travels towards the Maragra mill down Highway 1, Mozambique's
only interstate highway.

Image 5: A truck delivering cane for processing passes through the security checkpoint at the Maragra
mill. The sign pained on the wall beyond the truck reads, "Boa Viagem!" ("safe travels") in Portuguese,

and "Have a nice day!" in English. English is not widely spoken in Mozambique, but the presence of
English on the sign led me to believe that the mill receives numerous international visitors.
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Image 6: The Maragra mill, producing gray-black smoke that results from burning pressed sugarcane
residue (bagasse).

I quickly found out that, as mentioned, despite legislation requiring the implementation of

ethanol production, no ethanol was being produced in the country, and no one had much insight

into when it might commence."' A representative from the Ministry of Energy told me of a five-

ministry commission that was being formed to oversee ethanol production implementation. The

commission would draft different legislation for the various agricultural regions, since each had a

different agricultural, economic, and political profile. But she was unsure as to when meetings

would begin.

A representative from the National Peasant Union (UNAC) was critical of all large-scale

multinational agricultural projects. For activists like him, sugarcane is a contentious crop to begin

with because monocrop agriculture displaces subsistence farmers, who make up a large percentage

of the population. These farmers count in official data as "unemployed" and hence are targeted as

. As of 2018, there is still no ethanol production in Mozambique, and prospects seem bleaker following increased
investments by petroleum firms following the discovery of offshore liquid natural gas.
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"beneficiaries" of such industrial projects, regardless of their desires or economic needs. He

proudly cited the failure of the ProSavana project in the central region of Mozambique (the Nacala

corridor). Though the Brazilian, Japanese, and Mozambican industrialists, investors, and

government officials who signed the agreement promised sustainable agricultural and regional

development, international activists accused project participants of "land-grabbing" and found

evidence of corruption in agricultural deal-making, leading to its collapse (cf. Cesarino 2015;

Wolford and Nehring 2015; Milhorance and Bursztyn 2017). UNAC had protested the project

from the start, and the representative told me that, even though no bioenergy company had struck a

successful deal with the Mozambican government, his organization would likely protest any

proposed project on the grounds of small-scale farmer displacement and sugarcane workers' rights.

Given this complex history of industrial sugarcane production, failed ethanol

implementation, and labor disputes, what approaches did CLABA scientists take in assessing the

potential for adapting the "Brazilian bioenergy model" for the Mozambican context? Research

with CLABA scientists revealed that rendering Brazilian and Mozambican sugarcane plantations

commensurable was the strategy for biofuel implementation. They used diverse scientific methods

to attempt to achieve this goal, and in doing so ultimately echoed Portuguese colonial transfers of

plants, plans, and ideas.

Making the Model: Investigating CLABA Assessments of Mozambican Sugarcane Plantations

What makes a Mozambican sugarcane field the same as a Brazilian sugarcane field? How is the

Brazilian biofuel model rendered translatable and transferable to this very different Mozambican

context? STS scholars have looked to models and model-making as historicized, contextualized

activities that produce more than simply the models of reality they purport to represent (cf.
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Godin 2017). Beyond creating biased and simplified understandings of complex systems, they

produce realities in their generation of facts, in the acceptance of these arranged facts as

actionable truth, and in the material infrastructures that are built in their name (cf. Jensen and

Winthereik 2013; Harvey, Jensen, and Morita 2016). Models allow competing visions and

enactments of social reality to enter into debate, ultimately allowing for one understanding to

"win" over others and become accepted as reality (Durant 2011).

Paul Edwards (1999; 2010; Miller and Edwards 2001) has analyzed the ways that various

computer models of climate change have converged to create a trustworthy foundation upon

which the reality of climate change is understood and acted upon by scientists and non-scientists

alike. And while Casper Bruun Jensen (Jensen no date) has argued that models are often

developed comparatively with reference to one another, at other times, models are imposed upon

realities which may or may not conform to the conditions the model requires. Such is the case, I

argue, with the CLABA biofuel model. It is worth examining the specificities of the CLABA

model of Brazilian sugarcane biofuel production to understand the agricultural, social, economic,

and ecological reality envisioned by its makers, the incommesurabilities between the Brazilian

and Mozambican contexts that its creation reveals, and the political and ideological stakes of

creating such a model in the first place.

While I conducted interviews with six CLABA scientists, I had the opportunity to

observe, receive modeling and assessment data, as well as interview two CLABA researchers:

Dr. Clement, an agronomic engineer working on "subproject 1" (geophysical analysis), and Dr.

Barbosa, an economist working on "subproject 5" (socioeconomic analysis). Dr. Gongalves,

mentioned above, was the official leader of the geophysical analysis subproject, but Dr. Clement,

a specialist in soil and climatic analysis, was charged with data generation. Dr. Barbosa, an
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economist, was one of the leaders on the Mozambican socioeconomic analysis subproject. Each

provided me with research data they were compiling and presenting to other CLABA members at

small, quarterly meetings." 2

In my analysis of (1) climate and soil maps and models and (2) economists' assessments

of social conditions and "appropriate labor," I found that this South-South scientific

collaboration and technology transfer sought to use agronomic scientific methods to render

commensurable plantations in two disparate geographic spaces with radically diverging socio-

economic contexts. Their techniques revealed the colonial impulses and outcomes that

undergirded their scientific efforts.

CLABA's Soil and Climate Model

Dr. Clement was an affable agronomic engineer who spoke excellent English, following several

years working in laboratories at the Sugarcane Research Unit of the US Department of

Agriculture (USDA) in Louisiana. He was the CLABA scientist in charge of modeling soil and

climate conditions in Mozambique and comparing them to Brazilian conditions. His work

ultimately had the goal of revealing Mozambique's agricultural production potential. He told me

that he had visited Mozambique the previous year with a small group, including a few other

CLABA scientists and two postdoctoral researchers. Their ten-day trip consisted of several day-

long workshops with scientists from Eduardo Mondlane University (UEM) and a field trip to

collect some data at a sugar mill. He told me, however, that the data he was using in his

evaluations came from researchers at UEM.

When I asked about the details of the predictive models he was making, he got excited. "I

am making a mathematical model using two types of data: soil and climate. Using the model, we

112 For anthropological analyses of bureaucracies, see Riles (2001), Feldman (2008), Bernstein and Mertz (2011),
Hull (2012), Mathur (2016).
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will be able to create a forecast that will predict the success of the project." Given his partial role

in overarching CLABA project of generating and integrating diverse kinds of data, "success" for

Dr. Clement meant, simply, growing sugarcane for ethanol in Mozambique, regardless of the

labor and environmental outcomes. He explained to me that he wanted to make a very simple,

adaptable model so that new factors could be included as more data from Mozambique were

gathered. He and his team of postdocs had found that much of the data they collected from local

scientists were "corrupted"-numbers were clearly entered incorrectly into the database. So he

decided to focus on data that were more readily available: temperature and water availability

based on climate.

Each of these factors, Dr. Clement told me, has a direct correlation with "yield." He was

referring to crop yield, or the agricultural output of a given area of land, measured in kilograms

(of crop) per hectare. The land's yield was the magic number that that would determine the

agricultural production potential of the Mozambican cane fields. He explained that first, using

geographic information system (GIS) mapping, "we look at what land is available [for planting].

Then we see if the soil is good, average, or bad. And then we assess the weather according to the

Koppen [climate classification] system." He pulled out a pad of white lined paper and wrote an

equation:

Y =a + b DD - c HD + (d Pn-l + e AA)

He slowly explained each mathematical abbreviation: Y was the yield; a was the previous

average from climate data; DD was the degree days, meaning the temperature, with b

representing the number in degrees Celsius; HD was the hydric deficit, or water requirements,

with c representing the number; Pn- 1 was the productivity of previous harvest, with d
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representing the number; and AA was the average age of the harvester machines, 1 13 with e

representing the number. DD (degree days) had a direct correlation to yield, and HD (hydric

deficit) had an inverse correlation to yield. "So that is the sugarcane field?" I asked. "Yes!" he

replied enthusiastically, tapping the paper with his pen. "Exactly. That is the field."

Without prompting, Dr. Clement acknowledged certain shortcomings of the model,

which he listed as laborer availability, land management practices, government legislation, and

environmental impacts. But he contended that this model would allow researchers to calculate

the potential output of the fields and thus be able to make more informed "management choices"

based on "deficits," relative to the "successful" Brazilian inputs for yield, that the model showed.

Brazilian cane fields, then, both provided the model for understanding Mozambican fields and

enabled action upon them. The very shortcomings and data gaps that the model has built into it

are largely what will drive data collection and future model making, as well as eventual

technology transfer and labor implementation: the model, if adhered to, thus creates the new

conditions for what is real, what is imaginable, and what is actionable.

CLABA 's Socioeconomic Assessment

Dr. Barbosa was one of my first contacts in the field. She generously opened her door, data, and

contact book to me, helping me establish communication with many interlocutors during my

time in Brazil. She was an economist who specialized in political and historic analyses of the

Brazilian sugarcane labor market, sugarcane agroindustrial systems, sugarcane production

chains, and sugarcane sustainability, mostly related to the ethanol-producing Sdo Paulo region.

She oversaw the work of many doctoral students, some of whom were working on producing

113 was told by Mozambicans and other CLABA researchers that in Mozambique, mill operators did not use
harvester machines. All work in the fields was done by hand. This aspect of the equation, then, would be irrelevant.
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reports and data for the CLABA project, though she nor, as far as I knew, any of her students

visited Mozambique.

Dr. Barbosa told me that, from her perspective as the lead researcher on the potential

socioeconomic impacts of bioenergy production in Mozambique, job generation was the most

important aspect of the project. But given the context, there was a problem, she said. The

CLABA project aimed to make "sustainable" biofuels, which could both improve environmental

outcomes and be sellable on a European energy market that had great concern for "social

sustainability." Since 2012, in the "Brazilian model," mechanized harvesters had been harvesting

all sugarcane for ethanol, eliminating manual cane harvesting on all but the hilliest land that the

machinery could not access. Some former cane workers were retrained to operate this

machinery." 4 This fact greatly increased the international perception of Brazilian sugarcane

ethanol as "socially sustainable" because workers were not subjected to brutal conditions in

order for the fuel to be produced. But in Mozambique, there were no mechanized harvesters on

sugarcane plantations, and there were two problems with implementing them: (1) mechanized

labor would decrease the formal sector job creation that CLABA sought," 5 and (2) Dr. Barbosa

had doubts about Mozambican laborers' abilities to operate heavy machinery, a job that required

training and specialized skills. Jobs involving mechanized harvesters had a "different profile,

with different schooling necessary. At this stage of development, it's more interesting to harvest

114 While some cane workers were retrained, most lost their employment. Conversations with residents of
Piracicaba, the city at the heart of the sugarcane ethanol producing region, told me that workers either returned to
their homes in the country's poorer northeast region, where they had migrated from, or found employment in the
booming construction industry that required more laborers to build the burgeoning cities of the nation's agricultural
interior.
15 CLABA researchers were proud of Brazil's formal sector sugarcane employment record. In a report co-authored

by Dr. Barbosa, they extoled the excellent labor conditions of the Brazilian sugarcane industry: "Formal work
relations assure legislatively mandated rights such as retirement and annual paid vacations, unemployment
insurance, extra monthly wages per year, health programs, and improved work conditions. Cooperative relations
with workers' unions where sugarcane mills operate has fostered, among other benefits, reduction of illiteracy and
increase of years attending school, and a reduction in underage workers."
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manually, to use burnt cane. But that's hard to label 'sustainable."' It was clear that she did not

have faith in rural Mozambican workers' abilities to undergo training and acquire specialized

skills.

What is more, she told me, in Mozambique it is difficult to hire workers. And "they are

used to having women work in the fields with their children. But companies won't buy ethanol

made with what they consider child labor." Producing ethanol for export to Europe would likely

require sustainability certificates, which would require adequate labor conditions to earn the

label of "social sustainability" in addition to environmental and economic sustainability (cf.

Labruto 2014). She reiterated this point when I asked about the "food versus fuel" dilemma that

had plagued biofuel development (see Chapter 1) and about whether the CLABA team was

pursuing second generation biofuel production, that is, fuel created from agricultural wastes

instead of directly from crop plants."1 6

She rhetorically posited all of the socioeconomic problems the project faced as a series of

questions:

First or second generation? Manual cutting or mechanization? Are their workers skilled

enough to drive a one million reis [the unit of Brazilian currency] machine? How are

labor laws organized? How is the market organized? Can they meet (external)

sustainability criteria? What is their sustainability criteria? How far are they from

established (sustainability) criteria like RSB and Bonsucro [two social certification

programs]? How can small producers be engaged in production?

116 I learned from Dr. Gongalves that unlike in Brazil, where sugarcane juice is used to produce ethanol, in
Mozambique, they would likely produce both sugar and ethanol from the same crops by using molasses, which is a
byproduct of sugar production, to produce ethanol after sugar was produced. This would eliminate the "food versus
fuel" question, since sugar was the primary product and ethanol the secondary product produced from the waste.
This, he said, would improve the social sustainability of the crop.
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Dr. Barbosa and her doctoral researchers were faced with a development dilemma: how to create

industrial plantation jobs and increase the quality of life for rural residents, while simultaneously

making a product that will decrease global C02 emissions, not degrade local environments, and

be marketable as "green" to the global North? By my last meeting with Dr. Barbosa shortly before

I left the field in late 2015, eighteen months after I arrived, her optimism in prospects of the

CLABA technology transfer had waned significantly. She seemed less interested in the project, its

outcomes, and in contributing data to it. She left the project when the funding and research

structure shifted in 2016.

As a social scientist, it was not difficult to consider the problems with rendering disparate

growing fields commensurable through mathematical models and hypotheses about social

outcomes based on familiar ones in Brazil. The "extemalities"/omissions in these assessments,

combined with the incommensurability of the reports and the lack of first-hand knowledge of

social, environmental, and economic conditions, made finding an encompassing solution seem an

unlikely outcome of the project. These decontextualized imaginings of ideal plant growth,

harvesting, and labor relations stood to affect livelihoods and landscapes far beyond these

scientists' university in south-central Brazil, should a viable plan have emerged.

What is more, in this case, sending Brazilian models to and hoping for Brazilian

outcomes in Mozambique mirrored Portuguese colonial extractive enterprises in Mozambique in

more ways than one. Just as sugar produced in the colonial period was grown and shipped to

Portugal for refinement and distribution, so would this ethanol be shipped to Europe for use in

global North cars, trucks, and buses. And, just as Portuguese colonial agents benefited

economically from the exploitation of land and labor in Mozambique, so too would non-

Mozambican multinational corporations reap the profits of ethanol production. Despite the
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South-South origins of the project, the movement of goods and capital from global South to

global North would persist, just as sugar-derived products did in the colonial era, capitalizing on

the so-called underutilized human capital and fertile soil of Mozambique.

Considering "Postcolonial STS"

The CLABA project allows me to consider two aspects of "postcolonial STS": one related to the

content of analysis-"the global South"-as framed by researchers and funders, and the other to

critical scholarly engagements that address the development and emergence of science and

technology from places outside of the US, Europe, Japan, and a few other wealthy, industrialized

countries.

The unique assumptions and pitfalls of the CLABA project, based as it was on a "Brazilian

model," highlight not only the extractive endeavor at the heart of the technology transfer. They

also problematize the notion of a unified "global South." The difficulty is applying a model that

emerged from a unique nexus of historical factors to another equally unique site reveal the

tremendous diversity of so-called "global South" contexts. While, as argued in the Introduction, a

phrase like "global South" can do political work to unify and strengthen the claims to rights and

power of nations that have experienced the effects of colonialism and that have less domestic

wealth and international sway than those countries that would be considered a generalized "global

North" (cf. Spivak 1988; Rajdo and Duarte 2018), I contend that looking to related but distinct

"postcolonialities" is a more effective way to group less-wealthy nations in political projects.

Focusing on the presence, relevance, and overcoming of colonial legacies in the development of

science and technology in spaces not traditionally considered "centers" of knowledge production

acknowledges the shared conditions of once-colonial countries while allowing for a multiplicity of
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experiences and histories to coexist. In the cases of Brazil and Mozambique, vastly different

agricultural and political colonial and postcolonial histories have created contexts in which biofuel

development has been central to technoscience in the former and marginal in the latter.

This case of technoscientifically driven "South-South" development also allows me to

consider what the field of "postcolonial STS" contributes to broader analyses of how science is

made and done in and across non-Western contexts (cf. Fischer 2007). Analyzing the CLABA

project and locating the histories it draws upon for its realization provide a method to locate the

colonial in contemporary scientific practice and procedure. But, considering how differently

even another Brazil-lead scientific agricultural development project in Mozambique was

conceived and executed (Cesarino 2015), it is clear that the conclusions I draw are not ones that

cannot be applied generally to "postcolonial science," Brazilian science, South-South

cooperation initiatives, or interdisciplinary development projects. A comparison of seemingly

similar projects reveals that scientific practices and projects each emerge through unique

configurations of historic and contemporary forces and imaginaries. While locating colonial

traces-ones that I contend are ever-present in contemporary science regardless of geographic or

geopolitical location-is a vital political project in the field of postcolonial science studies, my

ultimate goal has been to find how these traces have created unique, dynamic sites of scientific

knowledge production that necessarily can only exist in postcolonial contexts (cf. Chambers and

Gillespie 2000; Isaacman and Isaacman 2013; Lazzarini 2017).

This case also allows me to consider two schools of thought that have emerged in recent

theories of a "postcolonial STS" in order to propose a third way of studying postcolonial science.

Postcolonial science studies currently has two main strands: one, including works by Judith

Carney (2002), Julie Cruikshank (2005), David Edgerton (2007), Clapperton Chakanetsa
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Mavhunga (2014; 2018), Londa Schiebinger (2007), and Helen Verran (2001; 2002), looks to

forms of knowledge that exist outside of recognized centers of metropolitan scientific production

to argue for a plurality of scientific knowledges and practices. Through compelling studies that

detail Africans' knowledge of insects, hunting territories, and mathematics, enslaved Africans'

rice cultivation and abortifacient use, and other examples of indigenous knowledge of the world

and technologies, these authors seek to diversify what counts as valid sites of inquiry and grant

power and agency to actors usually outside canonical definitions of science. A second strand of

postcolonial science studies, exemplified by Gabrielle Hecht (2012), Timothy Mitchell (2011),

Gabriela Soto Laveaga (2009), Cori Hayden (2003), and Peter Redfield (2000), aims to show

how Western science has developed and continues to advance through colonial and neocolonial

exploitation, resource extraction, and unacknowledged "non-scientific" labor and knowledge.

Through the example of the CLABA project, I seek to trace a third thread of postcolonial

science studies, one that (1) locates the colonial in contemporary scientific practice and

procedure in order to (2) assess how it has created lively and powerful sites of scientific practice

in the global South. By investigating the unique ways that science is practiced in non-Western

spaces, we can see how education, collaboration, mentorship, ingenuity, creativity, doubt, and

lingering colonial impulses, techniques, and tactics create influential knowledge forms. When the

STS method of showing the mundane tasks and incremental advances upon which "Big Science"

is built (cf. Kuhn 2012 [1962]) is applied to a postcolonial context, the stakes of the project go

beyond showing how science gets made. Instead, they reveal both how technoscience has

contributed to the making of a "global South" both epistemologically and materially, and how

unique sites of knowledge production emerge from those very conditions.
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Image 7: A motor oil advertisement in a gasoline station window with the words, "European technology,
African energy," written below a running robotic large cat. Such imagery perpetuates a colonial ideology

of Western technoscientific production and African resource extraction.

The global geography of scientific knowledge production is uneven and often maps onto

a core-periphery model in which scientific sites in the so-called global South have diminished

access to funding, equipment, pedagogical resources, and/or academic publishing capacities.

Finding the colonial foundations, traces, and moorings that influence and inspire scientific

practice and procedure is central to decentering Western scientific hegemony and showing the

pluralities of practice that constitute "science." This method also reveals how centuries of

extractive enterprises have resulted in unequal access to resources and to differential influence

over the terms of social encounters, scientific and otherwise. Scholars of postcolonial medicine,

such as Damien Droney (2014), Julie Livingston (2012), Elizabeth Roberts (2012), Noemi

Tousignant (2018), Claire Wendland (2010), have spent time in non-Western medical

laboratories and facilities, tracking how local knowledge, experiences, expectations, and access

affect researchers' attitudes and practices. Their work locates those historical tensions and ties

that shape Western medicine in non-Western places.
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I wish to extend their work to non-medical laboratories where powerful technoscientific

knowledge is being produced, sometimes against the financial and resource odds, but at other

times as a global leader in a particular area of scientific knowledge production. The latter

scenario is the case with bioenergy science in Brazil. Though interlocutors in diverse scientific

disciplines lamented their aging equipment and access to funding compared to what they saw or

imagined in US and European laboratories, they were still producing the most cutting-edge

research in sugarcane- and biofuel-related sciences. This would not be possible without the

colonial legacy of largescale plantation-based sugarcane agriculture. India is also a global leader

in sugarcane science due to its colonial history; however, biofuels have not been a part of the

national agenda for a century, largely under two dictatorships, and so scientists there are not

producing innovative research in this area.1 1 7 Brazilian bioenergy science developed and

continues to be practiced in ways that necessarily draw upon and recombine colonial, imperial,

postcolonial, and even neocolonial materials, practices, and histories.

While colonial power disparities, capital and resource flows, and infrastructures reemerge

in a project like CLABA's, the public-university researchers involved in the project have

ethically-driven intentions. Despite their nationalist hubris about Brazil's biofuel success and

their unfamiliarity with local contexts, it was clear in interviews that they were trying to

ameliorate the negative effects of fossil fuel consumption and improve the economic conditions

of a very poor, politically unstable postcolonial country. Members of the CLABA project sought

to provide assistance to another Lusophone agricultural nation by drawing on national expertise

" My evaluation is based on conversations with relevant scientists in the US and Brazil. Various metrics and
rubrics exist for evaluating national scientific impact, usually assessed according to the number of publications
scientists in a country produce per year. In 2017, worldatlas.com ranked Brazil as the twelfth highest producing
country (Sheth 2017). In 2016, Nature ranked Brazil 2 4th (Nature 2018). Scimago Journal and Country Rank ranked
Brazil 15 th from 1996-2017 (Scimago 2018). However, these were not differentiated by scientific field, and so I was
not able to make a quantitative comparison between Brazilian and Indian scientific research output related to
bioenergy.
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that has arisen from colonial and postcolonial conditions. The best intentions of the CLABA

scientists involved promoting economic, social, and environmental sustainability in another

global South country through agronomic science and a model of Brazilian plantation production.

They applied their scientific training to attempt to find way to make ethanol work as a

development tool in Mozambique as they believed it did in Brazil, despite Mozambique's lack of

sugarcane ethanol infrastructure, low rates of mechanization, complex social dynamics, and dire

political and economic situation. My anthropological training has taught me to evaluate their

scientific practices, and to acknowledge that these practices are bounded and informed by the

horizons of their moral imaginations, which in a postcolonial country are informed by the

historic legacies that contributed to the technologies and ideologies available to them. I hope that

my evaluation of their project, its methods, its goals, and its shortcomings can show those

historical structures within which their imaginations are at work.

Postcolonial science studies offers a great deal as we consider sites of scientific

knowledge production in the global South, and I hope I have offered some insight into how we

might think about the political and material stakes of scholarship that focuses on the unique

perspectives of postcolonial scientific history and practice. I have aimed to show how, while

colonial foundations are necessarily built into Western scientific apparatuses and procedures,

postcolonial contexts both illuminate and reappropriate these forces in new scientific arenas that

are increasingly relevant in the era of climate change.
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Conclusion:

What Does "Brazilian Bioscience" Look Like to Brazilian Bioscientists?

In this dissertation, I have argued that the plantation network-an agricultural formation that

extends field-based cultivation and control of labor, plants, and products into laboratory spaces

in postcolonial countries-is playing an increasingly prominent role in shaping the forms that

"sustainability" takes as it emerges from countries grouped as "the global South." Tracking the

work of various natural and social scientific practitioners in Brazil who seek to expand the

nation's bioenergy regime through new sugarcane-based biotechnologies, advanced fermentation

techniques, and South-South agricultural technology transfers, I have shown how postcolonial

legacies emerge in and shape cutting-edge bioscientific research aimed at ameliorating global

socio-ecological crises.

Scientists seek to develop these solutions by creating products and processes that they

promote as "green," "sustainable," and unique to Brazil and/or "the global South" at large,

relying on this latter category to demarcate solutions emerging from less wealthy, less politically

powerful, more ecologically vulnerable countries. While the term is homogenizing and runs the

risk of being depoliticizing (see Intro and Chapter 4), it can be deployed as a "strategic

essentialism" (Spivak 1988) to bring together disempowered nations or people into a unified

cause against a hegemonic force, such as a scientifically-elite "global North." In the case of

technoscientifically-rendered solutions to problems associated with sustainability, the category of

"global South" allows less well funded national scientific programs to acknowledge their unique

positionality vis-d-vis the uneven effects that climate change and ecological crisis bring.
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Brazil's long histories of sugarcane cultivation and sugarcane ethanol R&D lies at the

heart of all of my interlocutors' research, and has allowed them to promote sustainable

development through technoscientifically-mediated plantation expansion from vastly different

fields of scientific practice. These include molecular biology, biochemistry, agronomic

engineering, and economics. While my data and analysis indicate that the colonial persists in and

shapes Brazil biological scientific practice and knowledge production, what do Brazilian

scientists think about the state of "Brazilian bioscience"? 18 The Brazilian and other Latin

American scientists who worked in the Brazilian labs where I conducted research had insightful

commentary on what it means to practice a cutting edge science in a postcolonial country.

Their ideas were markedly different from a recent scholarly documentation of how

Brazilians evaluate their national science. Raoni Rajdo and Ricardo B. Duque (Rajio and Duque

2014) observed that in Brazil, a fetishized conceptualization of global North technoscience as

achieving "unfettered progress" was as strong as ever, while locally-developed technologies

were disparaged as "primitive." Their study was based on what they described as "public

attitudes," a phrase they did not qualify or describe. In contrast, the scientific practitioners with

whom I worked and conversed never described nationally-produced science as "primitive,"

though they did adhere to an idealized vision of science in general, regardless of the country of

origin. Instead, while some disparaged Brazilian bioscience as "lacking," most regarded it as

creative, innovative, and capable of proving unique solutions to global problems.

118 "Bioscience" here refers to the biological sciences. While most of my interlocutors were molecular biologists
who worked with plants or biochemists who worked with yeasts and bacteria, conversations revealed that their
understanding of "bioscience" included biomedical sciences. Many of the biochemists were creating products with
biomedical applications, and several scientists from different training backgrounds mentioned the Oswaldo Cruz
Foundation, a leading Brazilian public health institution.
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A few other postcolonial STS scholars have documented how scientists' in other so-

called "global South" contexts evaluate the quality of their own national scientific contexts. Most

recently, two scholars of West African science found that in the laboratories where they

conducted research, scientists criticized science as it was practiced in their domestic contexts.

Drawing on Akhil Gupta (Gupta 1998), James Ferguson (Ferguson 1999), and Achille Mbembe

(Mbembe 2001), Damien Droney (Droney 2014) has shown that Ghanaian scientists often

invoke the term "African science" to disparage their conditions and to call attention to the failed

promise of African technoscientific modernization. Noemi Tousignant (Tousignant 2013)

similarly shows how, in a Senegalese laboratory, scientists experienced their lab as a "space of

shortage" relative to labs "elsewhere." While the Brazilian, Ghanaian, and Senegalese contexts

are vastly different, in all three there were claims to laboratory and practical inadequacies that

resulted from a lack of nationally-available access to finances and resources. 119

However, unlike in Droney's and Tousignant's cases, the majority of the scientists with

whom I worked did not come to the general conclusion that "Brazilian science" was inadequate.

Though some of the scientists working in Brazil with whom I spoke maintained a hyper-

valorized perception of science in the global North (they specifically mentioned the US, Canada,

Europe, Japan and Australia), most understood Brazilian bioscientific development to be as

strong if not stronger than global North science, at least in some scientific fields. As I will

elaborate, while some recognized uniquely-Brazilian or -global South problems or impediments

in the execution of their work, most agreed that these did not affect the quality of the research

designs or outcomes in Brazilian science. In some cases, these location-specific difficulties

actually served to further valorize the outputs that Brazilian scientists achieved, either because

19 For more on the significance of locality in postcolonial scientific practice, see (Chambers and Gillespie 2000;
Redfield 2000; Hayden 2003; Pollock 2014; Lachenal 2016; Cech et al. 2017; Anderson 2002).
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the results were produced (1) despite these problems or (2) precisely because of the Brazilian

know-how, tacit knowledge, technologies, or histories that enabled their production.

To conclude this dissertation, I will elaborate five ways that various scientific

practitioners understood the work they were doing and its relationship to the context in which

they practiced. I documented the first of these five characterization of Brazilian science while

attending anthropology and other critical social scientific conferences. All four of the other

scientists' conceptualizations were based on researchers' experience and training in fields related

to bioenergy, a field in which Brazilian scientists have and continue to produce innovative

research and development. While the first characterization did not emerge from the bioscientists

with whom I spoke, the other four did, often overlapping with or reinforcing each other. Each of

these four views was present in the two laboratories in which I conducted long-term fieldwork (a

molecular biology laboratory [see Chapter 2] and a biochemistry laboratory [see Chapter 3]).

Some were stand-alone perceptions, especially the second, while others, especially the third,

fourth, and fifth, often overlapped with each other. After I have explained these five perceptions,

I will elaborate the connections made between them by scientific practitioners as they articulated

their views to me.

These five characterizations that I deduced are all tethered to an idealized notion of

"science" as progressive, innovative, and important for the advancement of knowledge,

technology, and society. However, as I hope to show, various forms of "Brazilianness" come to

matter in unexpected ways as these practitioners enact and produce science.

1. Brazilian Science as "Not Postcolonial"

The Brazilian people and land were subjected to colonial exploitation, violence, and resource

extraction. Thus, many scholars characterize contemporary Brazil as "postcolonial" (Weinstein
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2010; Cesarino 2012; Gomes 2011; Ifigo 2016). Despite this common understanding, many

Brazilian science studies scholars (specifically anthropologists, sociologists, and historians of

science) insisted that Brazil was not a postcolonial nation. Therefore, science produced there was

not "postcolonial science." Their rationale was based on a simple historical fact. Following

Napoleon's 1808 invasion of Portugal, King Dom Joio VI moved the seat of the Portuguese

colonial empire to Brazil; in 1822, his son, Dom Pedro I declared Brazilian independence from

Portugal, thus rendering Brazil a sovereign state and not a colonial territory.

This technicality, which has caused some debate among social scientists (Gomes 2011),

allowed the scholars who I saw speak publically and with whom I spoke privately to valorize

their own inquiries into the histories and social dynamics of Brazilian sciences. By upholding

Brazil as "modem" or "central" (i.e. not peripheral), they could scientific knowledge produced in

the country as equal in all ways to science produced in the global North. Thus, their histories of

Brazilian psychology and neuroscience and their anthropological studies of psychoanalysis and

climatologists were not studies of sciences that were in some way deficient or inferior. They

were equivalent, in a developmental and material-resource sense, to knowledge and practices in

the US and Europe. At one conference, I witnessed a public roundtable at which a leading

anthropologist of science posited that Brazil is a postcolonial state and that it required special

analysis as such. The other (all male) scholars on the roundtable quickly dismissed her

proposition with chuckles and hand waving, "reminding" her that Brazil had been an

independent nation since the early nineteenth century and had since followed a path of scientific

development that mirrored those seen in Europe and the US.

These Brazilian scholars valorized global North science and sought to equate Brazilian

science with it, perhaps as a way of validating their own social scientific inquiries into its various
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disciplines. However, influential Brazilian (Schwartzman 1979; Schwartzman 1991) and non-

Brazilian (Stepan 1976; Stepan 1991) scholars of Brazilian sciences do tend to consider the

nation "postcolonial." And many Latin American scholars of decolonial thought have found

political and social power precisely in identifying and tracing the experiences of coloniality in

various national contexts.' 20 However, the subset of scholars I observed, who study scientific

knowledge and practice, argued vehemently for the nation's "developed" status, ostensibly to

bolster the validity and significance of their own analytic work.

The laboratory researchers with whom I worked had different views of what "Brazilian

science" was. The word "postcolonial" was not as familiar to them as "developing" in describing

the socioeconomic history and state of the country, though all agreed that Brazil was a

"developing country." Interestingly, when I brought up "colonial" origins to their scientific

work, they were generally surprised. They found it curious that I thought in longue duree periods

of centuries when considering sugarcane biofuel. They usually agreed that there was a

connection between colonial agriculture and contemporary sugarcane science, but they never

considered it more than a curious historical tidbit, one that bore little relevance to their everyday

work and overarching research projects. Most thought of Brazilian science in terms of the

contemporary fields of bioscience in which they worked, and while their ideas about the state of

national science differed, as the first conceptualization below shows, most did not disparage the

field, as the concluding three conceptualizations show.

10 Though, as elaborated in the Introduction, these have overwhelmingly tended to be in Spanish-speaking Latin
America. See (Moraia, Dussel, and Jiuregui 2008; Medina, Marques, and Holmes 2014; Harding 2016). For
exceptions see (Cesarino 2017; Rajdo and Duarte 2018).
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2. Brazilian Science as "Deficient"

A few researchers with whom I spoke, like Droney's and Tousignant's scientist interlocutors,

considered Brazilian science "deficient" or "lacking." Their perceptions of inadequacy did not

relate to practitioners' scientific training or practice, but rather to three other aspects of scientific

production: funding, access to technology, and prestige. They believed that it was difficult for

researchers in Brazil to secure adequate funding to pursue the kinds of projects they wanted to

conduct. They also believed that even when there was funding, it was logistically difficult or

prohibitively expensive to acquire necessary technological equipment, most of which was made

and shipped from overseas (for more on this, see Gaidos 2012a; Gaidos 2012b).

As a final insult, they believed that their work was not perceived by international scholars

to be as prestigious as research emerging from global North laboratories. A part of this stemmed

from the need to publish in English, a language in which not all researchers are fluent. These

researchers unanimously saw English as the "universal language of science" and felt driven to

publish in English journals, conduct research stints in the US or Europe, present at English-

speaking conferences, and welcome English-speaking visiting researchers into their laboratories.

But even those in this subset who spoke and wrote well had a general negative attitude about

international perceptions of their science that influenced their own views.

They did not blame Brazilian scientists themselves, but instead faulted the federal

government and/or the federal university system for not promoting scientific development and

education in a way that rivaled governments and educational institutions in Europe and the US.

To them, the problem was structural and could be traced to powerful forces operating at a high

level of organizational and financial control, not unlike other postcolonial (or "developing")

countries. Similar to Droney's (2014) interlocutors, these scientists understood the field through
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"negative interpretation" (Mbembe 2001), describing conditions through what they are not. Thus,

"deficiency" and "lack" override their perceptions of the state of Brazilian science.

However, these scientists were in the minority. Most of the researchers with whom I

spoke, around seventy-five percent, had one or more of the following three perceptions of

Brazilian science, each of which is rooted in uniquely Brazilian historical and cultural attitudes,

traits, and orientations. While they often overlapped as researchers spoke about them, I was able

to discern three distinct threads in their positive perceptions of Brazilian bioscience.

3. Brazilian Science as "Gambiarra"

Many Brazilians understood their national form of scientific practice is through a lens of

Brazilian creativity. Lab researchers were keen to point out to me moments of "gambiarra"-

work-arounds made of improvised equipment or techniques that employed whatever tools or

resources were at hand (Gil 2017). These resources were often waste materials. I also heard this

concept frequently when spending time in informal settlements (favelas) in Rio de Janeiro, when

residents would use scrap metal to rewire a sound system, an old sink and a metal grate to devise

a charcoal grill, or a cracked toilet bowl to make a decorative planter. When I asked residents or

scientists, they were always excited to describe this form of technical know-how as something

that Brazilians "tended to do." One biochemist using string and masking tape to secure a rubber

tube in place on a bioreactor told me, "N6s damos umjeito"-"We find a way" (see Chapter 2

for more on "dar umjeito" or "finding a way"). Lab members often used the adjective

'jeitoso/a" to describe people who readily and adequately "found a way" by being clever, adroit,

artful, sly, or handy.

Examples of gambiarra in lab practices abounded. When sterilizing materials in the

autoclave, scientists hand-folded paper "hats" (chapeuzinhos) from discarded university-
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published magazines instead of lids purchased from lab supply companies to protect the contents

(see images 1 and 2). Another example was the employment of used PET soda bottles topped

with masking tape instead of glass lab-grade bottles with fitted lids to mount algal fermentations

for third-generation biofuel production (see image 3). In another case, there was one older

bioreactor with broken glass tubes that researchers kept functional by stuffing the cracked parts

with old, browned rags. And in one of the aseptic rooms in which sterile experiments were

conducted had a door that shut and locked on its own, so scientists would wedge a piece of

cardboard or thick paper in the door before closing it. Camila once held the door for me, slipped

in the paper and said, "Yet another gambiarra!" Cesar, already working in the room, laughed and

added, "Everything here is gambiarra."

Gambiarra implies making the best from inadequacy and being proud of the equivalent

results obtained (Boufleur 2006; Boufleur 2013; Rosas 2006). Rather than experience shame,

frustration, guilt, or failure from perceived or material shortcomings, these researchers were

cheered and gratified by the forms and outcomes of their technological improvisations. Boufleur

(2013) suggests that such forms of waste-use and technical creativity are social tactics that

enable citizens to maneuver passive consumption in a market-based economy and social order.

Indeed, in the laboratory, researchers resorted to gambiarra when they lacked professional lab

equipment needed to accomplish their task and complete their experiments. Instead of looking to

purchase a suitable part, they often technological sought solutions by finding discarded materials

that could, with some amending, fulfil the same role.

There was a decidedly nationalist sentiment present when people referred to the specific

brand of creativity that gambiarra implied. A faculty member leading other students as they used

string and tape to secure hoses to a bioreactor said, "We make a lot of gambiarra when we don't
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have money. Many times, we have to invent. It's the Brazilian way (ojeitinho brasileiro)."

While the etymology of the word is murky (Boufleur 2006, 23),121 the word did originate in

Brazil (a Google search showed that it has migrated to other Lusophone countries). In Brazil, the

sense is that it is unique to Brazilians and their forms of creative practice with technologies in

situations of material inadequacy. And researchers considered these central to the ways that

scientific research is conducted in Brazil.

Images 1: A scientist folds paper "hats" from old university-published magazines.

12 Boufleur (2006) notes in his comprehensive study of gambiarra that the original meaning of the word related to
theater stage lighting, but he is unclear how the word migrated to attain its current commonly-used meaning. He also
notes that the word likely derives from the Latin gamba for leg, though, again, he is unsure of the significance of
this etymological origin.

A



Image 2: The paper "hats" are placed atop glass vials before they are sterilized in

autoclaves to protect the contents.
high-temperature

Image 3: Used PET soda bottles (topped with masking tape) containing algae and yeast for a third-

generation biofuel fermentation.

- . -
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4. Brazilian Science as "Innovative"

A fourth way that Brazilians understand Brazilian science was as innovative because of its

unique history. As I mentioned, the scientists with whom I spoke all worked in the area of

bioenergy, which, as detailed in Chapter 3, is an area of research in which Brazilians have long

produced cutting-edge research and development. This results from centuries of plantation-based

sugarcane cultivation and a century of state-supported experimentation with sugarcane biofuels.

Scientists, then, understood Brazil as uniquely innovative in this area of the biosciences. Others

corroborated this claim by citing the work of scientists at the Oswaldo Cruz Foundation

(Fundagdo Oswaldo Cruz), one of the world's main public health research institutions that has

been conducting biomedical research since its founding in Rio de Janeiro at the turn of the

twentieth century (Stepan 1976).

Researchers saw Brazilian science today as the result of a long, proud history of

bioscientific development, thus rendering the science epistemologically valid on its own terms.

They recognized contemporary Brazilian bioenergy science as a continuation of a scientific

legacy that has produced knowledge and practices commensurable with science in other fields

from the global North. Specifically related to bioenergy and public health (specifically tropical

disease) related disciplines, Brazil was on par with or even ahead of research occurring in

laboratories in global North countries. This resulted, in their view, from two aspects of the

country's unique history: its agricultural legacy of ethanol and the prevalence of tropical diseases

that had jeopardized urban populations.

History, in a broad sense, mattered to these scientists and informed their perceptions of

Brazilian science. Beyond the broader national histories of science that underscored their sense

of Brazil's unique innovativeness, they enjoyed invoking their laboratories' legendary figures
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and recounting tales of the origin stories the establishments of the labs. This was particularly

marked in the TAB molecular biology laboratory at ESALQ (see Chapter 2), where the lab's

namesake founder, then in his late eighties, would still pay visits to the lab and tell tales of the

lab's early days. He was a leader in Brazilian molecular biology in the 1980s, and his association

with the lab gave current members a sense of pride and distinction to be part of his legacy.

The view of Brazilian bioscience as innovative precisely because of the nationally-

specific histories of its sub-disciplines is in contrast to Droney's and Tousignant's

characterizations of West African scientists' notions of their national science. It also goes against

Rajdo and Duque's (2014) assessment that Brazilians viewed their national science as

"primitive" compared to an idealized global North science. While this idealized notion of science

in general may have been present, it did not preclude these researchers from fitting Brazilian

science into that valorized vision. While many admitted to struggling to publish in English, to

gain access to global North labs with more advanced lab equipment or prestige, or to generally

be perceived as part of an imagined "international scientific community," they took immense

pride in the history, rigor, and inventiveness of their work.

5. Brazilian Science as "Future-Oriented"

A fifth and important way that Brazilian scientists thought of "Brazilian bioscience" was as

offering an important point of view and set of practices for considering how a global future

might be built, one less reliant on fossil fuels and capable of feeding large populations. Their

work had an ethical focus that was founded upon their unique positionality as members of the

financially and politically less powerful global South. They believed that science from

developing nations was crucial to creating a world in which human needs were met through

technoscientific developments and interventions. Their unique perspective from a developing
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country combined with the nation's historically strong bioscientific endeavors positioned them,

they contended, to devise much needed future-oriented research and technologies.

Framed through their work in a nation that was "developing" yet that also had a history of

bioscience research and development, they frequently invoked the language of "green" and

"sustainability" in self-representations. This occurred verbally in conversation and interviews,

and also in written grant proposals and conference presentations. They projected the importance

and potential impact of their work in visions of the future, ones in which their unique solutions

drew upon and produced "sustainability" (see images 4 and 5). Not unlike the third and fourth

views I described above, this perception of Brazilian bioscience valorizes these practices because

of their Brazilian origin and history, in contrast to other scientists from postcolonial countries

who disparage their national science.

Widaoteeologa lndustal e Produtos 9sentAreis

Image 4: An informant's PowerPoint slide depicts a stylized schema, titled, "Approaches: Industrial
Biotechnology and Sustainable Products," in which "sustainability" begets "biomass" (the lab's primary

material for experimentation), which begets "biomolecules" for industrial applications. The implication is
that they are building upon sustainable practices to produce products for a "green" future.
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Image 5: An informant's PowerPoint slide shows "Bioenergy / Renewable Resources" at the center of
ecological issues (clockwise from top left): climate change, technological growth, natural disasters,

energy consumption, ozone layer depletion, population growth, global warming, environmental pollution,
hunger, and the greenhouse effect. The implication is that bioenergy can contribute to solutions to each of

these global problems.

Some of these "forward-looking" bioscientists also considered their work to be uniquely

beneficial to the planet because it focused specifically on the development of non-petroleum-

based fuels. They were proud of their country's leadership in ethanol use for vehicles, and saw

this as a progressive national technoscientific practice that moved away from polluting fuels

toward "alternative," "renewable" energy. As in the fourth view, the nation's singular history

mattered. In this case, ethanol development had produced a unique circumstance in which

Brazilian bioscientific development stood to improve global environmental and social

conditions, and researchers took pride in their contributions to this project.

While the Brazilian science studies scholars with whom I spoke maintained an aloof attitude

toward any difference that Brazilian sciences might have, the Brazilian bioscientists with whom I

worked in two different laboratories did perceive a difference. A few saw the field as deficient

*1
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compared to idealized notions of global North-produced science. But the majority understood

their work and the work of other biological scientists in the country as uniquely creative,

innovative, and capable of providing solutions to global problems, often at the same time and

because of these very factors. For example, for one researcher, it was Brazilians' creative "know-

how" that enabled them to innovate biofuels over a century. For several others, it was Brazilians'

innovative work with biofuels that positioned them to be global leaders in alternative energy

development. For all who espoused positive perceptions of Brazilian bioscience, the historical,

cultural, and/or political stakes of their scientific practice mattered to them.

My interlocutors' views of Brazilian bioscience confirm the argument I made in Chapter

4 that, while colonial foundations are necessarily built into Western scientific apparatuses and

procedures, postcolonial contexts both illuminate and reappropriate these forces in new scientific

arenas that are increasingly relevant in the era of climate change. The unique perspectives

offered by the knowledge and practices of Brazilian scientists at once stands to reorient global

flows of power and technology (see Chapter 4), to create new iterations of "green capitalism"

that may help or hinder global social and ecological crises (see Chapter 3), and to define what it

means to be "sustainable" in an era of climate change and rampant resource extraction for

capitalist consumption (see Chapter 1).
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